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The carrier mobility in a nearly one-dimensional electronic system over liquid helium is
measured. One-dimensional conducting channels are created by using the curvature of the surface
of liquid helium covering a profiled dielectric substrate and applying a clamping electric
field, which holds the electrons on the bottom of the liquid troughs. Measurements are made in a
temperature interval of 0.5–1.6 K at linear densities in the range (0.5–2.5)3104 cm21 at a
generator voltage of 2–200 mV. It is shown that for a clean substrate the mobility of the electrons
is governed by their interaction with helium atoms in the vapor and with ripplons; the
results of the measurements are in satisfactory agreement with a theoretical calculation that
assumes no localization. It is found that for substrates carrying a charge or having defects on the
surface, the electron mobility decreases in comparison with the value for a clean substrate,
and at temperaturesT,1 K is either practically independent of temperature or decreases slightly
as the temperature is lowered. It is observed that the frequency of the plasma waves
propagating in the system of conducting channels decreases as the electron mobility decreases.
The observed effects can be explained by localization in the one-dimensional electronic
system in a random potential and the diffusive motion of the carriers in hops from one localized
state to another. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344136#
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INTRODUCTION

Quasi-one-dimensional~Q1D! and one-dimensiona
~1D! electronic systems have been attracting a great dea
experimental and theoretical research attention recentl
connection with progress in lithography and the fabricat
of cleaner nanostructures. At the same time, it is known
electrons localized over a liquid helium surface form a ve
clean and uniform system characterized by high carrier m
bility, by strong electron–electron interaction, the prese
of which leads to a phase transition in the two-dimensio
electronic layer to a crystalline state, and by a number
other features that are no less interesting. It is therefore
great interest to produce Q1D and 1D electronic syste
over liquid helium in view of all the advantages enjoyed
surface electrons in comparison with low-dimensional s
tems in semiconductors.

The characteristic of the transport in 1D and Q1D el
tronic systems differs strongly from that in systems w
higher dimensionality, particularly in that localization effec
are more clearly manifested in them. In low-dimension
electronic systems over liquid helium the electron gas ob
Boltzmann statistics, so that the magnitude of the elect
wave vector varies from large to very small values. T
should lead to peculiar features in the localization effec
For electronic systems over liquid helium the characteris
of the interaction of electrons with the scatterers, which
helium atoms in the vapor and thermal excitations of
surface~ripplons!, have been well studied. This makes it po
11063-777X/2001/27(1)/9/$20.00
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sible to separate out the dimensional effects quite relia
and that is another reason for interest in the study of
systems over liquid helium.

A previously proposed method of obtaining 1D ele
tronic systems over liquid helium utilizes narrow dielectr
strips1 or metallic wires2 lying parallel to the surface of the
liquid helium at a shallow depth below it. Under the influ
ence of the electrostatic image force due to the dielec
strips or of a positive potential applied to the metal wires,
electrons are concentrated near them, forming a quasi-
dimensional or one-dimensional system. However, t
method has proved to be technically difficult to impleme
because of the necessity of precision mounting of the st
or wires at a depth of 1025–1024 cm beneath the surface o
the liquid helium and the uncontrolled disruption of the un
formity of the system by the natural roughness of the strip
wire material. In Ref. 3 another method of creating Q1D a
1D electronic systems was proposed, utilizing the curvat
of the surface of liquid helium flowing under the influence
capillary forces into a single groove or system of grooves
a dielectric substrate placed at a certain height above
level of the liquid helium. Here a trough or system of troug
with a certain radius of curvaturer is formed on the liquid
helium surface. A clamping electric fieldE' collects the
electrons at the bottom of the troughs and form a Q1D or
electronic system, depending on the values ofr and E' .
Since the electrons in the troughs lie at a large distance f
the substrate, the surface roughness of the substrate has
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tically no effect on the behavior of the carriers.
Such systems were realized in Ref. 4 and 5 using s

strates in the form high-quality glass optical gratings w
parallel grooves of different dimensions and with differe
spacings between grooves, and in Ref. 6 using two My
films coming together at a sharp angle and forming a sin
channel. The carrier transport in such systems has been
ied over a wide interval of temperatures, electron concen
tions, and clamping electric fields.7,8

Only Q1D systems have been obtained with such s
strates. This is because glass has a rather large diele
constant, and the motion of the carriers found in the trou
above massive helium is strongly influenced by the electr
localized at places where the helium film covering is thin.
this case a high mobility of the carriers could be achiev
only for wide channels (;1024 cm!, where several electron
are usually found in the transverse direction in the chan
while for narrow channels, where the influence of the el
trons localized above the film is large, localization proces
appeared and the carrier mobility decreased. In the case
single channel formed by two Mylar films, it was necessa
to accumulate a sufficient number of electrons for signal
tection, and again a considerable number of electrons
found in the transverse direction in the channel.

A low-dimensional~close to one-dimensional! electronic
system in which only one electron was found in the tra
verse direction was obtained in Refs. 9 and 10. In th
studies the grooves into which the helium leaked were m
from a dielectric with a smooth surface and a low dielect
constant. This made it possible to collect charge from
helium film coating the substrate by applying a clampi
electric field and to obtain a rather pure one-dimensio
system.

In this paper we present the results of a detailed stud
the kinetic properties of carriers in a 1D electronic syst
over liquid helium in the temperature interval 0.5–1.6 K a
frequency of 100 kHz in clamping electric fields up to 4
V/cm at different linear densities of the electrons in the co
ducting channels.

The structure of this article is as follows. In Sec. 1 w
describe the experimental cell and present a calculation
which the electron mobilitym and plasma frequencyvp in
the system of conducting channels can be determined f
the experimental data on the conductance of the cell. In S
2 the results of measurements ofm and vp for a ‘‘clean’’
substrate and a substrate with charge and aging-related
fects on its surface. The results are analyzed and var
mechanisms of carrier transport and localization are
cussed in Sec. 3. The main findings of this study are s
marized in the Conclusion.

1. EXPERIMENT

The experimental cell, substrate, and measurement t
nique in this study are analogous to those described in Re
The experimental cell is shown in Fig. 1a. A dielectric su
strate1 was placed above the measuring electrodesA, B, and
C, the dimensions of which were 15.639.2, 239.2, and
15.639.2 mm, respectively. ElectrodesA, B, and C were
held at zero potential, and a negative potentialV' was ap-
plied to electrodes2 and3. A negative potentialVg , obeying
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the conditionuVgu.uV'u, was applied to the guard electrod
4. With these provisions an electron spot with rather sh
boundaries could be obtained on the liquid helium surfac

A system of grooves was formed on a dielectric with
low dielectric constant. A nylon filament 0.1 mm in diamet
was wound on a glass substrate with dimensions of 2
319.1 mm by 1.2 mm thick. Several types of filament we
used, and the filament with the smoothest and most def
free surface was chosen. The substrate was placed in
experimental cell at a certain heightH above the liquid he-
lium level. Liquid helium flowed onto the substrate under t
influence of capillary and van der Waals forces; the tops
the nylon filaments were covered by a helium film 2
31026 cm thick, and troughs of liquid helium formed be
tween filaments~Fig. 1b!. The curvature of the liquid helium
surface in the troughs depends onH and is given byr
5a/rgH, wherea is the surface tension,r is the density of
the liquid helium, andg is the acceleration due to gravity
The experiments were done forr 535 mm. The conducting
system consisted of 150 channels.

The dielectric constant of nylon at helium temperatu
was determined by extrapolating the values obtained by u
room and nitrogen temperatures and had a value of appr
mately 1.5.

The calculation done in Ref. 3 shows that electrons c
lected at the bottom of the liquid channels under the infl
ence of a clamping electric fieldE' execute oscillatory mo-
tion perpendicular to the conducting channels with
frequency determined byE' and r:

v05S eE'

mr D 1/2

, ~1!

wheree andm are the charge and mass of an electron. A
cordingly, the energy spectrum of the particles is

E5~n11/2!\v0 , ~2!

FIG. 1. a: Measurement cell:1 — substrate;2,3 — clamping electrodes;
4 — guard electrode;5 — incandescent filament;6 — copper core;A, B,
C — the measuring electrodes. b: The substrate.
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3Low Temp. Phys. 27 (1), January 2001 Gladchenko et al.
where\ is Planck’s constant, andn50, 1, 2, . . . .
The form of the potential well in which the electrons a

localized and the values of the energy levels for the clamp
electric fieldE'5450 V/cm used in this study are shown
Fig. 2. We see that the potential well in which the electro
are localized is quite deep (;6000 K!. In the upper part of
the well is a discernable feature due to image forces exe
on the electron by the solid substrate at those places w
the equilibrium thickness of the film becomes small. We n
that there is practically no potential barrier that could confi
the electrons above the film. This circumstance makes it p
sible to remove all of the electrons from the thin layers of
film into the liquid troughs, where the electrons are fou
above a thick layer of helium and thus to ensure good u
formity of the 1D system in the experiment.

We measured the 0° and 90° components of the ele
cal signal transmitted through the measuring cell. The g
erator voltage was applied to electrodeA and the signal
transmitted through the cell was taken from electrodeC, with
the driving electric fieldEi directed along the liquid chan
nels. The signal was amplified by a low-noise preamplifi
and sent to a synchronous amplifier.

Figure 3 shows the typical temperature dependence
the 0°. (U0) and 90° (U90) components of the signal trans
mitted through the electron-charged cell. It is seen thatU0 is
rather strongly dependent on the temperatureT, while U90

remains practically constant over the entire temperature
terval. The data shown pertain to low linear electron den
ties nj in the conducting channels; with increasingnj and,
hence, increasing conductance of the channels, the char
of the temperature dependence ofU90 changes: the value o
U90 begins to grow as the temperature is lowered.

The values ofU0 andU90 obtained can be used to fin
the realGr and imaginaryGi parts of the electron-relate

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the profile of the potential energy of
electron in a liquid channel atE'5450 V/cm.
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conductance of the cell. Here we present a calculation of
mobility of the electrons in the conducting channels. T
calculation is analogous to that for a two-dimensional el
tron layer above electrodes of a given configuration.11 Figure
4 shows schematically the electrodes and the cell~side view!
and indicates the notation used in the calculations.

The solution of the electrodynamic problem of the ele
tric field distribution in the experimental cell made it po
sible to establish the relation between the measured si
and the conductance of the system of parallel channels.
assumed that an alternating voltageV0exp(ivt) is applied to
the input electrode. The self-consistent electric field of f
quencyv satisfies the equation

curl curlE5
v2

c2
E82

4p iv

c2
Jd~z2d!, ~3!

wherec is the speed of light andJ is the electron current in
the system of conducting channels, located at a dista
z2d from the lower electrode. The electron current in t
cell can be written in the form

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of theU0 and U90 components of the
signal for a clean substrate.

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of the measuring electrodes.
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Jx5 (
k51

N

j kf ~y2ky0!, j k5skEx
d1D , sk5nj em.

~4!

Here nj is the one-dimensional density of electrons in t
channel:nj5N/NkAx , whereN is the total number of elec
trons andNk is the number of conducting channels in t
cell. Using Eq.~3!, we obtain an equation for the fieldEx

along the conducting channels in the cell:

]2Ex

]x2
1

v2

c
Ex5

4p i

v
d~z2d2D !

3 (
k51

N F ]2 j k

]x2
1

v2

c2
j i G f ~y2ky0!. ~5!

With the boundary conditions on the electric field in t
substrate and helium layer,Ex

(1)5Ex
(2)uz5D1d , Ex

(2)

5Ex
(3)uz5D , andEz

(2)uz5D5«nEz
(3)uz5D , Eq. ~5! can be used

to find Ex for different values ofz and, with the aid of the
relation

div E5
]Ex

]x
1

]Ez

]z
5

4p i

v

3divS (
k51

N

j kd~y2ky0!D d~z2d2D ! ~6!

to determineEz in the cell, including atz50, and, hence, to
calculate the currentJz . The expression for the currentJz at
the receiving electrode has the form

Jz5V0 exp~ ivt !~Gr1 ivGi !. ~7!

Gr5
nj

b
e2 (

n,l 51

`

Lnl

ev2x1l

~mvp
22evx2l!21~evx1l!2

; ~8!

The quantitiesGr andGi can be written as follows:

Gi5
nj

b
e2 (

n,l 51

`

Lnl

~mvp
22evx2l!v

~mvp
22evx2l!21~evx1l!2

1G0 .

~9!

Here the quantityG0 characterizes the impedance of the c
in the absence of electrons;x1 andx2, which have the mean
ing of the active and reactive components of the impeda
for one electron, are determined by the relationm215x1

1x2 ; b is the distance between channels;vp is the fre-
quency of plasma waves propagating in the system of pa
lel conducting channels. In the calculation it was assum
that the electron density distribution in the direction tran
verse to the channel isd-function-like. The parametersLnl

and l in expressions~8! and ~9! are determined by the ge
ometry of the cell:

Lnl5
16«nLy~21!n sin2@p~Ax /Lx!n#sinh2@p~H2d!n/Lx#

p2Lx~2l 21!2DHD
2

,

DHD5«n cosh~qxD !sinh~qxH !1cosh~qxH !sinh~qxD !;
~10!

l5Fp~2l 21!

2Nk
(

l , j 51

N

sinS j
py0~2l 21!

Ly
D G21

. ~11!
l

e

l-
d
-

Here «n is the dielectric constant of the substrate,qx is the
wave vector of the plasma waves, andy0 is the characteristic
localization dimension of an electron in the direction tran
verse to the channel.

In this study we also calculated the frequencyvp of
plasma waves propagating in the system of conducting ch
nels:

vp
2~qx!5

4pnje
2

mb
qx

DDd

DHD
sinh@~qx~H2d!#, ~12!

qx5
p

Lx
n, n51,2,3, . . .

DDd5«n cosh~qxD !sinh~qxd!1cosh~qxd!sinh~qxD !.

Estimates show that for the signal frequency used in
experiment, the terms containingx2 in expressions~8! and
~9! can be neglected. Thus relations~8!–~11! can be used to
determine the values ofm and vp as adjustable paramete
by fitting to the experimental values ofGi andGr .

The experiment was done as follows. The surface
liquid helium wetting the substrate was charged at a l
clamping potentialV' ~of the order of a few tenths of a volt!
by means of a miniature incandescent filament that w
briefly turned on. The electrons struck both the surface of
liquid helium between the nylon filaments and the thin h
lium film at the tops of the filaments. The charging of th
liquid helium surface was detected from the change in
measured signal. ThenV' was decreased to zero, and th
electrons left the massive liquid helium while the electro
above the thin film, which were held by rather strong ima
forces due to the substrate, remained. The measured s
then recovered to its original value, since the mobility of t
electrons localized above the helium film is small and do
not contribute to the impedance of the cell.12 Then, without
turning on the incandescent filament, a clamping potentia
up to 150 V was applied, causing the electrons found ab
the helium film to be displaced to the bottom of the liqu
troughs. Thereupon the mobility of the electrons sharply
creased, and a signal appeared. This procedure made it
sible to vary the number of electrons in the conducting ch
nel from a minimum value set by the sensitivity of th
apparatus to a very high maximum value set by the insta
ity of the charged helium surface.

This method of charging the liquid channels usually l
to high values of the mobility at low temperatures. Howev
sometimes the electrons in the charging process or upo
too-rapid temperature change reached the substrate. The
mobility of the electrons at low temperatures turned out to
lower than for the clean substrate, and the decrease inm was
increasingly significant as more charges were found on
substrate. Eventually the substrate itself was damaged,
that also led to a decrease inm.

To determine the electron mobility it is necessary
know the linear densitynj of electrons in the conducting
channel. The technique used to calculate this quantity w
the clamping field is compensated by the self-field of t
electron layer~saturated case! is described in Ref. 7. In the
unsaturated case at relatively high temperatures (;1.5 K!
the value ofnj was determined from the ratio of the resi
tance of the channels to the resistance in the saturated
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Here the value obtained in Ref. 13 for the electron mobi
in a 1D electronic system was used. AtT51.5 K the value of
m depends weakly on the clamping fieldE' and the electron
density, so that, by knowing the resistance of the chann
one can determinenj . The values ofnj determined by these
methods agree to an accuracy of 30%. As a rule, in this st
we used the second method of determiningnj , which gives
substantially more accurate values of this quantity. The v
ues ofm andvp were determined to an accuracy of;20%.

The interval of linear densities in the conducting cha
nels investigated in this study was 53103–2.53104 cm21,
which corresponded to a maximum mean distance betw
electrons in the channel equal toa5231024 cm.

Thus in this study we realized a system that was clos
one-dimensional. The depth of the potential well in whi
the electrons were localized in the direction perpendicula
the liquid channel was large enough that the electrons co
be reliably confined to the bottom of the liquid troughs.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the e
tron mobility m in a 1D electronic system above liquid h
lium for a clean, uncharged substrate~plot 1! and for sub-
strates with defects and charge on the surface~plots 2–4!.
We see that for all the substrates,m initially increases quite
sharply as the temperature is lowered, and atT,0.9 K the
mobility for the clean substrate increases more gradu
with decreasingT, while that of the charged substrates
substrates containing defects either becomes practically i
ls,
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pendent ofT ~plots 2 and 3! or decreases slightly with de
creasing temperature~plot 4!. Interestingly, while atT'1.5
K the values of the mobility for all the substrates are prac
cally equal, atT'0.5 K the mobility for the clean substrat
is more than an order of magnitude higher than than for
substrate with a large amount of charge~plot 4!. We note
that even forT'1.2 K the mobility for the highly charged
substrate is significantly lower than for the clean substra

Figure 6 shows the values of the plasma frequencyvp as
a function of the electron mobility, corresponding to th
m(T) plots in Fig. 5, for substrates of different cleanlines
We see thatvp is approximately 2.5 times larger for th
substrate characterized by the lowest value ofm than for the
clean substrate. The values found forvp are practically in-
dependent of temperature and depend only very weakly
h j . It was observed experimentally thatvp increases with
increasing numbers of defects and charges on the substra
should be noted that the theoretical value ofvp for nj52.5
3103 cm21, calculated according to formula~12!, is smaller
than the experimental value by approximately a factor
three.

Experiments on the measurement of the electron mo
ity were done in the interval of generator voltagesUg52 –
200 mV, and no noticeable influence ofUg on the mobility
was observed. This circumstance is illustrated in Fig.
which shows plots ofm(T) for different values ofUg . ~For
Ug520 mV this plot corresponds to the experimental plo2
in Fig. 5.!

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The electron system investigated in the present study
be used to check the characteristic features of the kin
properties and localization of the carriers for 1D and Q
systems.

FIG. 6. Frequency of plasma oscillationsvp as a function of the electron
mobility in a 1D system.T50.6 K.
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As we have said, in each of the conducting channels
depthU of the potential well typical for the 1D electroni
system realized here is 6000 K; at this value the characte
tic localization dimension of the electrons in the directi
transverse to the channels at the ground-state energy
y05@\/mv0#1/2 for a clamping electric fieldE'5450 V/cm
is ;1025 cm; the distance between energy levels isDE
50.13 K. In this caseU is much larger than the electron
electron interaction energyUee. For a'231024 cm one
has Uee'7 –8 K in the 1D system under study. Thus t
ratio Uee/DE'60; this value is somewhat larger than t
analogous value obtained for a two-dimensional electro
system over liquid helium. Unfortunately, the conditionDE
.kT ~wherek is Boltzmann’s constant! was not satisfied in
the experiments, so that the electrons were found not on
the ground-state energy level but also at higher levels. T
increased the mean transverse size of the channel. The
acteristic localization dimension of electrons found at a le
n is yn'y0(2n11)1/2. Hereyn'331025 cm at 0.5 K and
yn'531025 cm atT51.5 K.

As we know~see, e.g., Ref. 14!, a low-dimensional sys-
tem is to a good approximation one-dimensional if the d
tance to which an electron diffuses between inelastic co
sions that destroy the coherence of the wave function,LTh

5(vTt0t in)
1/2, is much greater than the transverse dime

sions of the system~here vT is the thermal speed of th
electron,t0 is the relaxation time due to elastic collision
andt in is the relaxation time due to inelastic collisions!. We
assume thatt in is of the order of the value oft determined

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the electron mobilitym for various
generator voltagesUg , mV: 2 (3), 20 (., s); 80 (^ , j); 200 (n). The
carrier concentrationnj54.83103 cm21.
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from the electron mobility data for the clean substrate~Table
I!, while t0 is close to the value oft determined from the
electron mobility data for substrates with surface defe
~Table II!. As we see from Table II, for plots3 and4 in Fig.
5, at T,1 K we haveLTh.yn , where the quantity on the
right characterizes the ‘‘width’’ of the conducting channe
We also note that the characteristic localization lengthj,
which for 1D systems is taken equal to 3l ( l is the mean free
path!,15 is also greater thanyn , at least forT,1 K. Thus one
can apparently assume that in its basic properties the in
tigated system is close to one-dimensional.

We see in Fig. 5 that the electron mobility on a cle
substrate at relatively high temperatures increases rapidl
the temperature is lowered. AtT,0.8 K the change inm
with temperature becomes less steep. This sort ofm(T) de-
pendence is due to the fact that in the temperature reg
0.9–1.5 K the mobility of carriers in a 1D system in th
absence of localization, just as in the case of a tw
dimensional electronic system over liquid helium, is pr
dominantly determined by scattering on helium atoms in
vapor, the number of which decreases exponentially as
temperature is lowered. AtT,0.8 K the value ofm is gov-
erned by the interaction of the electrons with ripplons.

Theoretically the mobility of carriers in a 1D electron
system in the absence of localization was considered in R
3 and 13. The case in which all the electrons are found at
ground-state energy level was considered in Ref. 3, an
Ref. 13 the influence on the mobility from electrons found
higher energy levels was also taken into account. In Fig
the solid curve gives the results of the calculations of R
13, extrapolated to values of the clamping fieldE'5450
V/cm. As we see from the figure, the results of the calcu
tion are in good agreement with the experimental data
should be noted, however, that the calculated curve and
perimental data pertain to different values of the radius
curvaturer. Nevertheless, it can be supposed that the res
of the calculation are not very sensitive to the value ofr,
since the electrons found at higher energy levels, as in

TABLE I. Main parameters of a quasi-one-dimensional system above liq
helium in the case of a clean substrate.

T, K

System parameters*

m, m2/V•s t, 1029 s l, 1024 cm

0.5 250 1.4 3.1
1.0 65 0.37 1.1
1.5 7 0.04 0.15

*Note: the data are given in Fig. 5~plot 1!.
TABLE II. The main parameters of a quasi-one-dimensional system over liquid helium for substrates with charge and defects on the surface.

T, K

System parameters

Plot 3 in Fig. 5 Plot4 in Fig. 5

m, m2/V•s t, 10210 s l, 1025 cm LTh , 1024 cm kTl m, m2/V•s t, 10210 s l, 1025 cm LTh , 1025 cm kTl

0.5 65 3.7 8.1 1.6 15.5 19 1.1 2.4 8.5 4.6
1.0 40 2.3 7.1 0.9 22 20 1.15 3.5 6.3 9.3
1.5 7 0.4 1.5 5 7 0.4 1.5 5
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system under consideration, give an appreciable contribu
to the total current in the conducting channels. This is in
rectly confirmed by the fact that the mobility calculated fo
two-dimensional electronic system over liquid helium16 at
the same value of the clamping electric field has appro
mately the same value.

It was established in Ref. 14 that the carriers in a o
dimensional system must be localized even in a small r
dom potential. In Ref. 17 it was shown that in a sufficien
long 1D system, localization should also occur in the pr
ence of randomly located scattering centers. In our 1D s
tem over liquid helium the electrons are scattered by rippl
and by helium atoms in the vapor. Since the average ther
speedvT of the electrons is much greater than the velocit
of ripplons and helium atoms, one can assume approxima
that the electrons are interacting with immobile scatters.

Tables I and II give the mean free paths of electrons
the channels of the 1D system,l 5vTt, for substrates of dif-
ferent quality (t is the relaxation time of the electronic sy
tem as calculated from the mobility data taken from expe
mental plots1–4 in Fig. 5!. For plot1 the mean free pathl at
temperatures of 0.5 and 1.5 K has the values 331024 and
1.531025 cm, respectively. Thus localization of the carrie
at ripplons and at helium atoms in the vapor must occu
extremely short distances in the system under study. Me
while, the data on the mobility and the character of its te
perature dependence, which are in good agreement with
theoretical calculation,13 do not permit the conclusion tha
the localization of the carriers occurs even in the hig
temperature region, where scattering on helium atoms in
vapor is particularly intense.

It can be assumed that the absence of localization is
to the fact that in the given system the scattering of electr
involves transitions from one energy level to another. Su
scattering, being in essence inelastic, can destroy the co
ence of the wave function and lead to delocalization of el
trons moving along the conducting channels. The charac
istic times for interlevel transitions of electrons in the
interaction with helium atoms in the vapor and with ripplo
have not been studied either experimentally or theoretica
However, it can be supposed that those times should be c
to the relaxation time of electrons in a 1D system over liq
helium for a clean substrate. This is because the trans
characteristics also depend on interlevel transitions.13

In order for localization of carriers moving in a rando
potential to occur, it is necessary that the time for change
the phase of the wave function of the moving particle,tw ,
which is determined by the relaxation time due to inelas
processes,t in , be much longer than the relaxation time d
to elastic processes,t0 : tw ,t in.t0. In Ref. 18, which inves-
tigated the localization of a nondegenerate electron gas
a solid hydrogen substrate in the presence of substrate ro
ness giving rise to a random potential, it was found that
t in /t0,2 localization of carriers was largely suppressed.
our study in the case of a clean substrate, we apparently
t in't0, a circumstance that probably leads to suppressio
localization here, too. It is also possible that if localizati
does occur, the energy of the localized state is low, and s
states are destroyed by temperature fluctuations.

As we have said, in the case when the substrate cont
n
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defects or has charges on its surface, the character of
temperature dependence of the mobility changes. While
relatively high temperatures the quality of the substrate
practically no effect on the value ofm, at T'0.5 K a given
decrease in the carrier mobility is observed for substra
with charge or defects~Fig. 5!. This effect may be due to
either the presence of a comparatively small number of tra
which trap a portion of the electrons and thereby lower
number of carriers contributing to the conductance of
system, or to additional scattering of electrons on the rand
potential and localization of the carriers directly in the 1
system. We assume that the lowering of the mobility in o
case is due to additional scattering and localization of ca
ers in the liquid channels by the random potential that ari
on account of the presence of defects or localized charge
the solid substrate. Here the variations of the potential du
the electrons localized on the substrate are estimated t
small compared tokT.

Unfortunately, we do not know the basic characterist
of the potential that arises on the substrate. Experiments h
established that the more highly charged the substrate,
lower the carrier mobility. Furthermore, it has become cle
that the substrate quality is degraded over time, proba
because of the procedure of vacuum pumping with hea
which was done from time to time for cleaning of the cell. A
the end of a series of experiments it was no longer poss
to obtain high values of the mobility. In an analysis of th
substrate quality it was found that the surface of the ny
filaments making up the substrate became rough, and tr
verse cracks and dents;1 mm in size appeared on them
Apparently it is these defects and the electrons localized
the substrate that are responsible for the random pote
along the conducting channels. The substrate quality
probably be judged from the value of the mobility: the low
the mobility, the poorer the quality of the substrate and
larger the variations of the amplitude of the random pot
tial.

Our experiments made it possible to separate out
influence of the random potential on the carrier mobility in
1D electronic system. We assume additivity of the contrib
tions to the scattering of electrons on helium atoms in
vapor and on ripplons and also of the processes by which
random potential limits the motion of the carriers. Then t
experimental value of the mobilitym for the substrate with
charge and defects on the surface is given by the expres
m215mc

211m rp
21 , wheremc is the electron mobility for the

clean substrate, andm rp is the mobility limited by the influ-
ence of the random potential.

Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence ofm rp cal-
culated with the use of the smoothed experimental plots1–4
in Fig. 5. Unfortunately, the accuracy with whichm rp is
determined, indicated by the error bars, is low, especially
T'1.5 K, but one can nevertheless see that within the e
limits of the calculation for plots1 and2 in Fig. 8 there is a
slight growth of the mobility as the temperature is lowere
whereas for plot3 there is a clearly visible decrease inm rp

with decreasingT.
The random potential along each of the conducting ch

nels clearly comprises a system of potential wells and ba
ers. The 1D system under discussion has the feature th
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permits varying the linear density of the carriers over w
limits, and one can realize the case whennj is less than the
number of potential wells,nn , and also the condition whe
nj.nn .

The characteristic of the carrier motion in a 1D chan
should depend strongly on whether a localization of the c
riers occurs or if the influence of the random potential
duces merely to the appearance of an additional scatte
mechanism. We assume that for the experimental plot2 in
Fig. 5 and, accordingly, for plot1 in Fig. 8 only an additional
scattering on the random potential is observed, while for
perimental plots3 and4 in Fig. 5 and, accordingly, plots2
and3 in Fig. 8, a localization of the carriers occurs.

This assumption is based on an analysis of the beha
of the plasma frequencyvp for the substrates with charg
and defects on the surface. We note thatvp , determined as
an adjustable parameter in a fit of the experimental data,
the meaning of a certain averaged frequency of plas
waves propagating along the channels. We note that for
clean substrate the value ofvp is greater than its theoretica
value calculated according to formula~12!. We assume tha
this is due to the dividing of the conducting channels in
shorter segments on account of the imperfection of the s
strate; estimates show that in this case the average effe
length Leff of the liquid channel for ensuring the necessa
increase in the plasmon wave vectorqx is around 2.2 mm. Of
course,Leff is actually different for different channels, an
the spread in values can be large. Therefore,vp for each
such channel can also be different, a circumstance that
parently makes it impossible to measure by resonance m
ods. Nevertheless, we assume that one can speak of a c
average value ofvp that is determined by the average val
of Leff over all of the channels.

As we have shown previously, for two-dimensiona19

and quasi-one-dimensional7 electronic systems over liquid
helium the value ofvp should increase in the case of loca
ization of the electrons on account of the appearance in
plasma wave spectrum of an optical mode due to vibrati
of the localized electrons. In this case the plasmon disper
relation has the form

vp
25va

21vp
2~qx!, ~13!

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence ofm rp for the data corresponding to plot
2, 3, and4 in Fig. 5.
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whereva is the frequency of oscillation of the electron in th
potential well,vp(qx) is the plasma frequency given by ex
pression~12!. It is seen in Fig. 6 that at large values ofm the
value ofvp is independent ofm. This corresponds to nonlo
calized motion of the electrons; whenm is decreased from
100 to 20 m2/V•s the value ofvp increases by approxi
mately a factor of 2.5. The value ofvp is determined to
within an error of;20%, as we have said, so that the fa
that vp increases, which follows from Fig. 6, is apparent
quite reliably established. The increase invp together with
the substantial decrease in the mobility is probably a con
quence of carrier localization. The upper scale in Fig. 6 gi
the value ofkTl (kT is the electron wave vector correspon
ing to the thermal speed!. We see that the increase ofvp

starts at valueskTl ,20. This suggests that the carrier loca
ization in the system under study is manifested beginning
values kTl;15–20, which are greater than the valuekTl
;1 at which carrier localization begins in a two-dimension
nondegenerate electron gas over solid hydrogen.18 The in-
crease invp , together with the substantial decrease in m
bility, is apparently a consequence of carrier localization.

In Ref. 20, which investigated localization of a two
dimensional nondegenerate electron gas, it was assumed
all of the electrons with energies lower than a certain bou
ary energyEc are localized, while electrons with energie
aboveEc are delocalized and contribute to the conductan
According to Ref. 20, the value ofEc is given by the relation
Ec'\/2t0ln(tin /t0). Using this formula, we obtain a valu
Ec520 mK for plot 4 in Fig. 5. Since this is much lowe
than the temperature at which the experiments were do
that model, which was developed for describing localizat
in two-dimensional systems, is inapplicable for explaini
the results in the investigated 1D system.

It was shown in Ref. 21 that the conductance in a
electronic system in the case of localization in sufficien
deep potential wells is of a hopping character and at l
temperatures can be described asAexp(2B/T), whereA and
B are constants. In Figs. 5 and 8~plots3, 4 and2, 3, respec-
tively!, however, it is seen that the experimental data refle
the temperature independence or extremely weak temp
ture dependence of the combination in a 1D system o
liquid helium forT,1 K. We assume that because the var
tions of the random potential in the given system ob
dVrp!kT, the particles undergo a diffusive motion stim
lated by ripplons, with hops from one localized state to a
other, with the mobility given by the expressionm l

5(e/kT) l 2v r , where v r is a certain characteristic ripplo
frequency for the given temperature. This frequency is ana
gous to the characteristic phonon frequency that under
the carrier hopping mechanism in disordered three-dim
sional and two-dimensional media. Assuming thatv r is pro-
portional toT, we find thatm l should depend on temperatu
only through the temperature dependence ofl, which is rela-
tively weak for T,1 K. Taking v r'1010 s21, we find that
the value ofm l at T'0.5 K is equal to 13.5 and 155 m2/
V•s, for experimental plots3 and4 in Fig. 5 and2 and3 in
Fig. 8, respectively. Here it is necessary to keep in mind t
the electrons localized in the random potential ‘‘poke’’ m
croscopic craters beneath them12 ~an analog of the polaron
effect!, and this in itself complicates the treatment of t
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transport phenomenon. It should also be taken into acco
that the study under study is characterized by a strong
screened Coulomb interaction, which can have an ap
ciable effect on the character of the localization proces
Unfortunately, at present there is no theory describing
transport of localized carriers in a 1D electronic system o
liquid helium.

Using ~13! and the experimental data onvp for a clean
substrate and for substrates with charge and defects on
surface, one can determineva and the electron localization
lengthl 05@\/mv0#1/2 corresponding to the given frequenc
The value ofl 0 for plots 3 and 4 in Fig. 5 is equal to 1
31024 and 831025 cm, respectively, which are close to th
value ofj determined from the formulaj53l .

CONCLUSION

In summary, in this study we have made measureme
of the electron mobility in a one-dimensional electronic s
tem over liquid helium. We have shown that for a cle
substrate the mobility of the carriers, which is determined
their interaction with helium atoms in the vapor and w
ripplons, agrees satisfactorily with the theoretical calculat
done on the assumption that localization is not present.
conjectured that for a clean substrate the inelastic collis
time of the electrons and the times for interlevel transitio
turn out to be approximately equal to the relaxation time; t
leads to suppression of localization. We have shown that
mobility decreases for substrates with charge or defects
the surface, while the frequency of plasma waves propa
ing in a system of parallel channels increases. The obse
effects may be explained by localization in the on
dimensional electronic system in the random potential
by the diffusive motion of carriers with hops from one loca
ized state to another.

The experiments will be continued in magnetic fiel
and extended to lower temperatures.
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The tunneling density of states of high-Tc superconductors is calculated taking into account the
tight-binding band structure, group velocity, and tunneling directionality fors-wave and
d-wave gap symmetry. The characteristic density of states has asymmetry of the quasiparticle
peaks, flats-wave and cuspliked-wave subgap behavior, and an asymmetric background.
It is assumed that the underlying asymmetry of the conductance peaks is primarily due to the
features of the quasiparticle energy spectrum and that thed-wave symmetry enhances
the degree of asymmetry of the peaks. Increasing the lifetime broadening factor changes the
degree of asymmetry of the tunneling conductance peaks and leads to confluence of the
quasiparticle and van Hove singularity peaks. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344137#
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INTRODUCTION

Tunneling measurements on high-Tc superconductors
~HTSCs! have revealed a rich variety of properties a
characteristics.1–4 They may be classified according to the
low- and high-energy features. The low-energy features
clude:~i! variable subgap shape of the conductance, rang
from a sharp, cusplike to a flat, BCS-like feature;1 ~ii ! volt-
age and temperature dependence of the quasiparticle con
tivity; 5,6 ~iii ! subgap structure;2 ~iv! zero-bias conductanc
peak ~ZBCP!.7 The high-energy features include:~i! asym-
metry of the conductance peaks;1 ~ii ! van Hove singularity
~VHS!; ~iii ! conductance shape outside of the gap reg
~background~BG!! and its asymmetry;1 ~iv! dip feature;8 ~v!
hump feature.8 These features are collected schematically
Fig. 1. While tunneling spectroscopy on conventional sup
conductors allows one to find the energy gap of the sup
conductor directly, the same measurements in HTSCs are
as easily interpreted. Sometimes the same experiments o
same samples show different results:9 a cusplike or flat sub-
gap feature; symmetric or asymmetric conductance pe
Usually the sharpest gap features are obtained when the
is weakly decreasing. A quantitative measure of it is the ra
of the conductance peak height~PH! to the background con
ductance: PHB5PH/BG. When the BG conductance is d
creasing, the PHB.2, but when the BG conductance is lin
early increasing (;V), PHB,2. Kouznetsov and Coffey10

and Kirtly and Scalapino11 suggested that the linearly in
creasing BG arises from inelastic tunneling. As was m
tioned in Ref. 1, the conductance is dominated by quasi
ticle tunneling, and the effect of Andreev reflection is n
significant. A theoretical model for tunneling spectrosco
101063-777X/2001/27(1)/8/$20.00
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employing tight-binding band structure,dx22y2 gap symme-
try, group velocity, and tunneling directionality was studi
by Yusof, Zasadzinski, Coffey, and Miyahawa.1 An angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES! band struc-
ture specific to optimally-doped BSCCO~Bi-2212! was used
to calculate the tunneling density of states for a direct co
parison to the experimental tunneling conductance. T
model produces an asymmetric, decreasing conducta
background, asymmetric conductance peaks, and vari
subgap shape, ranging from a sharp, cusplike to a flat, B
like feature. A standard technique in analyzing the tunnel
conductance is to use a smeared BCS function

N~E!5N~0!
E2 iG

A~E2 iG!22D2
, ~1!

FIG. 1. SchematicdI/dV characteristics of an NIS structure, showing th
main features.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Thes-wave DOS calculated by formula~1! for D546 meV and different values ofG.
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in which a scattering rate parameter~lifetime broadening fac-
tor! G is used to take into account any broadening of the
region in the DOS. Figure 2 shows the DOS calculated
formula ~1! for D546 meV and G59 meV (a), G
53 meV (b), andG50 (c). A characteristic feature of th
DOS is the flat subgap structure for smallG. This method
cannot explain the asymmetry of the conductance peaks
served in the tunneling experiments.

In the case ofd-wave symmetry we have

N~E!5N~0!ReE
0

2p df

2p

E2 iG

@~E2 iG!22D0
2 cos2~2f!#1/2

,

~2!

and the DOS calculated by this formula are presented in
3. A characteristic feature of the DOS is the cusplike sub
structure. As was mentioned in Ref. 1, this standard te
nique requires that the comparison be made with normal
tunneling conductance data, and since HTSC tunneling c
ductance can exhibit a varied and complex backgro
shape, this procedure may ‘‘filter out’’ too much informatio
from the conductance data. An alternative is to simply n
malize the data by a constant.

In Ref. 8 the tunneling data were first normalized
constructing a ‘‘normal state’’ conductance obtained by
ting the high-bias data to a third-degree polynomial. T
normalized conductance data were compared to a weig
momentum-averagedd-wave DOS:

N~E!5E f ~f!
E2 iG

@~E2 iG!22D0
2 cos2~2f!#1/2

df. ~3!

Here f (f) is an angular weighting function that allows for
better fit with the experimental data in the gap region.
weighting function f (f)5110.4 cos(4f) was used, which
imposes a preferential angular selection of the DOS al
p
y
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-

-
e
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the absolute maximum of thed-wave gap and tapers off to
wards the nodes of the gap. This is a rather weak directio
function, since the minimum off (0) along the nodes of the
d-wave gap is still non-negligible.8

Fedro and Koelling12 have done a modeling of th
normal-state and superconducting DOS of HTSCs, usin
tight-binding band structure and including the next-near
neighbors:

jk522t@cos~kxa!1cos~kya!#14t8 cos~kxa!cos~kya!2m.
~4!

The calculation showed two singularities in the DOS
van Hove singularity at the center of the energy band due
a saddle point near~p, 0! for t850, and another at the lowe
edge of the energy band due to extra flattening out at~0,0!.
Both extendeds-wave andd-wave superconducting DOS
were considered in the hole-doped case (m,0) for different
hole concentrations. The Fermi surface fort850 and t8
50.45t at the same concentration that was used in Ref.
corresponding tom/2t520.187, are presented in Fig. 4
One must move up from the Fermi surface~set as the zero o
energy! to reach the point~p, 0! in the caset850 and move
down in the caset850.45t. Thus fort850 the Fermi energy
lies to the left of the van Hove singularity and will mov
away from it with increased hole doping, while fort8
50.45t it lies to the right and will move towards it with
increased hole doping~see Fig. 4b, where the DOS fort8
50 andt850.45t are presented!. For calculation of the su-
perconducting DOS Fedro and Koelling used the formula

N~E!5
1

2 (
k

S 11
jk

Ek
D d~E2Ek!1S 12

jk

Ek
D d~E1Ek!.

~5!

This formula is the limit of the expression for the tun
neling density of states~6! at G50 anduTku251, whereTk is
FIG. 3. Thed-wave DOS calculated by formula~2! for D546 meV and different values ofG.
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FIG. 4. Fermi surfaces~a! and DOS~b! for t850 ~solid lines! and t850.45t ~dashed lines! in formula ~4! at m/2t520.187, which corresponds to th
hole-doped situation.
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the tunneling matrix element. Figure 5a shows the result
the calculation of the DOS fort850 atG50.07, 0.1, and 0.2
meV for s-wave symmetry, reflecting the results of Fed
and Koelling. Figure 5b shows the same DOS ford-wave
symmetry. In both cases the Fermi energy~set as the zero
of energy! lies to the left of the van Hove singularity. Ther
is asymmetry of the peaks, which is more pronounced
largeG.

MODELS AND METHODS

In the present paper we use the method for calculatio
the DOS in Ref. 1. The tunneling DOS of a superconduc
is determined by the imaginary part of the retarded sing
particle Green’s function,

N~E!52
1

p
Im(

k
uTku2GR~k,E!. ~6!

For the superconducting state

GR~k,E!5
uk

2

E2Ek1 iG
1

vk
2

E1Ek1 iG
, ~7!

whereuk
2 andvk

2 are the usual coherence factors,

uk
25

1

2 S 11
jk

Ek
D , vk

25
1

2 S 12
jk

Ek
D , ~8!
of

at

of
r
-

and G is the quasiparticle lifetime broadening factor. Th
energy spectrum of quasiparticles in the superconduc
state is determined by

Ek5AuD~k!u21jk
2 ~9!

with the effective band structure extracted from ARPE
experiments,13

jk5C010.5C1@cos~kxa!1cos~kya!#

1C2 cos~kxa!cos~kya!10.5C3@cos~2kxa!

1cos~2kya!#10.5C4@cos~2kxa!cos~kya!

1cos~kxa!cos~2kya!#1C5 cos~2kxa!cos~2kya!.

~10!

Here jk is measured with respect to the Fermi ener
(jk50), and the phenomenological parameters are~in
units of eV! C050.1305, C1520.5951, C250.1636,
C3520.0519,C4520.1117, andC550.0510.

Figure 6 shows the three-dimensional image of funct
~10!. There are a saddle point at~p, 0! and a flattening out of
the energy band at~0,0!, which lead to the van Hove singu
larities in the DOS. The three-dimensional graph of the
herence factoruk

2 is shown in Fig. 7.
Since quasiparticles with momentum perpendicular

the barrier interface have the highest probability of tunn
FIG. 5. DOS fort850 at differentG for s-wave symmetry~a! andd-wave symmetry~b!, calculated by formula~5!. Curves1, 2, 3 correspond to theG equal
0.07, 0.1, and 0.2, respectively.
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ing, the tunneling matrix elementuTku2 reveals a need fo
factors of directionalityD(k) and group velocityvg(k).1

The group velocity factor is defined by

vg~k!5u¹kjk•n̂u5U]jk

]kx
cosu1

]jk

]ky
sinuU, ~11!

where the unit vectorn defines the tunneling direction a
shown in Fig. 8, which is perpendicular to the plane of t
junction.

The directionality functionD(k) is defined by

D~k!5expF2
k22~k•n̂!2

~k•n̂!2u0
2 G . ~12!

Hereu0 defines the angular spread of the quasiparticle m
mentum corresponding to non-negligible tunneling proba
ity with respect ton̂. The tunneling matrix elementuTku2 is
written as

uTku25vg~k!D~k!. ~13!

The three-dimensional graphs of the group velocityvg(k),
directionality D(k), and tunneling matrix elementuTku2

functions are shown in Fig. 9.

FIG. 6. 3D plot of energy spectrum of the normal state, according to
mula ~9!.

FIG. 7. 3D plot of the coherence factoruk
2 according to formula~8!.
-
l-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Different factors may lead to the changing of the ener
gapD0 in HTSC. In particular, strong effects are caused
nonmagnetic impurities.14 In superconductors withd-wave
symmetry the nonmagnetic impurities destroy the superc
ductivity very efficiently. The possibility of destruction o
Cooper pairs by impurities leads to their finite lifetime. If th
state with the quasiparticle is not a stationary state, it m
attenuate with time due to transitions to other states. T
corresponding wave function has the form exp(2ij(p)t/\
2Gt/\), where G is proportional to the probability of the
transitions to the other states. It may be interpreted as
imaginary addition2 iG to the energy of the quasiparticle
The relation betweenG and lifetime of quasiparticlets is G
5\/ts . Hence, the impurities lead to a change ofD0 , and
we can model the influence of impurities on the tunneli
conductance by numerical calculations of the DOSN(E)
considering different values ofD0 in formula ~6!. Here we
present the results of a calculation ofN(E) at D05aD00,
wherea50.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 andD00546 meV.

The peculiarities of the quasiparticle energy spectr
~10! play an essential role in the explanation of the cond
tance features. Here, based on the numerical calculation
the DOS, we consider that the underlying asymmetry of
conductance peaks is primarily due to the features of
quasiparticle energy spectrum. Thed-wave gap symmetry
simply enhances the degree of the asymmetry of the pe
This last is also changed by varying the tunneling directi

Figure 10 shows the results of the numerical calculatio
of the DOS atG053 meV ~a,c! andG059 meV ~b,d! with-
out the group velocity and directionality effects for bo
s-wave ~a,b! and d-wave ~c,d! gap symmetry, respectively
for different values of the energy gapD0 . We have de-
creased the energy gapD0 , starting fromD0546 meV. For
clarity we present only three characteristic curves, wh
correspond toaD0 with a51, 0.6, and 0.2. We exclude th
group velocity and directionality effects to demonstrate t

-

FIG. 8. Fermi surface corresponding to thejk50 in formula ~10!. The
heavy straight line shows the line of directional tunneling, and the ligh
lines show the angular spreadu0 .
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FIG. 9. 3D plot. of the group-velocity function~a!, the directionality function~b!, and the tunneling matrix element~c! according to formulas~11!, ~12!, and
~13!, respectively.
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they are not responsible for the asymmetry of the peaks
There is asymmetry of the quasiparticle peak heights

both s- andd-wave symmetry. Thus the origin of the asym
metry of the peaks is not due tod-wave symmetry of the
energy gap of the HTSC. There is a flatter subgap beha
of the DOS in the case ofs-wave symmetry in compariso
with thed-wave case. Increasing the lifetime broadening f
tor G leads to enhancement of the asymmetry of the pe
There are van Hove singularities~VHSs! in the DOS at small
G. IncreasingG leads to confluence of the quasiparticle a
VHS peaks, and this results in enhancement of the asym
try of the DOS peaks due to the saddle point in the ene
spectrum~10! at ~p, 0!. Also note the asymmetry of th
background for boths- andd-wave gap symmetry.
r

or

-
s.

e-
y

Figure 11 shows theD0 dependence of the DOS, takin
into account the group-velocity and directionality effects
G53 meV ~a,c! and G59 meV ~b,d! for s-wave ~a,b! and
d-wave ~c,d! gap symmetry. As in Ref. 1 we have takenu
50.25 andu050.1.

There is also asymmetry of the quasiparticle peaks, si
lar to thes- and d-wave cases. But in thed-wave case the
asymmetry is stronger than in thes-wave case. The group
velocity and directionality effects lead to disappearance
the VHSs in the DOS. IncreasingG enhances the asymmetr
of the quasiparticle peak. The strongest effect of the ene
band structure on the DOS occurs along thekx axis due to
the van Hove singularity at~p, 0!.

Figure 12 demonstrates this effect. We have presen
FIG. 10. The changing of the DOS with energy gapD0 for s- ~a,b! andd-wave ~c,d! symmetry atG53 meV ~a,c! andG59 meV ~b,d! without effects of
directionality and group velocity.
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FIG. 11. The change of the DOS with energy gapD0 for s- wave~a,b! andd-wave~c,d! gap symmetry atG53 meV~a,c! andG59 meV~b,d! with the effects
of directionality and group velocity.

FIG. 12. Effects of directionality on the DOS fors-wave ~a,b! andd-wave gap symmetry atG53 meV ~a,c! andG59 meV ~b,d!.
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FIG. 13. Numerical calculation of the quasiparticle DOS withs-wave ~a,b! and d-wave ~c,d! gap symmetry atG53 meV ~a,c! and G59 meV ~b,d! for
different spreadsu0 .
le

e

d

of

r-

the
r

the DOS at differentu at G53 meV ~a,c! and G59 meV
~b,d! for both s-wave ~a,b! andd-wave ~c,d! gap symmetry.
In the case ofs symmetry the position of the quasipartic
peaks is constant except in the direction alongkx(u50).
Note the strong asymmetry of the peaks in this case.

In the case ofd-wave symmetry we have practically th
same behavior around thekx direction as for thes wave, but
the energy gap is changed due to theu dependence ofD0 ,
and, correspondingly, the quasiparticle peaks are shifte
zero energy.

Figure 13 shows the change of the DOS withu0 at G
to

53 meV ~a,c! andG59 meV ~b,d! for boths-wave~a,b! and
d-wave ~c,d! gap symmetry. Increasingu0 brings into play
the states close to~p, 0!. It is reflected as the appearance
a van Hove singularity in both the case ofs-wave and
d-wave gap symmetry at smallG. The VHS is more pro-
nounced in thed-wave case in comparison with thes-wave
symmetry. IncreasingG leads to confluence of the quasipa
ticle and VHS peaks.

We consider that the absence of the VHS peak on
experimentaldI/dV characteristics is indicative of a rathe
large lifetime broadening factorG in that HTSC material.
FIG. 14. ARPES energy spectrum alongu50.25. The values of the coherence factors correspond toE.0 ~a! andE,0 ~b!.
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The origin of the asymmetry of the peaks in the tunn
ing DOS was studied in Ref. 1 by considering the role of
tunneling matrix elementuTku2 in the clean limit G50,
where formula~5! was used for the calculation ofN(E).

We repeat the explanation of Ref. 1 because we beli
that the conclusion as to the origin of the peak asymme
must be different. AtE.0 ~positive bias voltages! the first
term of~5! contributes toN(E) because ofd(Ek2E). In this
case, as one can see from Figs. 7, 9c, and 14a,uTku2 selects
only a relatively short region of states ink space in which
uk

2.0. These are the states withjk.0 ~above the FS!. For
the majority of states integrated over atE,0 ~negative bias
voltages; again see Figs. 7 and 9c! the second term of~5!
contributes to the DOS because ofd(Ek1E). In this case, as
one can see from Figs. 7, 9c, and 14buTku2 selects out a large
region ofk states wherevk

2.0, in fact, equal to one. Thes
states are below the Fermi surface, wherejk,0. The overall
effect then is to have a large negative bias conductance c
pared to the positive one. This is true for boths- andd-wave
symmetry. Hence, the underlying asymmetry of the cond
tance peaks is primarily due to the band structurejk , and
d-wave symmetry simply enhances the degree of asymm
of the peaks. Thus, the asymmetry of the peaks, which ex
for both s-wave andd-wave symmetry, is sensitive to th
band structurejk .

In summary, by changing the energy gapD0 in HTSC
one may model the influence of nonmagnetic impurities
the DOS. We consider that the asymmetry of the quasipa
cle peaks is due to the specific features of the energy s
trum of the HTSC and that thed-wave gap symmetry only
enhances the asymmetry of the peaks.
-
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The absence of the VHS peak on the experimen
dI/dV characteristics indicates a rather large lifetime bro
ening factorG in HTSC.

We thank Y. Sobouti, M. R. H. Khajehpour, and Yu. A
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Features of the temperature dependence of trapped magnetic flux in yttrium high- Tc

superconducting ceramics
A. A. Sukhanov and V. I. Omel’chenko
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The temperature dependence of the trapped magnetic field~TMF! Ht(T) in yttrium high-Tc

superconducting~Y–HTSC! ceramic systems is investigated. For field-cooled trapping theHt(T)
curves are the same asHt(Tt) (Tt is the trapping temperature!: Ht decreases monotonically
with increasing temperature, and in weak fields it goes rapidly to saturation asTt is lowered. In the
case of trapping with a magnetic field pulse after zero-field cooling theHt(Tt) curves have
a maximum, andHt decreases monotonically with increasingT, the rate of this process being faster
as the initiating fieldH is decreased, and the temperature at which the TMF vanishes
decreases with decreasingTt andH. A discussion of the results is presented, and it is shown that
the observed features of the temperature dependence of the trapped magnetic flux in
Y–HTSCs are not explained in terms of the Bean model but are satisfactorily described by a
model in which the magnetic flux is trapped in superconducting loops. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344138#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A study of magnetic hysteresis effects, in particular,
magnetic flux trapping in Josephson high-Tc superconduct-
ing ~HTSC! media~ceramic materials, polycrystalline films!
is of interest from both the fundamental and applied sta
points and can also be an effective way of obtaining inf
mation about the distribution function of the weak links wi
respect to the critical currents, magnetic fields, and temp
tures. An important problem in this regard is to choose
model adequate to the description of the magnetic prope
of the investigated HTSC system.

The experimental results are most often interpreted
the critical-state~Bean! model1,2 or in the superconducting
glass model,3,4 hypervortices model,5 or superconducting-
rings model.6 Unfortunately, these substantially differe
models usually predict nearly the same field dependenc
the trapped magnetic field~TMF!, dependence of the TMF
on the trapping temperature, relaxation curves of the m
netic moment, and many other characteristics of the TM

Up till now, however, the falloff of the TMF with in-
creasing temperature after trapping has not been studie
detail, even though it is in such experiments that the pre
tions of the different models can be considerably different
fact, in the Bean model the behavior of the system is de
mined by the temperature dependence of a single crit
current density, whereas, for example, for the sup
conducting-rings model the variance of the weak links w
respect to the critical fields and critical temperatures is
portant.

Below we present results of a study of the temperat
dependence of the TMFs as the temperature is raised
trapping, and we compare the results with the prediction
the Bean and superconducting-rings models.
181063-777X/2001/27(1)/4/$20.00
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2. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The trapped magnetic fields were measured on sam
of ~123! yttrium HTSC ceramics obtained as a result
solid-phase reaction in the sintering of powders of Y2O3,
BaO2, and CuO. The samples were prepared by a one-t
sintering with a comparatively rapid heating over 3–4 h
950–1050 °C and a slow cooling for 12 h with holds at thr
temperatures: 950 °C for 1 h, 750–780 °C for 2 h, and 60
650 °C for 3 h. The temperature and width of the resist
transition of the ceramic samples to the superconduc
state wereTc592 K andDTc52 K.

The temperature dependence of the TMF was meas
on samples 1.53336 mm in size by a Hall probe with a
working area of 0.1530.45 mm. A 17-Hz alternating curren
was used in the Hall instrument, with a phase-regulat
compensation circuit for improving the sensitivity. The se
sitivity and measurement error were 0.05 Oe.

Measurements were made at temperatures of 4.2–10
at external fields in the interval 1–1000 Oe for two trappi
regimes: 1! field cooling~FC!, in which the sample is cooled
in a magnetic field, and 2! zero-field cooling~ZFC!, in which
a magnetic field pulse was applied atTt,Tc after cooling in
zero magnetic field.

In the first case the external magnetic fieldH was ap-
plied to the Y–HTSC sample atT.Tc , and then the sample
was cooled toTt (Tt,Tc), after which the fieldH was
turned off and, after a wait of 300 s, the measurements of
temperature dependence of the trapped magnetic fieldHt(T)
were started.

In the second case the sample was cooled in zero fiel
the trapping temperatureTt , at which a magnetic fieldH was
applied in a pulse of durationt t.100 s, which was long
enough that the results did not depend ont t .
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3. RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

Ht
f
„T… curves for trapping after field cooling

The temperature curves of the TMF obtained as the t
perature was increased after trapping are shown in Fig. 1
normalized formh(T), whereh5Ht

f /Ht0
f , Ht0

f 5Ht
f(Tt55

K!.
For each specified value ofH the falloff of Ht

f with
increasingT occurs monotonically along a single curve th
is independent ofTt , and for all fields theHt

f(T) curves
coincide with the curves of the TMF versus trapping te
perature,Ht

f(Tt). We note that for small values of the fiel
(H,10 Oe! the TMFs in the low-temperature region depe
weakly onT, which agrees with the known data7 for Ht

f(Tt).
As T is lowered from any pointT0 of the Ht

f(T) curves
~such a point is illustrated in Fig. 1! and the temperature i
cycled in the regionT,T0 the value ofHt

f remains un-
changed. WhenT is increased aboveT0, however,Ht

f again
falls off along the curveHt

f(T)5Ht
f(Tt). These results agre

with the predictions of both the Bean model and t
superconducting-rings model.

Ht
z
„T… curves for trapping with a field pulse „ZFC…

The curves of the trapped magnetic fieldsHt
z(T) differ

substantially from those described for the FC case.
Figure 2 shows theHt

z(T) curves obtained as the tem
perature was increased for various values ofTt ~Fig. 2a! and
for various inducing fields~Fig. 2b!.

For weak fields the magnetic fieldsHt
z trapped with a

field pulse decrease rapidly as the temperature is raised,
ing to zero forT,Tc , and the lower the inducing field and
accordingly, the trapped field, the more rapid is the falloff
Ht

z(T) ~Fig. 2b!. The temperatureTd at which the TMF van-
ishes at low trapping temperatures (Tt,Tc/2) falls off ap-
proximately linearly with decreasing trapping temperatu
and with decreasing inducing fieldH: Td5Tt1bH, b50.5
K/Oe.

FIG. 1. Normalized temperature dependence of the magnetic field trapp
a 123 ceramic~the FC regime! for different inducing fieldsH @Oe#: 1.8,
Ht0

f 51.7 Oe~1!; 6.7,Ht0
f 55.7 Oe~2!, 16,Ht0

f 510 Oe~3!, 250,Ht0
f 595 Oe

~4!.
-
a

t

-

ll-

f

e

The envelope of the family ofHt
z(T) curves obtained for

different Tt ~Fig. 2a! is the known curve of the trapped fiel
as a function of trapping temperature,Ht

z(Tt).
7 For weak

fields the curves ofHt
z(Tt) have a maximum, which is more

pronounced for lower fields and, hence, lowerHt
z . For high

inducing magnetic fields the trapped fieldsHt
z increase with

decreasing trapping temperatureTt . For high fields the
curves ofHt

z(Tt) andHt
f(Tt) approach one another and pra

tically coincide forH.500 Oe.
When the temperature is lowered from any point of t

Ht
z(Tt) curve and the temperature is subsequently cycled

the regionT,Tt , the fieldsHt
z , as in the FC case, remai

constant.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In our view, the most interesting feature of the tempe
ture curves considered above is the rapid decrease in
TMF with increasing temperature after trapping in the ZF
regime.

in

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic fields trapped in the
regime forH560 Oe and different trapping temperaturesTt @K# (T.Tt):
10 ~1!, 19.8 ~2!, 30 ~3!, 45 ~4!, 60 ~5! ~the dotted line shows the curve o
Ht

z(Tt) ~a! and atT510 K for different inducing magnetic fieldsH @Oe#: 60,
Ht053.1 Oe ~1!; 110, Ht058.5 Oe ~2!; 400, Ht0523 Oe ~3!; 1000, Ht0

535 Oe~4! ~b!.
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Such a characteristic of theHt
z(T) curves cannot be ex

plained in the framework of the Bean model, since in th
model the trapped fields should vanish asj c(T)→0 and,
hence, asT→Tc . In fact, a calculation ofHt(T,Tt ,H) at the
center of a slab of width 2d according to the Bean model i
the case of trapping with a field pulse gives (T.Tt)

Ht
z~T,Tt ,H !5 j c~T!du~L22d!

1 j c~T!~L2d!u~2d2L !u~L2d!, ~1!

whereL5L(H,Tt)5H/ j c(Tt).
Figure 3 shows the normalized curves ofHt

z(T) calcu-
lated according to Eq.~1! for H50.5j c(0)d and for a typical
temperature dependence of the critical current for dielec
Josephson junctions:8

j c~T!5 j c~0!~12T/Tc!. ~2!

It is seen by comparing Figs. 1 and 3 that according
the Bean model, the complete vanishing of the TMF occ
only at the critical temperatureTc , whereas our measure
value of the limiting temperature for the falloff of the TMF
as we have said, decreases with decreasing trapping tem
tureTt and magnetic fieldH. The result is basically the sam
if the Bean model is generalized to the inhomogeneous c

Thus the predictions of the Bean model do not ag
even qualitatively with the experimental data.

The various magnetic hysteresis models involving Ab
kosov or Josephson vortices3,9 are incapable of explaining
the magnetic flux trapping in the HTSCs studied here, si
upon fractionation, i.e., upon the destruction of the conta
between granules, the TMF rapidly vanished. This is e
dence that the contribution to the TMF from Abrikosov vo
tices pinned in the granules is small. In addition, magne
flux trapping was not observed at temperatures in the reg
of the resistive superconducting transition, when Joseph
contacts between superconducting granules have alr
formed and it would seem that Josephson vortices could
pear.

FIG. 3. Normalized temperature dependence of the trapped magnetic
at the center of the sample for the ZFC regime,ht

z5Ht
z/ j c(0)d, calculated in

the Bean model for different trapping temperaturest5(T/Tc)3100: 30~1!,
40 ~2!, 50 ~3!, 65 ~4!, 80 ~5!.
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The investigated features of the temperature depende
of the TMF can, however, be explained in the sup
conducting-rings~-loops! model,6 according to which the
trapped magnetic fields in HTSC ceramics and films are
termined by the magnetic flux trapping in the system of
perconducting rings formed by superconducting granu
connected by Josephson weak links. Such a system shou
characterized by a rather wide distribution of weak links a
hence, of critical fieldsHc and critical temperaturesTc of the
superconducting rings.

Let us first consider the TMF in the ZFC regime. Whe
a pulse of external fieldH is applied after the samples ar
cooled in zero field toTt,Tc0, rings with low critical fields
Hc,H and rings withHc.H behave differently: the mag
netic field destroys the superconductivity in the first of the
and a magnetic flux proportional toHc is trapped in them
when the field is removed, while the field does not penetr
rings of the second type, and magnetic flux trapping does
occur in them.

As the temperature is raised after trapping atTt , the
critical fields of the rings decrease, as does the field in e
of them, and the maximum trapped fieldHc* (T) is deter-
mined by the temperature dependence of the critical fie
and the conditionHc* (Tt)5H. Thus forT.Tt we have

Ht
z~H,Tt ,T!5AE

0

Hc* ~T!
Hcf ~Hc!dHc , ~3!

where the coefficientA takes into account the geometric fa
tors and the demagnetizing factor.

It follows from ~3! that the trapped fields vanish at
limiting temperatureTd determined from the condition
Hc* (Td)50 andHc* (Tt)5H, and in the case of a linear tem
perature dependence of the critical fields this gives, in ag
ment with the experimental data,Td5Tt1a21H, wherea is
the temperature coefficient of the critical fields.

Figure 4a and 4b shows the temperature dependenc
the TMFs in the ZFC regime, as calculated with the follo
ing model distribution function of the critical fields of th
rings, which is both reasonable and convenient for analyt
calculations:

f ~Hc ,Hcc ,DHc!5
@DHc

22~Hc2Hcc!
2#1/2

1/2pDHc
2

, ~4!

where Hcc is the mean critical field andDHc is the
half-width of the distribution function; for a linear tempera
ture dependence of the critical fields,Hc(T)5Hc(0)
2aT5Hc(0)2HcM(T/Tc), Hcc(T)5Hcc(0)2aT, HcM

5Hcc(0)1DHc , Tc is the maximum temperature of forma
tion of superconducting rings,Hcc(0)5100 Oe, andDHc

550 Oe.
Comparing Fig. 4a and 4b with 2a and 2b, respective

we observe good qualitative agreement of the calculated
experimental temperature dependence of the TMF.

The falloff of theHt
z(Tt) curve with decreasingTt in the

low-temperature region and, hence, the appearance
maximum on the envelope of the family ofHt

z(T) curves are
due to the growth of the critical fields as the temperature
lowered, which, in the case of a distribution functionf (Hc)

lds
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having a pronounced maximum atT50, leads to a decreas
in the number of rings withHc,H, in which trapping with a
field pulse of amplitudeH occurs.

The rings model also gives a good description of
TMF in the FC regime. In this case the fieldH initially exists
in both types of rings, and therefore all of the rings tr
magnetic flux, although the value of the trapped local flux
in rings with Hc,H is proportional to Hc , while that
trapped in rings withHc.H is proportional toH.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetic field trapped in the
regime, calculated for the superconducting-rings model forH560 Oe and
different trapping temperaturesTt @K#: 10 ~1!, 20 ~2!, 40 ~3!, 60 ~4! ~the
dotted line shows the curve ofHt

z(Tt) ~a! and atTt510 K for different
magnetic fieldsH @Oe#: 36 ~1!, 55 ~2!, 80 ~3!, 120 ~4! ~b!.
e

s

Thus in the FC regime we have

Ht
f~H,Tt ,T!5AS E

0

H

Hcf ~Hc!dHc1HE
H

`

f ~Hc!dHcD .

~5!

As the temperature is raised after trapping, the criti
fields Hc fall off, and here it is important to note that ring
with Hc(T).H trap fieldsH, while the maximum field that
can be trapped by rings withHc(T),H is Hc . Thus expres-
sion ~5!, with allowance for the dependenceHc(T), also de-
scribes the temperature dependence of the trapped field
T.Tt . It follows from this that the temperature dependen
of Ht(T) on heating is the same asHt(Tt).

It also follows from expressions~3! and ~5! that, in
agreement with the experimental data:

a! the value of the trapped field in the FC case is alwa
higher than in the ZFC case,Ht

f.Ht
z ;

b! in weak fields at low temperatures the trapping in t
FC regime, according to Eq.~5!, occurs in all the rings; the
field trapped in the majority of the rings is equal toH, and
the TMF depends weakly on temperature;

c! in high fieldsH.HcM (HcM is the maximum critical
field in the system of rings! the trapped fields cease to d
pend on the value of the inducing field, andHt

f5Ht
z ;

d! as the temperature is lowered, the critical fieldHc of
the loops increases and, hence the fields trapped in the l
cannot change; consequently,Ht(T)5const forT,Tt .

Thus the features of the our measured tempera
curves of the TMF and, in particular, the vanishing of t
TMF at temperatures much lower thanTc are well explained
in a model based on the trapping of magnetic flux in sup
conducting loops~rings!.
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Photoinduced light absorption and dichroism of Ca 3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet as a probe
of electronic processes and intrinsic electric fields
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Measurements of photoinduced light absorption in Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 revealed some unusual
features: a saturation with the pumping intensity and a broad straggling of relaxation times with
a predominance of very long times. These experimental facts cannot be understood in
terms of photoinduced absorption centers associated with impurities or lattice defects, but are
naturally explained within the notion of random electric fields of active charges. Active
charges are produced by light pumping via the dissociation of coupled pairs of charges~consisting
of a Mn-hole coupled with a compensating negative impurity or a negatively charged
vacancy! which exist in the ground state. Such active charges create electric fields in a larger
volume than coupled pairs, thus enhancing the probability for forbidden optical
transitions. On the other hand, the random fields of active charges promote hopping of holes and
hence the relaxation of photoinduced effects. A broad distribution of random-field
magnitudes gives rise to a very broad range of hole hopping rates. There is also a much faster
annihilation process immediately conditioned by light pumping. The simultaneous action
of these relaxation channels, depending on the number of active charges, pumping intensity, and
temperature, explains the entire experimental picture qualitatively and in part quantitatively.
Photoinduced dichroism as well as birefringence, observed under polarized pumping, are caused by
an anisotropic distribution of photoproduced holes over polarization directions. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344139#
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INTRODUCTION

There exists a class of related long-lived photoinduc
phenomena in magnetic insulators conventionally associ
with the transfer of charges caused by photoilluminati
Such phenomena are usually observed in ferromagnet
ferrimagnets within the region of magnetic ordering, i.e.,
Curie temperature exceeds the upper temperature boun
of the existence region of long-lived photoinduced pheno
ena. In this temperature region, interrelated photoindu
changes in optical and magnetic properties take place.
instance, in the case of yttrium iron garnet, Y3Fe5O12, illu-
mination with linearly polarized light induces a change
magnetic anisotropy,1–3 linear dichroism,3 and domain struc-
ture.4 Unpolarized light affects the magnetic permeabil
and susceptibility,5,6 coercivity and mobility of domain
walls,7,8 magnetostriction,9 and optical absorption.10,11 The
interconnected variations in optical and magnetic proper
make up a complicated physical picture. This has hampe
the exploration of the detailed nature of long-lived photo
duced changes.

The purpose of the present work is to elucidate
mechanism of long-lived photoinduced changes in magn
221063-777X/2001/27(1)/13/$20.00
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insulators, in particular, the charge transfer process un
photoillumination and the subsequent relaxation in the
sence of illumination.

To that end, it is necessary to separate the persis
photoinduced changes of the optical properties from thos
the magnetic characteristics related to a magnetically orde
state. Antiferromagnetic garnets with a low Ne´el temperature
TN offer this possibility because they exhibit a broad te
perature range betweenTN and the temperature limit for the
existence of long-lived photoinduced phenomena. With t
in mind, the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12, with the Néel tempera-
tureTN513.85 K, was chosen as a favorable object of inv
tigation.

The elucidation of the mechanism of photoinduced p
cesses is facilitated by the results of the preceding invest
tion of this crystal carried out by the authors. Recently it w
shown12 that illumination of the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 with
visible unpolarized light (l5633 nm) causes a noticeab
increase~up to 15%! of the optical absorption coefficient a
the same wavelength. Illumination of this crystal with lin
early polarized light results in the appearance of linear b
fringence which is caused by an anisotropic spatial redis
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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23Low Temp. Phys. 27 (1), January 2001 Eremenko et al.
bution of charges.13–16 Electrons are transferred from Mn31

ions, occupying regular positions in the lattice, to Mn41 ions,
which are present in the crystal in a small concentration
to a weak impurity of negative charges. The redistribution
charges between orientationally nonequivalent octahe
positions lowers the crystal symmetry and gives rise to b
fringence. As will be shown below, the same mechanism
responsible for linear dichroism.

Thus the photoinduced phenomena in the gar
Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 can be divided into two groups: those in
duced only by linearly polarized light~photoinduced bire-
fringence and linear dichroism! and phenomena induced b
light irrespective of its polarization properties~photoinduced
absorption!.

This paper is organized as follows: we start with t
basic assumptions, a statement of the problem, and s
general remarks. Then we analyze the problem and d
some general conclusions about photoinduced change
transfer of charges, which will be helpful in the discussi
that follows. The experimental studies of photoinduced
sorption, described in Sec. 3, verify these conclusions
reveal the detailed physical picture. In the subsequent S
tions, these experimental data are interpreted quantitati
in order to discover the peculiarities of the photoinduc
processes and the physically relevant parameters.

1. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND STATEMENT
OF THE PROBLEM

It is well established that photoinduced changes of
optical properties are conditioned by the transfer of char
~displacement of holes or electrons! between lattice ions.17,18

In the case of the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12, Mn-holes are trans-
ferred in the Mn sublattice~between Mn41 and Mn31 ions!
by light.12–16 The concentration of Mn41 is low and corre-
sponds to that of negative impurities or negatively charg
Ge vacancies.19,20 Prior to the description of our experimen
let us outline some basic model assumptions which will
helpful for the analysis of the experimental results~for sim-
plicity, impurity centers with negative unit charge are co
sidered below!.

i… Ground state

In the ground state of the crystal, each Mn41 ion is sepa-
rated from a negatively charged impurity by the minim
possible distance, which does not exceed the lattice pe
Thus, in the ground state, the positive effective charges~the
Mn41 ions! and the negative impurity charges form coupl
pairs. They are inactive in the sense that their electric fi
acts only on a negligible volume fraction of the crystal
compared with that for separated charges of opposite sig

ii … Creation of active charges under illumination

The binding of a coupled pair is too strong for the pair
be thermally dissociated. However, it can be dissociated
light. Thereby an electron is taken away from a regular Mn31

ion ~positioned far from the coupled pair! and transferred to
the Mn41 component of a coupled pair~as shown by the thin
arrow in Fig. 1!. This results in the creation of activ
charges: a Mn41 ion and a negative impurity charge that a
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spatially separated from each other. Note that the free e
trons produced can also recombine~and with a greater prob
ability! with any of the existing active charges~separated
Mn41 ions!. This relaxation channel is indicated by the bo
arrow in Fig. 1.

iii … The achievable fraction of dissociated active charges
is much less than unity

A photoinduced increase of the number of active char
~the channel designated by the thin arrow in Fig. 1! is pos-
sible provided that this channel is not compensated co
pletely by the channel of destruction of existing acti
charges~shown by the bold arrow!. This condition is met
only if the number of active charges is much less than
number of coupled pairs, since the cross section for trapp
of electrons is much larger for a separate Mn41 ion than for
the Mn41 component of a coupled pair.

iv … Existence of two relaxation times for active charges

Photoproduced active charges relax in two differe
ways: First, through recombination with photoproduced el
trons ~the process shown by the bold arrow in Fig. 1!. The
characteristic timetp of this process is inversely propor
tional to the pumping intensityI,

tp5C/I ~1!

and is basically independent of temperature.
Second, an active charge~hole at Mn41! can disappear

by forming an inactive coupled pair with a separate nega
impurity ion ~or a germanium vacancy!. This process is pre-
ceded by the diffusive motion of a hole, bringing it into
close vicinity of the negative ion~as shown by the dashe

FIG. 1. Scheme of photoproduction and relaxation of active charges.
active charge is generated through the transfer of an electron from a re
Mn31 ion to the Mn41 component of a coupled pair~thin solid arrow!. The
same electron, being transferred to an existing active charge, annihila
~bold solid arrow!. The dashed arrow shows the relaxation of an act
charge through the hopping of a hole and formation of a coupled pair.
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line in Fig. 1!. The characteristic time of such a diffusio
process is denoted bytdif . It generally exceedstp and de-
creases with rising temperature.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1. Experimental setup

For the measurements of photoinduced absorption
linear dichroism, the samples were prepared in the form
plane-parallel plates of thicknessd'35mm. The samples
were cut from a single crystal of calcium–manganes
germanium garnet~CaMnGeG!, were polished mechanicall
and then annealed at the temperatureT'1000 °C to elimi-
nate internal stresses caused by polishing.

The measurements of photoinduced absorption were
formed with allowance for a twin domain structure
CaMnGeG.21–23It arises below the temperature of 520 K d
to a Jahn–Teller phase transition from the cubic to the
tragonal phase. A special heat treatment22 of the samples was
carried out to increase the average size of the domains u
about 1 mm. A special sample holder with a diaphragm w
used to select a single-domain region of the sample ha
its tetragonal axis perpendicular to the surface of the pl
Thus the results of the measurements refer to a sample
the tetragonal axis perpendicular to the surface. The sam
was placed in a helium cryostat in which the temperat
could be continuously varied from 2 K to 300 K. Thesample
temperature was measured using a copper–Constantan
mocouple.

The effect of illumination on the optical absorption an
linear dichroism of CaMnGeG was studied with the use of
optical setup with two light sources. A helium-neon las
with an output power of about 231023 W and a wavelength
of l5633 nm was used as the pumping source. The la
light had no fixed direction of polarization. The stable wid
band emission of a xenon arc lamp, dispersed by a pr
monochromator~with a linear dispersion of 12 nm/mm a
l5500 nm!, was used as the probe light. The intensity of t
probe beam was chosen sufficiently low as not to cause
photoinduced phenomena.

The setup for measuring the time dependence of the
ear dichroism is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The sali
feature of this setup is the following: after passing throu
the sample, the intensities of two light beams, linearly po

FIG. 2. Diagram of the setup for measuring photoinduced absorption
dichroism. 1—arc lamp; 2—lens; 3—input monochromator;4—helium-
neon laser;5—shutter;6—polarizer ~Glan prism!; 7—mirror; 8—cryostat
with the sample;9—polarizer ~Rochon prism!; 10—a variable slit;11—
rotating disk;12—quartz plate;13—monochromator;14—photomultiplier;
15—amplifier; 16—analog-digital converter;17—computer.
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ized in mutually perpendicular directions, are in turn me
sured by the same channel of the registration system. T
method enables us to measure the dichroism of the sam
expressed as the difference in the absorption of perpend
larly polarized rays, with minimal errors.

The arc lamp~1! and the monochromator~3! form the
probe beam, with a wavelengthl5565 nm. This beam
passes through the sample~8! parallel to the tetragonal axi
of the crystal. After passing through the polarizer~9!, the
probe beam is split into two mutually perpendicularly pola
ized beams which are spatially separated from each ot
Before irradiating the sample, the intensities of these bea
are made exactly equal by using a slit~10!. The rotating disk
~11! alternately opens the path for the beams for the sa
time intervals~30 s!. Then the beams pass through the s
ond monochromator~13! and are finally registered by th
photomultiplier~14!. The signal of the photomultiplier is en
hanced by a direct-current amplifier~15!, then transformed
by an analog-digital converter~16! to consecutive codes
which are transferred for accumulation to a computer~17!.
The accumulation time of the signal was 1 s~its minimal
value being 0.1 s!.

The pump beam from the laser~4! is slightly deflected
from the optical axis in a direction perpendicular to the pla
of the figure; it passes through the polarizer~6! and the mir-
ror ~7! and hits the sample. After passing through the c
ostat ~8!, the pump beam is blocked by a diaphragm. T
scattered pump light is cut off from the photomultiplier~14!
by the second monochromator~13!, tuned to the wavelength
of the probe light.

The setup was used for measurements in three regim
i! Measurement of the absorption spectrum for unpo

ized light before or after irradiation of the sample, the las
~4! being switched off during measurement. In that config
ration, both the polarizers~6! and ~9!, as well as the mono-
chromator~13!, are removed. Using the monochromator~3!,
the wavelength of the probe light was scanned within
examined region and synchronously transferred to the c
puter. The optical absorption spectrum was obtained fr
the measurements by the usual processing of the trans
sion and reflection spectra.

It was established that the transmission of the CaMnG
sample was noticeably decreased by illumination, wher
no photoinduced variation in the reflection coefficient w
registered within the interval 500 nm,l,800 nm. Thus the
decrease in transmission observed in this spectral re
should be assigned to the light-induced augmentation of
optical absorption coefficient, defined as follows:

DK5d21 ln~ j 0 / j !. ~2!

Here j 0 and j are the intensities of the transmitted pro
beam before and after illumination, respectively.

ii ! Measurement of the photoinduced absorption for u
polarized light with a fixed wavelength (l5565 nm) during
irradiation of the sample with unpolarized light (l
5633 nm). Such measurements were carried out similarl
Item ~i! but using both the monochromators~3! and ~13!
tuned to the same fixed wavelengthl5565 nm.

iii ! Measurement of photoinduced dichroism at a fix
wavelength (l5565 nm) during irradiation of the sampl

d
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with linearly polarized light (l5633 nm). The probe light
passes through the sample along its tetragonal axis@001# and
is split into two beams polarized in the mutually perpendic
lar directions@110# and @ 1̄10# by the polarizer~9!. Those
polarization directions correspond to maximal dichrois
The pump beam passes through the sample parallel to
same axis@001#, its polarization being determined by th
polarizer~6!. For definiteness, let the pump light be polariz
in the direction@110#. Then the photoinduced augmentatio
of the absorption coefficient, derived from Eq.~2!, are de-
noted byDK i andDK' for the probe beams polarized in th
directions@110# and @ 1̄10#, respectively. The photoinduce
dichroismDKd is defined as

DKd5DK'2DK i . ~3!

2.2. Experimental results: Photoinduced absorption

Prior to studying photoinduced changes of the abso
tion, the absorption spectrum of CaMnGeG was measu
within the spectral interval 540 nm,l,800 nm. The result
is shown in Fig. 3~curve 1!. As can be seen, the garnet
relatively transparent in the interval 650 nm,l,800 nm,
but its optical absorption strongly increases with decreas
wavelength in the rangel,650 nm. Forl,540 nm the
transmission of the crystal becomes very low, thus limiti
the measurement of the spectrum on the high-frequency s

Such a spectral dependence of the absorption, stro
increasing with decreasing wavelength below 650 nm, can
attributed to the wide band with a maximum near 500
that is usually present in the optical spectra of compou
with Mn31 and is related to the optical transition5Eg

→5T2g in the Mn31 ion.24,25In the case of CaMnGeG, wher
a Mn31 ion occupies an octahedral position, its orbitally d
generate states5Eg and 5T2g are split by the tetragonal dis
tortion of oxygen octahedrons caused by the Jahn–Te
effect.21 However, the split components of both states ret

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the optical absorption coefficient be
illumination ~1! and after illumination~2! measured for the Ca3Mn2Ge3O12

garnet in the wavelength interval 540 to 800 nm at the temperaturT
523 K. Curve3 shows the photoinduced augmentation of the absorp
coefficient, defined as the difference of the curves2 and1.
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their g symmetry, so that the optical transition5Eg→5T2g is
forbidden in the dipole approximation. This reduces the
sorption coefficient by four orders of magnitude as compa
to an allowed transition.

In Fig. 3 ~curve 2! the spectral dependence of the a
sorption coefficient after irradiation with unpolarized light
shown, while the lower curve3 displays the photoinduced
change of the absorption coefficient obtained by subtrac
curve 1 from curve 2. It can be seen that the absorptio
coefficient and its photoinduced part have similar spec
dependences. This allows one to conclude that the in
absorption and its photoinduced augmentation are relate
the same optical transition. This is the fundamental infere
underlying the proposed model and will be corroborated
the further analysis.

Figure 4 demonstrates the observed time dependenc
the photoinduced addition,DK(t), to the absorption coeffi-
cient at the wavelength 565 nm under irradiation with diffe
ent pumping intensitiesi. It can be seen that the photoin
duced absorption saturates with time. The timetsat, during
which DK(t) achieves 90% of the saturation levelDK(`),
decreases with an increase of the pumping intensityi ap-
proximately asi 21. However, the level of saturationDK(`)
itself has a much weaker dependence oni and varies only by
25% asi changes by a factor of twenty. This agrees with t
statement given in Item~iv! of Sec. 1. Indeed, the saturatio
time tsat practically coincides with the lifetime of photopro
duced active charges~their lifetime is equal to the smaller o
the timestp andtdif!. The latter, as will be shown below, i
very large at low temperatures, so thattsat mainly coincides
with the time tp , which is proportional toi 21. As to the
saturation levelDK(`), it is mainly determined by the
pumping intensityi multiplied by tsat; this product is almost

re

nFIG. 4. Time dependences of the photoinduced addition,DK, to the optical
absorption coefficient of the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 measured at the wave
length 565 nm andT523 K under laser irradiation with different intensitie
i ~given in units of the maximal pumping intensity!: 1 ~1!; 0.24 ~2!; 0.085
~3!; 0.05~4!. Experimental data are plotted by dots; the solid lines show
solution of the kinetic Equation~31!.
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independent ofi. This qualitatively explains the observe
weak dependence of the saturation level on pumping in
sity.

The saturation value of the photoinduced absorption
creases with increasing temperature. This can be seen
Fig. 5, where the time dependencesDK(t) at different tem-
peratures are presented. The curves were measured fl
5565 nm andi 51 ~maximal pumping in relative units!. The
decrease of the saturation level with increasing tempera
is caused by a decrease of the relaxation timetdif down to a
value comparable withtp @see Sec. 1, Item~iv!#, so that the
resulting relaxation time diminishes. Note that photoinduc
absorption in CaMnGeG is no longer observed when
sample temperature exceeds 190 K.

In order to explore the relaxation of photoinduced a
sorption, the time dependences ofDK were measured upo
switching off the pump light. The corresponding relaxati
curves are shown in Fig. 5 for the maximal pumping a
different temperatures. Attention should be paid to the f
that each of these curves displays the existence of relaxa
components with strongly differing values of the time co
stantt. For the fast component, distinctly seen in Fig. 5 ju
after the switching off of the irradiation,t does not exceed a
few minutes. A very small slope of the relaxation curve
observed 25 min after the switching off of the illuminatio
proves the existence of a practically stable component wi
t exceeding several hours. As will be shown in Sec. 3,
interval between these limiting values fort is continuously
filled in by intermediate relaxation components. At low tem
peratures, a predominant part of photoinduced absorp
~about 90%! is produced by long-lived centers with lifetim
t exceeding the timetp at least by two orders of magnitude

Note that the shape of the relaxation curve~Fig. 5! can-
not be explained by the dependence of the relaxation time

FIG. 5. Time dependences of the photoinduced addition,DK, to the absorp-
tion coefficient measured at the wavelength 565 nm and different temp
tures under the maximal pumping intensity (i 51). Pumping was switched
off at the timet520 min. Experimental data are plotted by dots; the so
lines show the solution of the kinetic Equation~31!.
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the number of active charges, which decreases in the co
of relaxation. Indeed, as is seen from Fig. 6, the shape of
relaxation curve is practically independent of the achiev
level of photoinduced absorption, no matter how it
changed: by varying the intensity or duration of the pum
ing.

Thus there exists a practically stable residual contri
tion DKstab to the photoinduced absorption. At 23 K,DKstab

amounts to about 90% of the initialDK value. As can be
seen from Fig. 7, with rising temperature both the quan
DKstab and its ratio to the saturation level decrease rapi
and monotonically. This points to a strong thermal accele
tion of the relaxation of active charges, related to a decre
of tdif .

a-

FIG. 6. Comparison of the relaxation curves of the photoinduced absorp
after the moment of switching off of the illumination~indicated by an ar-
row!, preceded by various ways of pumping: long pumping until saturat
~two upper curves! and short pumping far from saturation~lower curve!.
The pumping intensity is shown in the figure. The measurements were
formed atl5565 nm andT523 K ~the times of the start of pumping ar
indicated arbitrarily!.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependences of the saturation level of the pho
duced absorption~upper curve! and of its stable part, defined as the ordina
of the corresponding relaxation curve 25 min after the switching off of
irradiation ~lower curve!. The squares and crosses denote experime
points; the solid lines show the solution of the kinetic Equation~31!.
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2.3. Experimental results: Photoinduced dichroism

Figure 8 presents the spectrum of photoinduced dich
ism, measured under pumping with linearly polarized lig
together with the photoinduced absorption spectra meas
with the probe light polarized parallel and perpendicu
relative to the pump light. The similarity of all three spect
provides evidence that photoinduced dichroism and abs
tion are due to the same optical centers and to closely in
connected mechanisms. This conclusion is corroborated
the practical coincidence of the relaxation kinetics measu
for dichroism and absorption after the switching off of t
irradiation ~Figs. 5, 9, and 10!.

However, the temperature dependences of the satura
level, measured under pumping for dichroism and abso
tion, differ somewhat in their character, as can be seen f
a comparison of Figs. 7 and 11. The photoinduced dichro
~Fig. 11! depends only very weakly on temperature up to 1
K, whereas the photoinduced absorption~Fig. 7! diminishes
in the same temperature interval by 40%. This is an indi
tion of certain differences in the relaxation mechanism
which will be analyzed below~Sec. 6!.

For comparison, the corresponding data on photoindu
birefringence14,15 are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11. The phot
induced dichroism and birefringence display a compl
similarity in their time and temperature behavior.

Similarly to the photoinduced birefringence, the pho
induced dichroism can be eliminated by using unpolariz
light ~Fig. 12!. Note that the time required for the comple
elimination of photoinduced dichroism~about 4 min! coin-
cides with the time for achieving the saturation level. If t
direction of the pump polarization is changed byp/2, then
the photoinduced dichroism is correspondingly rewritt
during the same time interval of 4 min~Fig. 12!.

The above-stated complete similarity between photo
duced dichroism and birefringence provides evidence fo

FIG. 8. Spectral dependences of the photoinduced addition to the absor
coefficient for the pumping light polarization@110# and the probe light po-

larizations@110# and @ 1̄10# ~DK i andDK' , respectively! ~a!. Spectral de-
pendence of the linear dichroism, defined as the difference of the a
curves DK'2DK i ~b!. The measurements pertain toT535 K and l
5565 nm.
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common nature of these phenomena, which will be cons
ered in Sec. 6.

3. NATURE OF THE PHOTOINDUCED ABSORPTION

All of the experimental findings will be used for recon
struction of the corresponding electronic processes. T
problem will be solved below in two steps. At first, th
mechanism of photoinduced absorption will be establish
on the basis of its experimental dependences on pum
intensity, time, and temperature. Then the experimental d
on the dichroism will be used to derive some essential det
of this mechanism.

The model of photoinduced absorption, which has to
developed on the basis of the experiments, must explain
broad distribution of photoinduced absorption centers o

ion

ve

FIG. 9. Time dependences of the photoinduced addition to the absorp
coefficient for the pumping light polarization@110# and the probe light po-

larizations@110# and@ 1̄10# ~DK i andDK' , respectively! ~a!. Time depen-
dence of the linear dichroism, defined as the difference of the above cu
DK'2DK i ~b!. The measurements are related toT590 K and l
5565 nm. The moment of the switching off of the illumination is indicat
by an arrow.

FIG. 10. Time dependence of the photoinduced absorption~dots! and di-
chroism ~full circles! measured atT590 K andl5565 nm after the mo-
ment of the switching off of the irradiation,t50. For comparison, the time
dependence of the photoinduced birefringence15 is plotted by the squares
All curves are normalized to unity att50.
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relaxation times. To clarify the mechanism of photoinduc
absorption, two alternatives could be considered:

a! The photoinduced absorption is caused by some n
absorption centers produced by photoillumination of
crystal. They are different from the Mn31 ions responsible
for the usual absorption in the absence of illumination a
hence, can be related to some impurities or lattice defec

b! The photoinduced absorption is associated with
same Mn31 ions that are responsible for absorption in t
absence of illumination. Under irradiation, this absorption
enhanced by active charges which partially lift~mainly by
their electric fields! the forbiddenness of the5Eg→5T2g op-
tical transition in Mn31 ions. On the other hand, the electr
fields of the active charges strongly affect their lifetime,
sulting in their broad distribution over lifetimes. Such a p
tern is suggested by the similarity of the spectral dep
dences of the initial absorption and its photoinduc
augmentation.

FIG. 11. Saturation values of the photoinduced dichroism~circles, left scale!
and birefringence14 ~squares, right scale! measured versus temperature.

FIG. 12. Time dependence ofDK' and DK i ~a! and of the photoinduced
dichroismDK'2DK i ~b! measured atT590 K under varying conditions of
pumping. At the moment1 ~indicated by arrow!, the direction of the pump-
ing polarization was turned by 90°; at the moment2, the polarized pumping
was changed to an unpolarized one.
d
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The model~a! should be discarded for the following rea
son. The photoinduced absorption centers responsible fo
observed relaxation scenario~Fig. 5! must have different re-
laxation timest1 ,t2 ,..., the shortest of which being les
than 2 min and the longest amounting to at least sev
hours. As the temperature rises, the timest j strongly shorten
~which follows from the diminution of the photoinduced a
sorption!, whereas the shape of the relaxation curve var
rather weakly, and the stable part of the photoinduced
sorption decreases monotonically~Fig. 7!. This means that
with increasing temperature all of the relaxation compone
move to the left along thet axis with nearly the same rates
each of them being replaced by the nearest component w
longer t. Such a scenario implies the existence of a la
number of relaxation components with a regular distribut
on the t axis and with an approximately equal activatio
energies. For relaxation components associated with im
rity or defect centers, this is highly improbable.

The exact meaning of this statement can be expresse
terms of a kinetic equation written under the assumption~a!.
Taking into account the broad lifetime distribution of phot
induced absorption centers~see Fig. 5!, we classify them by
their lifetimest j in the excited state. The numbernj (T,t) of
excited centers of thej th type is described by the kineti
equation

]nj~T,t !/]t5I j~n0 j2nj !2njG j~T!. ~4!

Heren0 j is the total number of centers of thej th type;nj or
n0 j2nj is their number in the excited or ground state, r
spectively;I j stands for their pumping rate;G j51/t j is re-
laxation rate, andT is the temperature. The excited centers
the j th type make a contributiona jnj to the photoinduced
absorption. Equation~4! is easily solved in the relaxation
regime after the switching off of the irradiation. As the initi
condition, we use the stationary solution of Eq.~4! under
pumping in the regime of saturation. Finally, the photo
duced augmentation to the absorption coefficient takes on
form

DK~T,t !5(
j

a jnj~ t !5(
j

$a jn0 j /@11g j~T!#%

3exp$2tG j~T!% ~5!

with g j5G j (T)/I j ~the time t is counted from the momen
where the illumination is switched off!.

Let us separate from the sum~5! a practically stable
photoinduced contribution to the absorption,DKstab(T), re-
lated to relaxation components with very low relaxation ra
G j,Gstab&(300 min21!:

DKstab~T!5( 8 a jn0 j . ~6!

Here the summation goes over indicesj for which G j (T)
,Gstab, the summandsa jn0 j not depending on temperature

With rising temperature the sum~6! diminishes due to a
decrease in the number of summands for whichG j (T) re-
mains less thanGstab. To fit Eq. ~6! with the monotonic
temperature dependenceDKstab(T) shown in Fig. 7, it is nec-
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essary to assume that each of the sequencesn0 ja j andG j (T)
is of regular character and that the latter retains its chara
over a broad temperature range in which the quantitiesG j (T)
vary considerably. Since it is very improbable that such
laxation components originate from the presence of a var
of impurity centers, it is more plausible to suggest the ex
tence of some identical active centers relaxing under dif
ent conditions. Such a mechanism is developed below.

4. PHOTOINDUCED ABSORPTION: MODEL OF FORBIDDEN
OPTICAL TRANSITIONS ENHANCED BY RANDOM
ELECTRIC FIELDS

4.1. Random fields, their role, and the distribution over
magnitudes

The model of random electric fields is based on
well-established fact of the presence of Mn41 ions in the
Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet.19,20 An estimation shows that th
electric field of these ions, which are contained in a conc
tration of a few hundredths of an atomic percent, is suffici
to noticeably enhance the probability of the forbidden opti
transition5Eg→5T2g between even Mn31 states~because the
electric field produces an odd addition to an even state!. The
model of random electric fields consists in the following.

Since the crystal as a whole must be electrically neut
it contains negative impurity ions or cation vacancies~for
brevity we will speak about impurity ions with unit effectiv
charge!. The concentration of these impurities coincides w
that of Mn41 ions. The electrostatic energy is minimized
the excess positive charges, i.e., Mn-holes, occupy posit
adjacent to negative impurity charges in the Mn31 sublattice.
Hence, in the ground state all charges form coupled pa
i.e., dipoles with a length of a few angstroms. Under pho
illumination, some electrons are transferred from regu
Mn31 ions to Mn41 ions coupled with such negative impu
rities, thus creating pairs of spatially separated charge
opposite signs~as shown in Fig. 1!. These active charge
produce electric fields extending into a larger space than
coupled pairs and therefore enhance the probability of
forbidden optical transition. At low concentrationsN of
active charges, the photoinduced absorption is proportio
to N.

On the other hand, the random electric fields of act
charges promote hops of holes between Mn ions, which
celerates their recombination with negative impurity char
~for brevity, we use the term recombination as a synonym
the formation of an inactive coupled pair from an acti
charge and a negative impurity ion!. The hopping probabil-
ity, which determines the lifetime of the active charges,
pends on the magnitude of the random electric field. Be
we will consider their distribution over magnitudes~Sec.
4.1.!, the corresponding lifetime of active charges~Sec. 4.2.!,
and their kinetics~Secs. 4.3. and 4.4.!.

Active charges~numbered by the subscripti! create at a
fixed point A random fieldsFi which are assumed to b
statistically independent. The squared total field per unit v
ume at the pointA, averaged over random positions
charges, is estimated by
ter
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~F2![3^Fx
2&5(

i
^Fi

2&

5E
bN21/3

`

~e/«r 2!2N4pr 2dr54pN24/3~e2/«2b!.

~7!

Herex,y,zare the equivalent Cartesian axes;N is the number
of active charges per unit volume;b is a numerical constan
defined below;e stands for the unit charge, and«'3«0 /(2
1«0)'2 is the effective permittivity~«0 is the static permit-
tivity of the crystal!. The integration in~7! is carried out over
the distancer of active charges from the pointA; the lower
limit of the integration is chosen as a characteristic dista
between active chargesbN21/3.

Since thex component of the total field,Fx5(Fix , con-
sists of statistically independent summands, one can write
distribution function in the form of a Gaussian:

px~Fx!5~2p^Fx
2&!21/2 exp~2Fx

2/2^Fx
2&!. ~8!

Changing to spherical coordinates inF space, we obtain the
magnitude distribution of the random electric fields:

P~F !5~33/2b3/2«3/25/2pe3N2!F2

3exp~23F2«2b/8pe2N4/3!, b>0.18. ~9!

The numerical parameterb was defined by equating th
moment ^F4&, derived from ~9!, to its value obtained by
summation over active charges as in~7!.

4.2. Lifetime of the active charges—hole polarons

Positive active charges, localized on Mn31 ions, form
hole polarons. Their hopping within the Mn sublattice resu
in the disappearance of active charges via formation
coupled pairs with negative impurity ions. Below we w
assume that the relaxation rateG of active charges via this
channel is proportional to the rate of the hole polaron h
ping between adjacent Mn31 ions. The rate of hole hopping
depends on the electric field and has a large straggle co
sponding to the broad distribution~9! of the magnitude of the
electric field.

Note that such an approximation can overestimate
relaxation rate of long-lived active charges after the swit
ing off of the irradiation. Indeed, the totality of holes, in th
course of their diffusive motion, rearranges to achieve a lo
minimum of the electrostatic energy. Such a metastable c
figuration of holes can have a very large lifetime, signi
cantly exceeding the characteristic time of single-hole dif
sion.

Now let us consider the probability of hole hopping fro
the ionA, where it is localized, to another ionB. At first the
electric field is put equal to zero. If a hole remains at the
A, the energyEe of the electronic subsystem depends on
coordinatesxn of adjacent atoms:

Ee52(
n

Cnxn ~10!

~the energy is linearized in the coordinatesxn , which are
counted from their equilibrium position in the absence
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holes!. The total energy of the crystal includes the electro
energy ~10! and the lattice deformation energy, which
quadric inxn :

Etot52(
n

Cnxn1(
n

Knxn
2/2

[
1

2 (
n

@2Cn
2/Kn1Kn~xn2x0n!2#. ~11!

Herex0n5Cn /Kn is the equilibrium value of the coordinat
xn in the presence of the localized hole. Equation~11! allows
one to perform the high-temperature thermodynamic ave
ing

^~xn2x0n!2&5T/Kn ~12!

~temperature is expressed in energy units!.
To simplify the calculations, they will be carried ou

using Eq.~12!, but the final result will be extended to th
case of an arbitrary temperature.

Let a hole hop from the ionA to an equivalent ionB. At
the moment of hopping the surroundings of the ionA are in
equilibrium with the hole (xnA[x0n), but those of the ionB
are the same as in the ideal lattice (xnB>0). Before the hop
the electronic energy~10! is

2D52(
n

Cnx0n52(
n

Cn
2/Kn , ~13!

and just after the hop the electronic energy equals zero. T
hopping requires a fluctuation to overcome the energy gaD
~it is just this gap which conditions the existence of sta
active charges!. TheA-to-B hopping of the hole is promoted
to the same degree, by fluctuations of the surrounding
both the atomsA and B. For brevity we will consider only
the fluctuation around the atomA, but the final result will be
written down with allowance for the fluctuations around bo
atoms.

The A-to-B hopping of a hole requires a fluctuation
the coordinatesxn[xnA which turns the electronic energ
~10! to zero before hopping.~Eq. ~10! relates to the lattice
being in equilibrium with the electronic subsystem before
hop!. This condition can be presented in the form

(
n

yn52D,yn[~xn2x0n!Cn , x0n5Cn /Kn . ~14!

The sumy5(yn of statistically independent coordinates h
the distribution function

f ~y!5const exp~2y2/2s2!. ~15!

Using Eqs.~14! and ~12!, we can write the variances2 as

s25(
n

^yn
2&5T(

n
Cn

2/Kn . ~16!

The A-to-B hop of a hole becomes possible ify attains
the gapD5(Cn

2/Kn between the hole levels after and befo
the jump. Therefore, the hopping probability is proportion
to f (D). In the presence of a field applied in a favorab
direction, the gap is reduced by the valueFea, wherea is the
distance between the sitesA and B. Finally, the rate of the
active charge relaxation, considered to be proportional to
c

g-

s,

e

of

e

l

e

probability of theA-to-B hopping per unit time, can be writ
ten with allowance for~15! and ~16! in the form:

G5G0 exp~2D/4Teff1Fea/2Teff!. ~17!

Expression~17! is written in the final form, taking into
account two essential details which were omitted in
course of the calculations for brevity. First, the temperaturT
is replaced by an effective temperatureTeff , which coincides
with T at high temperatures and allows for the zero-po
vibrations of the lattice at low temperatures. In the Deb
approximation,Teff is defined asA^(r2r0)2&, wherer is the
radius vector of an atom in the ideal lattice,r0 is that of the
corresponding site, and the choice of the constantA provides
the coincidence ofTeff with T at high temperatures. Thi
definition can be rewritten in the explicit form

Teff5~2T2/\vD!E
0

\vD/2T

x cothxdx ~18!

with the Debye frequencyvD .
Second, Eq.~17! makes allowance not only for the fluc

tuations in the surroundings of the atomA but also for those
related to the atomB ~which results in the additional coeffi
cient 2 multiplyingTeff!.

4.3. Kinetic equation for active charges in a general form

Within the model of random electric fields develope
above, the kinetic equation differs essentially from its sim
form ~4!. The differences will be discussed in what follow

Active charges are divided into groups,nj , according to
their lifetimest j5G j

21. The F axis is divided intoM inter-
vals DF j ~with centers at the pointsF j ! in a way providing
equal probabilities for an arising active charge to fall in ea
interval DF j :

E
0

F j
P~F !dF5~ j 20.5!/M ,DF j P~F j !51/M , j 51,...,M

~19!

where P(F) is the distribution function~9! for the magni-
tudes of the random fields. For an active charge of thej th
group, the recombination rate is

G j[G~F j !5G0 exp~2D/4Teff1F jea/2Teff!. ~20!

Photoillumination supplies active charges to each of
M groups with the same probability, which should be und
stood as follows. Light pumping transfersJ electrons per unit
time from Mn31 ions either to Mn41 ions ~with a probability
p! or to coupled pairs of charges~with probability 12p!.
The total number of active positive charges is increa
through the latter channel by the valueN15J(12p) and
decreased through the former channel byN25Jp. While the
number N1 of generated charges is uniformly distribute
among theM groups, the lossN2 of charges is distributed
among these groups in proportion to their populations. T
probability p5p(N) increases with the total numberN of
active charges per unit volume.

Thus one can write the kinetic equation for the popu
tions of theM groups of active charges:

dnj /dt5J@1/M2p~N!nj /N#2Ĝnj . ~21!
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Here Ĝ stands for the recombination operator, which in
rough approximation can be written simply as the recom
nation rateG j of an active charge at the moment of its ge
eration by pumping. In fact, however,G varies as a function
of electric field during the active charge lifetime due to ra
dom changes in the positions of other active charges~this
will be allowed for in Sec. 4.4!.

The kinetic Eq.~21! describes the experimentally ob
served regularities. The lifetime distribution of activ
charges, given by Eqs.~9! and~17!, is continuous and cover
a very broad range~about five orders of magnitude atT
5100 K and an active charge concentration of 0.1%!. The
kinetic Eq. ~21! describes the saturation of the number
active charges with increasing exposition time or pump
intensity, irrespective of the relaxation by hole hopping.
deed, in the limiting case of zero hopping rate, Eq.~21! after
summation overj turns into

dN/dt5J@12p~N!# at G j50. ~22!

As N increases,p(N) grows and nears unity, so thatdN/dt
goes to zero. Let us introduce the characteristic valueN0 of
the number of active charges at which the total growth rat
slowed down by a factor of two:

p~N0!50.5. ~23!

N0 defines the scale of the saturation number of ac
charges under very strong pumping. Note that the charac
istic number of active chargesN0 is much less than the num
ber of inactive coupled pairs,Ncoup:

N0!Ncoup. ~24!

Indeed, atN5N0 the total probability of electron trapping b
any active charge is equal to that of electron trapping by
coupled pair. However, in the former case the trapping cr
section is much larger than in the latter case due to the st
ger field produced by an active charge. Hence, the total n
ber of coupled pairs must correspondingly exceed tha
active charges.

4.4. Specific form of the kinetic equation with a model
description of generation and recombination of
active charges

To carry out a quantitative comparison of the kinetic E
~21! with experiment, it is necessary to give concrete defi
tions of the recombination operatorG and the probability
p(N) appearing in~21!. In view of the highly complicated
character of the corresponding physical processes, this
be done below in a model way.

At the moment of its generation, an active charge of
j th group has the recombination rate~20! determined by the
random field valueF j . After that, the recombination rate o
this charge varies due to electric field variations caused
the disappearance and generation of other active charg
random points. The random fieldF and the corresponding
recombination rate of a given active charge are changed
stantially when a significant fraction of the other acti
charges is replaced by new generated charges. The fra
of new active charges, generated during the timedt, is
Jdt/N(t). This quantity, integrated over time, can serve a
measure of the corresponding change in the argument ofG j .
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Within the model, this is allowed for through a shift in th
argument of the monotonically growing sequenceG j ( j
51,...,M ):

Ĝnj5njG j 1Ms ,s~ t !5E
0

t

Jdt/N~ t ! ~25!

~the definition ofG j in Eq. ~20! is periodically extended ove
the infinite intervalj with the periodM!. The lower limit of
integration in~25! does not play any role: a constant additio
to s(t) only redefines the numbering of the active char
groups, which has no physical consequences.

Now let us consider the probabilityp for an electron,
removed by pumping from a Mn31 ion, to be captured by
one of the positive active charges~the alternative possibility
is its capture by one of the inactive coupled pairs!. Let us
assume that an electron is captured by an active charge u
the condition

Fact[1/«r 2.Fbac ~26!

where Fact is the electric field of an active charge at th
distancer and Fbac is the characteristic magnitude of th
background field of coupled pairs~according to~24!, their
number greatly exceeds the number of active charges!. Fbac

2

can be estimated as the squared field of the dipoled, F0
2

52d2/R6«2, averaged over its orientations~R5Ncoup
21/3 is

the mean distance between the dipoles!. The quantityF0
2

should be multiplied by the actual numberZ of dipoles with
the momentd5ea, wherea is the lattice constant.~Below
we setZ512 as for a close-packed lattice!. Thus the condi-
tion ~26! of electron trapping by an active charge takes
form

r ,r 0 , r 0[~24!21/4~aNcoup!
21/2. ~27!

The condition~27! is not met only ifnoneof the NV active
charges, randomly situated in the crystal volumeV, is found
inside the spherical volumeV05(4/3)pr 0

3!V. The prob-
ability for oneactive charge to be found outside the sphere
12V0 /V; for NV charges this quantity should be raised
the powerNV, resulting in exp(2NV0). Thus, the probability
for the condition~27! to be fulfilled is

p~N!512exp~2NV0!512exp@2~4/3!pNr0
3#, ~28!

wherer 0 is defined by Eq.~27!.
We would like to remark that the probabilityp(N) could

be defined in some other model way; however, the calcu
tions show that this would not exert any noticeable effect
the solution of the kinetic equation.

According to the definition~23!, the characteristic num
ber of active charges per unit volume is

N051.8~aNcoup!
3/2. ~29!

Note that this relation meets the inequality~24!.
To simplify the form of the kinetic Eq.~21!, let us intro-

duce the numberv of active charges expressed in units
N0 :

v5N/N0 , v j5nj /N0 , v5(
j

v j . ~30!

Now the kinetic equation takes the form
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dv j /dt5I F 1

M
2~1222v!v j /vG2v jG j 1Ms~ t ! ,

~31!

s~ t ![E
0

t

Idt/v~ t !

whereI is the pumping intensity in some units.~I is propor-
tional to the experimental pumping intensityi!.

5. PHOTOINDUCED ABSORPTION. COMPARISON OF THE
THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT

The problem under consideration is specified by the
lowing physical parameters:

i! The numbera3Ncoup of negative impurity ions tha
form coupled pairs of charges in the ground state, per
cell. The corresponding number of active charges per
cell is 1.8v(a3Ncoup)

3/2. These parameters specify the dist
bution function~9! of the electric fields.

ii ! The depthD of the deformation potential well of a
Mn-hole polaron.

iii ! The Debye frequencyvD , which specifies the effec
tive temperature~18! and together with the parametersD and
G0 determines the recombination rate~17! as a function of
temperature.

iv! The proportionality coefficient betweenN and DK
and that betweenI and the experimental pumping intensityi
are chosen as fitting parameters.

The solution of the kinetic Eq.~31! is fitted best to the
entirety of experimental data for the following set of para
eters: D51.08 eV512500 K; \vD50.035 eV5400 K; G0

573105 s21. The characteristic numberN0a3 of active cen-
ters per unit cell is equal to 0.2%, and the number of ac
centers achieved under full pumping (i 51), amounts to
0.08%. The corresponding number of coupled pairs
charges per unit cell is 1%.

These values of the parameters seem reasonable
solid. In particular, active charges of the given concentrat
create an electric field of about 1.53106 V/cm, which is
roughly 300 times less than the intra-atomic field. This lea
to an oscillator strength of about 1025 for a forbidden tran-
sition. In the visible range this corresponds to an absorp
coefficient of the order of 100 cm21, which is in qualitative
agreement with experiment. The rather large depth of
polaronic potential well (D51.08 eV) is associated with th
circumstance that the Jahn–Teller lattice deformat
changes during the Mn-hole hopping.

Let us compare the solution of the kinetic Eq.~31!, ob-
tained for this set of parameters, with the experimental d
In Figs. 4, 5, 7 the solid lines show the calculated augm
tation of the absorption coefficient,DK, produced and mea
sured with unpolarized light. The figures demonstrate
qualitative agreement of the theory with the experim
within broad ranges of temperature and pumping intens
both under irradiation with light and after the pumping
switched off.

In the latter case, the calculated relaxation rate of
total photoinduced absorption~solid lines in Fig. 5! system-
atically exceeds the experimental one. To all appearance,
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discrepancy originates from multiparticle phenomena~men-
tioned at the beginning of Sec. 4.2.! which have not been
taken into account in the above theory.

Attention should be drawn also to another discrepan
between the theory and experiment shown in Fig. 5. In
basic assumptions~Sec. 1, Item 4! and in the theory, the
response of the crystal to pumping is described by one c
acteristic time. Such a description, however, is not quite
act. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the experimental time
pendences of photoinduced absorption under pump
measured at various temperatures, exhibit at least two c
acteristic timest1 and t2@t1 . At first, the absorption grows
fast during the timet1>2 min, but this fast growth stops a
the level DK(`)2K1 near the complete saturation lev
DK(`)(K1!DK(`)). After that, the absorption reache
complete saturation much more slowly, with the characte
tic time t2>10 min.

The theory developed above describes the fast pro
only. The slow process can be associated with deep h
traps ~probably Mn31 ions located in the vicinity of some
lattice defects!. Initially the traps are empty and neutral, b
after filling by holes they begin to act as stable active char
with an infinite recombination timet ~a pinned hole canno
recombine with a pinned negative charge!. At low tempera-
tures, the contribution of trapped holes to the photoindu
absorption amounts to about 10%; hence, their concentra
is ten times less than the total concentration of active cha
and amounts toctr>231024. Due to their low concentra-
tion, the traps are filled slowly, which explains the lar
characteristic timet2 .

The contribution of filled traps to the absorption, pr
sented in Fig. 5 by the experimental curves, can be satis
torily described in the exponential form

DK tr~ t !5K1@12exp~2t/t2!#, ~32!

with parameters that are almost constant in the tempera
range T<100 K: K1>10 cm21 and t2>7 min. At T5T1

5130 K, K1 diminishes by roughly a factor of two. Thi
allows us to estimate the trap depth asT1 ln(1/ctr)>1100 K
50.1 eV.

6. PHOTOINDUCED DICHROISM: ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON ELECTRONIC PROCESSES

As was already noted, photoinduced dichroism and b
fringence are of the same nature: they display quite sim
temperature dependences and relaxation curves after
switching off of the irradiation. Earlier,13 the observed de-
pendence of birefringence on the pumping polarization dir
tion was described with the crystallographic structure of
Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet taken into account. Below, th
mechanism is generalized somewhat to include birefringe
and dichroism simultaneously.

The environment of each Mn31 ion has the symmetry o
a distorted octahedron. This distortion eliminates the deg
eracy of the angular 3d states of the Mn-hole localized at th
center of the octahedron. For brevity, the polarization axis
the hole state with the minimal energy will be called t
octahedron axis~it may coincide, for example, with the te
tragonal axis along which the octahedron is contracted du
the Jahn–Teller deformation of the lattice; note that the
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ergy scale of the Jahn–Teller effect exceeds that of the t
perature within the temperature region examined!. At low
temperatures, all the occupied hole states are polarized a
the octahedron axes. The total set of octahedrons can
divided into chains in such a way that octahedron axes h
nearly the same direction within the same chain, but the a
directions differ strongly for chains of different types.

The direction of the pumping light polarization dictat
the predominant polarization of generated holes, i.e., the
of chains predominantly occupied by holes. Thus a polari
pumping induces anisotropy of the optical properties, wh
manifests itself both in birefringence and in dichroism.

It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the relaxation curves
photoinduced dichroism and birefringence practically co
cide with the relaxation curve of the photoinduced abso
tion. This means that after the switching off of the irrad
tion, the hole polarization and the active charge itself relax
the same way: the initial polarization direction persists u
the hole forms a coupled pair with a negative impurity.
other words, a hole retains its polarization direction wh
hopping between adjacent Mn ions.

Based on this, the relaxation process can be gene
described as follows. After the illumination is switched off,
hole hops within the same chain until recombination with
negative impurity charge occurs. The probability for a ho
to meet an impurity charge just in the same chain is negl
bly small. However, a hole can leave the chain in the stro
field of a negative charge lying near the chain, thus chang
its polarization and simultaneously disappearing as an ac
charge~forming an inactive coupled pair!.

Now let us call attention to the different temperatu
dependences of the photoinduced dichroism~Fig. 11! and
absorption~Fig. 7, upper curve! measured under pumpin
after saturation. This difference suggests that pumping m
fies the relaxation process somewhat. During relaxa
without pumping, as was mentioned in Sec. 4.2., the tota
of active charges is rapidly rearranged to minimize th
electrostatic energy; because of this the random elec
fields are weak and insufficient to force a hole to leave
chain. However, pumping rapidly changes the configurat
of active charges and strongly enhances the straggling
their fields. In the course of relaxationunder pumping, a hole
can find itself in a strong random field, which causes it
leave the chain and to change polarization even far fr
negative impurities. Thus, pumping gives rise to a new
laxation channel which affects only the dichroism. This c
explain the observed distinction of its temperature dep
dence under pumping from that of the photoinduced abs
tion.

In more detail, this distinction can be understood un
the assumption that the two types of hole motion—hopp
within the same chain and hopping between different cha
in a strong field—are associated with different sets of latt
vibrations. In Sec. 4.2., the relaxation of active charges~i.e.,
hole hopping within a chain! was satisfactorily described i
the Debye approximation, which involves the total set
frequencies. Low-frequency vibrations from this set are
sponsible for a decrease of photoinduced absorption w
increasing temperature, both with and without pumping.
all appearances, hole hopping between different chain
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associated with a set of sufficiently high frequencies. T
amplitudes of such vibrations begin to increase with te
perature only above 100 K, which explains the rather we
temperature dependence of the dichroism measured u
pumping ~supposing that dichroism relaxes mainly throu
hopping between chains!. In the absence of pumping, thi
relaxation channel is inactive, and dichroism relaxes o
through hopping within the same chain~associated with low-
frequency vibrations of the lattice!. This explains the notice-
able temperature dependence of the relaxation rate in
total interval of temperatures, observed in the absence
pumping for the dichroism and birefringence~as well as for
photoinduced absorption!.

CONCLUSION

Experiments performed with the garnet Ca3Mn2Ge3O12

display unusual features of the photoinduced absorption:
— saturation of the photoinduced absorption with pump
intensity;
— a broad distribution of photoinduced absorption cent
over relaxation times, with the predominance of very lo
times;
— coincidence of the relaxation rates of photoinduced
sorption and dichroism and a noticeable difference betw
their temperature dependences under pumping.

Such experimental results cannot be understood in te
of photoinduced absorption centers associated with imp
ties or lattice defects. Within the notion of random elect
fields, a quite natural explanation can be given: the Mn31

sublattice of the Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet contains Mn41 ions
~i.e., Mn-holes! in a low concentration.19,20 Since the crystal
as a whole must be electrically neutral, it contains nega
impurity ions or cation vacancies in the corresponding c
centration. In the ground state, the Mn-holes occupy Mn s
adjacent to negative impurity charges. Such coupled pair
opposite charges are inactive in the sense that their ele
field is very weak in the major part of the crystal volume

Under photoillumination, a small number of electro
are transferred from regular Mn31 ions to the Mn41 compo-
nents of coupled pairs, thus creating pairs of spatially se
rated charges of opposite signs~active charges!. Active
charges create electric fields in a larger volume than coup
pairs and correspondingly enhance the probability of the
bidden optical transition. At low concentrations of activ
charges, the photoinduced absorption is proportional to
Photoinduced dichroism is caused by the predominant g
eration of holes polarized in a fixed direction. They are
sponsible for an anisotropic distortion of their surroundin
which entails dichroism and birefringence~their time and
temperature dependences are quite similar!.

The random electric fields of active charges simul
neously manifest themselves in another way: they prom
the relaxation of photoinduced changes through hopping
holes. A broad distribution of the magnitudes of the rand
fields gives rise to a very broad range of hole hopping ra
and, hence, of the lifetimes of the photoinduced changes

Simultaneously, the existing active charges annihil
during the photoproduction of new active charges: electro
removed from Mn31 ions by pumping, are also transferred
active charges~Mn41 ions!. The characteristic time of this
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annihilation channel is inversely proportional to the pump
intensity. Under an increase of the pumping intensity t
relaxation channel becomes predominant, which result
the saturation of photoinduced changes with pumping.

Photoinduced dichroism and birefringence display
same temperature dependence under pumping and the
time dependence after switching off the irradiation. This p
vides evidence for a similar nature of photoinduced dich
ism and birefringence: they are caused by the anisotro
distribution of Mn-holes, created by polarized pumping, ov
the polarization directions. The coincidence of the relaxat
curves of the photoinduced absorption and dichroism can
seen as a hint that Mn-holes retain their polarization dir
tion when hopping; this can be explained by taking into
count some structural features of the Ca3Mn2Ge3O12 garnet.
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Laboratoire de Physique des Solides, Meudon-Bellev
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Relaxation of Bloch oscillations of a magnetic soliton in a nonuniform magnetic field
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The influence of damping on the Bloch oscillations arising in the motion of a magnetic soliton in
an easy-axis one-dimensional ferromagnet in the presence of a small magnetic field gradient
is investigated. The most interesting case, that of solitons with low frequencies and low velocities,
is considered. In this case there are two soliton damping regimes. When the magnetic field
gradient is greater than a critical value set by the damping, the soliton lifetime is considerably
greater than the period of the Bloch oscillations. However, together with these oscillations
there arises a translational motion of the soliton due to dissipation. If the magnetic field gradient
is smaller than the critical value, then the Bloch oscillations vanish, and the soliton
undergoes only translational motion. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

A characteristic feature of the nonlinear dynamics of
magnetization of ferromagnets and antiferromagnets is
existence of dynamical magnetic solitons. By a dynami
soliton we mean a spatially localized moving disturbance
the magnetization field in which the stability of the distu
bance is ensured by the presence of certain integrals o
motion of the dynamical equations of the magnetizat
field. In the case of one-dimensional ferromagnets in wh
the long-wavelength dynamics of the magnetization is
scribed by the Landau–Lifshitz equations, there is a co
plete description of all types of nonlinear excitations and
particular, there exists an exact analytical solution for d
namical solitons in uniaxial magnets in a uniform magne
field in the absence of dissipation.1,2 Such solitons are char
acterized by two parameters: the velocity of their translat
as a whole, and the frequency of precession of the magn
zation in them.

In the presence of a small magnetic field gradient a s
ton in a uniaxial ferromagnet executes oscillations with
frequency determined by the value of the gradient.3,4 These
are the so-called Bloch oscillations of the magnetic solit
which are analogous to the oscillations of an electron i
crystal in an electric field. The same type of oscillatory m
tion is also inherent to solitons in discrete spin chains,
dynamics of which was investigated in Refs. 5 and 6.
discussing oscillations of this kind it is very important
consider the role of dissipative processes, which can lea
the complete vanishing of Bloch oscillations. Relaxation o
two-parameter soliton in an easy-axis ferromagnet was s
ied in Ref. 7 on the basis of the Landau–Lifshitz equatio
with dissipation. Here we consider the influence of dissi
tion on the Bloch oscillations of a soliton in a nonunifor
magnetic field. Here, as in Refs. 3, 4, and 7, we rest
discussion to the case of a one-dimensional magnet,
which the problem can be solved analytically.
351063-777X/2001/27(1)/5/$20.00
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EQUATIONS

In a phenomenological description of the properties
ferromagnets, inclusion of the simplest types of relaxat
leads to the following generalization of the Landau–Lifsh
equations:7

]M

]t
52g@M3Heff#1gM$l r@m3@Heff3m##2lea

2DHeff%.

~1!

The magnetization vectorM (r ,t) describes the instantaneou
state of the ferromagnet;a is the lattice constant,g
52m0 /\ is the gyromagnetic ratio (m0 is the Bohr magne-
ton!, and m5M /M . The effective magnetic fieldHeff ap-
pearing in Eq. ~1! is defined by the relationHeff

52dE/dM , whereE is the total energy of the magnet. Th
constantsl r andle characterize relaxation processes of d
ferent natures:l r corresponds to the relativistic dampin
andle to the exchange damping. Below we consider a o
dimensional ferromagnet in an external fieldH directed
along the easy axisz. We introduce the polar anglesu andw,
so thatmz5cosu, mx1 imy5sinu eiw. Then the magnetic en
ergy densityw can be written as1

w~u,w!5
1

2
a~]M /]x!21

1

2
bM2 sin2 u1MH~12cosu!,

~2!

wherea is the exchange constant,b is the anisotropy con-
stant, and the coordinatex specifies the position of the poin
in the one-dimensional magnet.

For a uniaxial ferromagnet the Landau–Lifshitz equati
~1! in the absence of dissipation (l r5le50) always has two
integrals of the motion:1 the total energy of magnetic excita
tion,

E5a2E w~u,w!dx ~3!

and the projection of the total magnetic moment on the
isotropy axis,
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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N5~M0/2m0!a2E ~12cosu!dx, ~4!

where a is the interatomic distance (a2 is the ‘‘transverse
cross-sectional area’’ of the 1D magnet!, m0 is the Bohr
magneton, andM0 is the modulus of the vectorM . In addi-
tion, if the external magnetic field is uniform, then, in add
tion to E and N, the excitation field momentumP is also
conserved:1

P52~M0a2/g!E ~12cosu!
]w

]x
dx. ~5!

A dynamical magnetic soliton is a spatially localized e
citation moving at a constant velocity and corresponding
finite values of the integrals of the motionE, N, andP. For
l i50 the two-parameter solution of equation~1! corre-
sponding to this soliton has the form1

w5ṽt1c~x2Vt!;
dc

dx
52

C

cos2~u/2!
;

~6!

tan2
u

2
5

A1B

cosh2@k~x2Vt!#2B
.

Here~and below! we have used dimensionless variables:
coordinatex is measured in units of the magnetic lengthl 0

5(a/b)1/2 and the frequencyv in units of the homogeneou
ferromagnetic resonance frequencyv05bgM0. We note
that the inclusion of a uniform magnetic fieldH0 leads to a
frequency shift inw(t): ṽ5v1(H0 /bM0). The constants
A, B, and C are functions of the two parametersv and V.
However, for use below it will be convenient to express th
in terms of the conserved quantitiesN andP:

A5sinh2S N

N1
D ; B5sin2S pP

2P0
D ; C5

sin~pP/P0!

sinh~2N/N1!
;

~7!

k5S 11
B

AD tanh~N/N1!; ~8!

v5
cos2~pP/2P0!

cosh2~N/N1!
2

sin2~pP/2P0!

sinh2~N/N1!
;

~9!

V52
sinh~pP/P0!

sinh~2N/N1!
,

whereN152a2l 0M0 /m0 , P05p\a2M0 /m0.
The soliton energyE in a uniform magnetic field is given

by1,2

E5E0k12m0H0N, ~10!

whereE054M0
2a2(ab)1/2, andk is given by formula~8!. It

follows directly from the form of the functionsA andB in ~7!
that the soliton energy is a periodic function ofP.

In a nonuniform magnetic field a soliton executes os
latory motion. In Refs. 3 and 4 the oscillations were inves
gated in the absence of dissipation for a nonuniform m
netic field of the form H5H01hx with a small field
gradienth5dH/dx. The soliton momentumP is not con-
served in this case, and its time dependence can be foun
o

e

-
-
-

in

the adiabatic approximation. It is this time dependence t
governs the Bloch oscillations of the magnetic soliton.

In the present paper, on the assumption that the re
ation constantsl i in Eq. ~1! are nonzero but small, we em
ploy adiabatic perturbation theory to describe the evolut
of the soliton in a nonuniform magnetic field in the presen
of damping.

It follows from Eqs.~7!–~9! that the soliton momentum
and the number of magnons appear in all of those relati
only in the form of the dimensionless quantitiespP/2P0 and
N/N1. Continuing the procedure of rendering the equatio
dimensionless, we shall henceforth use the lettersP andN to
mean just these ratios. Similarly, the letterE will denote
E/E0. Finally, the dimensionless magnetic field gradient
h̃5gl0h/v0.

When the dissipation is taken into account, not onlyP
but alsoE andN will cease to be integrals of the motion. Th
time derivatives of these quantities can be found straight
wardly by using Eq.~1! together with~2!–~5!. Since the
functional form of the soliton is conserved in the adiaba
approximation, the exact soliton solution of the Landa
Lifshitz equations~6! for l i50 andh50 should be substi-
tuted into the resulting expressions, with the parametersP,
N, andk assumed to be smooth functions of time. The resu
in the case when only the dissipation of relativistic origin
taken into account are written

dP

dt
52h̃N22l r~VQex2ṽR!, ~11!

dN

dt
522l r~ṽQan2VR!, ~12!

dE

dt
522l r~V2Qex22VṽR1ṽ2Qan!, ~13!

where we have introduced the following functions:

R5
1

8E sin2 u
]c

]x
dx, ~14!

Qan5
1

8E sin2 u dx, ~15!

Qex5
1

8E F S ]u

]xD 2

1sin2 uS ]c

]x D 2Gdx. ~16!

Definitions ~15! and ~16! agree with the expressions for th
anisotropy energy and exchange energy

Ean5bM0
2Qan, Eex5aM0

2Qex.

In the general case, when all of thel i are nonzero, explicit
expressions for the time derivatives ofP, N, andE are analo-
gous to~11!–~13! but are extremely awkward, and we wi
therefore not give them here. However, in the next Sect
we present all of the results, including those with the e
change contribution to the relaxation taken into account.

The form in which Eqs.~11!–~16! are presented is ex
tremely convenient for studying the dynamics of solito
with small V andv, i.e., solitons of large size (N@1). As-
suming that the factorsV andv separated out in~11!–~13!
give the main dependence on these parameters, we
evaluate~14!–~16! for V→0 andv→0, i.e., essentially in
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the static regime. But then, as we know,1 c50 and the func-
tion u5u(x) describes the profile of a wide one-dimension
domain with a magnetization direction opposite to that
infinity (u'p inside the domain, andu50 at infinity!. The
width of the domain isDx'2N, and its edges constitute tw
domain walls, in which

u~x!5u0~x![2 arctan$exp@6~x7x0!#%, ~17!

where 6x0 are the coordinates of the centers of the t
domain walls, and 2x05Dx. Since the width of the domain
wall l 0 is finite andl 0!Dx, the evaluation of the paramete
R, Qan, andQex in the leading approximation is trivial:

R50; Qan5
1

4E2`

`

sin2 u0~x!dx;

~18!

Qex5
1

4E2`

` S ]u0

]x D 2

dx.

Substituting~17! into ~18!, we find thatQex5Qan51/2.
In the case of smallv andV the form of Eq.~13! cor-

responds to the usual definition of the change in energy
dissipative medium,

dE

dt
522F, ~19!

where the relativistic term of the dissipative functionF has
the standard form

F5
1

2
l r~ṽ21V2!,

which agrees with the equations of motion~11!, ~12!:

dP

dt
52

]E

]X
2

]F

]V
, ~20!

dN

dt
52

]E

]ṽ
. ~21!

HereE is the expression for the soliton energy in a nonu
form magnetic field,3,4 generalizing the result~10!:

E5k1hN1h̃XN, ~22!

whereX is the coordinate of the center of the soliton, a
h5H0 /(bM0). Later we shall use~19!–~22! for a detailed
analysis of the oscillations of a soliton of large size.

If there are no conditions thatV andv be small, then it
will be necessary to use the explicit form of the solution~6!
in calculatingR, Qex, andQan. After integration we obtain

R52VN/2, ~23!

Qan5
1

2 S 1

2
V sinh 2N1Nv D , ~24!

Qex5
1

2 S 1

2
V sinh 2N2Nv D , ~25!

whereV25v21V2, andv andV are expressed in terms o
the integrals of motion by formulas~9!. Equations~11! and
~12! describe the smooth changes of the soliton parameteP
andN with time, and formula~22! gives an equation for the
coordinateX(t) of the center of the soliton.
l
t

a

-

To find X(t) we differentiate relation~22! with respect
to time and use Eqs.~11!–~13!. After straightforward ma-
nipulations, we find that

1

N

d~NX!

dt
52

sin~2P!

sinh~2N!
, ~26!

where the right-hand side is the same as expression~9! for V,
only nowP andN are functions of time. If we setl r50 ~and
henceN5const) in Eqs.~11!, ~12!, and~26!, we will arrive
at the description obtained in Refs. 3 and 4 for the Blo
oscillations of a magnetic soliton. In the case whenl rÞ0
but h50, Eqs. ~11!–~13!, taken together with~23!–~25!,
agree with the analogous equations in Ref. 7.

ANALYSIS OF THE EQUATIONS

In the general case of arbitrary values of the parame
v and V ~or N and P) the system of equations~11!–~13!
describing the relaxation of the soliton can be studied o
numerically. In the absence of a magnetic field gradient
soliton lifetime t life is of the order of 1/l ~Ref. 7!, wherel
5max(lr , lc(a/l0)

2). However, forN@1 ~or, equivalently,
for v,V!1) it increases considerably:t life}N/l. An espe-
cially significant increase int life occurs forH050. Indeed, in
that case we have to leading order in exp(22N)

V54e22N; v54e22N cos~2P!;

V54e22N sin~2P!; R50; Qan5Qex5
1

2

andl appears in the equations only in the combinationlV
!1. In other words, the damping of the soliton is determin
by the product (lV)21 and becomes very weak. It is thi
physically interesting case that we analyze below.

For N@1 andH050 Eqs.~11!, ~12!, and~26! become

dP

dt
52h̃N24lPe22N sin~2P!, ~27!

dN

dt
524lNe22N cos~2P!, ~28!

dX

dt
54e22N sin~2P!14lN

1

N
e22N cos~2P!X, ~29!

where lP5l r1(1/3)le(a/ l 0)2 and lN5l r1le(a/ l 0)2.
We note that here we have taken into account not only
relativistic damping but also the exchange damping, wh
comes into the equations in different ways (lPÞlN).

Let us determine the critical magnetic field gradienth̃c ,
which divides the values of the nonuniformity of the ma
netic field into regions corresponding to different regimes
soliton evolution:

h̃c5lPg.

Hereg54exp(22N0)/N0, whereN0 is the initial value of the
parameterN.

Let us consider the two limiting cases. For very sm
magnetic gradients (h̃!h̃c) or, equivalently, strong damp
ing, we can neglect the term2h̃N in Eq. ~27!, and we arrive
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at the results for a uniform magnetic field.7 In this situation
there are no Bloch oscillations of the soliton: it undergoe
gradually damped translational motion.

Let us now turn to the case of weak relaxation (h̃c

!h̃), where the Bloch oscillations of the magnetic solit
are conserved. The solution of equations~27! and~28! can be
found by iteration and can be written in the form of pow
series in the small parameter (h̃c /h̃). The first terms of these
series are

N5N02lN

g

2h̃
sin~2n0t !,

~30!

P52n0t2lP

g

2h̃
cos~2n0t !,

wheren05h̃N0. The origin of the time coordinate is chose
so as to eliminate from the second equation the cons
associated with the initial value ofP, and in the second term
of the expression forP we have also dropped a contributio
proportional to the small parameter 1/N0. The terms of
higher orders in (h̃c /h̃) are proportional to the higher ha
monics of the frequency 2n0. We note that on average over
period of the Bloch oscillations of the soliton (T5p/n0) the
parameterN remains constant and practically equal to
initial value N0. Using the results obtained forP andN and
Eq. ~29!, it is also straightforward to find the first two term
of the expansion ofX(t) in the parameter (h̃c /h̃):

X~ t !52
1

n0
e22N0 cos~2n0t !2

g

2h̃n0
~lP2lN!e22N0

3sin~4n0t !22
g

h̃
~lP1lN!e22N0t, ~31!

where in the last term we have again dropped a contribu
containing an additional small factor 1/N0. The first term in
this expression is the same as the result in Refs. 3 and 4
describes the Bloch oscillations of the magnetic soliton. T
inclusion of damping, as we see from formula~31!, has two
effects. First, the oscillations of the center of the solito
while remaining periodic with frequency 2n0, cease to be
harmonic: higher harmonics appear inX(t). Second, a drift
of the center of the soliton arises, with a constant drift v
locity proportional to the damping:

Vdr522
g

h̃
~lP1lN!e22N0. ~32!

This behavior of the soliton is reminiscent of the so-cal
Shapiro effect in the theory of Josephson junctions.8

Since all of the characteristics of the soliton are perio
functions ofP, and sinceN, as we have said, is a period
function of time, there is no damping of the soliton at all
the case under discussion (h̃@h̃c). According to formula
~19!, the decrease of its energy in this case is proportiona
only the square ofV, and it is exactly equal to the change
energy due to the drift of the center of the soliton into t
region of lower magnetic fields. It must be remember
however, that the value of the fieldH0 gradually changes a
the soliton drifts. Our approximationH050 is valid only as
long ash,V. This leads to the following estimate for th
a

nt

n

nd
e

,

-

c

to

,

soliton drift time, which agrees in order of magnitude wi
the soliton lifetimet life : t life;N0 /(lV). Here the change in
h on a scale comparable to the amplitude (V/n0) of the
Bloch oscillations is relatively small:Dh;V/N0!V, and so
formulas~30!–~32! and, hence, the qualitative conclusions
to the character of the Bloch oscillations of the soliton
main valid.

Let us now indicate the conditions under which th
weak damping regime is realized. For applicability of t
adiabatic perturbation theory it is necessary that the cha
teristic frequencyV in the soliton be much greater than th
frequency 2n0 of the Bloch oscillations, i.e., the following
inequalities must hold:

1@4e22N0@2n0 .

This gives an upper bound on the magnetic field gradie
since n05h̃N0. On the other hand, the conditionh̃@h̃c

gives

2n0@8lPe22N0.

In other words, iflP!1 there is an interval ofh̃ values in
which one should observe weakly damped Bloch oscillatio
of the soliton. Interestingly, even ifh̃*h̃c the soliton can
execute many oscillations (N0h̃/h̃c) before it disappears. Fi
nally, we note that over its lifetime the soliton drifts to
distance of the order of exp(22N0)/h̃!1, which is consider-
ably greater than both the soliton sizeN0 and the amplitude
of its Bloch oscillations 2exp(22N0)/(N0h̃).

If V!1 but H0Þ0 (h.V), then all of the qualitative
results listed above remain valid. Only certain quantitat
characteristics are changed. In particular, the adiabati
condition becomes weaker:ṽ;h@n0, but now t life

;N0 /(lh), and a soliton can execute onlyN0(h̃/h̃c)
3(V/h) Bloch oscillations before it disappears.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the influence of damping on
Bloch oscillations of a magnetic soliton in the framework
adiabatic perturbation theory. We have included in t
Landau–Lifshitz equations the relaxation terms of both
relativistic and exchange natures. We have called attentio
the circumstance that the longest-lived solitons are th
with small values of the parameterV. For this reason our
detailed analysis was done for solitons of that kind.

If the magnetic field gradient exceeds a critical val
~but it is small enough for the adiabatic approximation
apply!, then the Bloch oscillations of the soliton will exis
even in the presence of damping. However, these oscillat
will no longer be harmonic and, in addition, the center of t
soliton will begin to drift at a constant velocity. Over it
lifetime a soliton can execute a large number of Bloch os
lations, and the drift distance is much greater than the a
plitude of these oscillations. The critical value of the gradie
is proportional to the damping and to the parame
V/ ln(1/V).

If the magnetic field gradient is smaller than the critic
value, then the Bloch oscillations will vanish complete
and the soliton undergoes only a gradually damped tran
tional motion.
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Anomalies of the magnon spectrum of a bounded antiferromagnet with a center
of antisymmetry. I. Zero-exchange approximation
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It is shown that if the magnetic structure of an infinite antiferromagnet has a center of
antisymmetry rather than a center of symmetry, then in a slab of such a crystal the formation of
propagating nonexchange bulk spin waves of a previously unknown type can occur. The
relationship between the Ne´el and Debye temperatures of the antiferromagnetic crystal is of
fundamental importance for the structure of the spectrum of these magnons. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344141#
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INTRODUCTION

As we know,1 a magnetoelectric effect can arise in an
ferromagnets whose magnetic and crystallographic sym
try admits the existence of a center of antisymmetry. T
corresponding contribution to the thermodynamic poten
density of such a crystal in the framework of a two-substr
model can be written in terms of the ferromagnetism vec
m and antiferromagnetism vectorl as

Fpe5gabgmal bPg , ~1!

where ĝ is the tensor of magnetoelectric constants,m
5(M11M2)/2M0 , l5(M12M2)/2M0 , M1,2 are the sublat-
tice magnetizations, anduM1u5uM2u5M0.

The experimental detection of a large value of the m
netoelectric susceptibility in a tetragonal antiferromag
with a center of antisymmetry2 was in large measure stimu
lated by theoretical studies of this class of magne
materials.3–7

However, the construction of a consistent theoreti
model of the dynamics of a real magnetic crystal below
magnetic ordering temperature cannot be done without
ing into account the interaction of its spin and elastic s
systems; moreover, one of the characteristic features of
dynamics of antiferromagnetic crystals is the possibility
exchange enhancement of magnetoelastic effects. In R
3–5 and 7 it was shown that in the case when the structur
the magnetoelectric interaction is described by relation~1!, a
number of features arise in both the linear and nonlin
dynamics of a tetragonal antiferromagnet. However, the
culational model chosen in Refs. 3–5 had some substa
limitations, the most important of which, in the opinion
the authors of those papers, were as follows:

1! neglect of the the finite dimensions of a real magne
sample;

2! the lack of a consistent allowance for the dipole a
inhomogeneous exchange mechanisms of nonlocal inte
tions in the spin system of the magnetically ordered crys
which shape the dispersion properties of a bounded mag

3! analysis of only the low-frequency region of the spe
trum of magnetoelastic oscillations,
401063-777X/2001/27(1)/6/$20.00
e-
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v!vAFM , ~2!

(vAFM is the homogeneous antiferromagnetic resonance
quency!, as a consequence of which the main effects indu
by the magnetoelectric and magnetoelastic interactions w
due to oscillations of the elastic subsystem of the crystal.
to the features of the spin dynamics of magnetoelectrics
to the hybridization of the magnetoelastic and magnetoe
tric interactions, their influence reduced to the appearanc
additive contributions to the activation energy of the norm
spin oscillations of the tetragonal magnetoelectric un
study, due to the formation of a magnetoelastic and mag
toelectric gap~and also to the magnetoelastic renormaliz
tion of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy constants!;

4! the lack of analysis of the magnetoelastic dynamics
the investigated antiferromagnetic magnetoelectric for diff
ent relationships between the Debye temperatureTD and the
Néel temperatureTN , in spite of the fact that, as was esta
lished in Ref. 8, the magnetoelastic dynamics of the hi
temperature (TN.TD) and low-temperature (TN,TD) anti-
ferromagnets is substantially different even in the model
an infinite crystal. Moreover, it was shown in Refs. 9–11 th
in the case of a bounded antiferromagnetic crystal withTN

,TD , consistent allowance for the interaction of the sp
and elastic subsystems can give rise to an indirect spin–
interaction of the magnetic moments through the long-ra
field of the quasistatic magnetoelastic deformations and
consequent formation of a new type of propagating non
change spin-wave excitations — elastostatic spin waves

In accordance with what we have said, the goal of
present study was to determine the necessary conditions
der which the linear magnetoelectric effect will induce t
formation of previously uninvestigated anomalies in t
spectrum of nonexchange bulk spin-wave excitations o
thin film of a tetragonal antiferromagnet, which are absen
the model of an infinite crystal.

In the general case one must take into account both
magnetic dipole and electric dipole interactions in a mag
toelectric, but in Ref. 6, for the example of a two-sublatti
model of a tetragonal antiferromagnet~with 0z being the
fourfold axis! with a center of antisymmetry, it was foun
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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that in the collinear phase of this crystal (li0z) under certain
conditions the independent propagation of magnetic pol
tons of the TM and TE types can occur. This is because
the fact that if the plane of propagation of the polariton wa
passes through the principal axis and the twofold axis
such a crystal, then one of the magnetic modes is magn
dipole active, while the second is electric-dipole active.

This paper is arranged in several Sections. In Sec. 1
describe the model of the investigated tetragonal magn
electric crystal. We use this model to analyze the structur
the spectrum of normal oscillations of an antiferromagne
crystal with a center of antisymmetry. The calculation w
based on the simultaneous incorporation of the magnetic
pole, electric dipole, magnetoelastic, and inhomogeneous
change interactions. In Sec. 1 we also formulate a suita
boundary-value problem for a thin magnetoelectric film a
give the structure of the spectrum of normal oscillations o
thin tetragonal antiferromagnet with a center of antisymm
try in the collinear phase for an electric-dipole-active mo
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to an analysis of the anom
that arise in the spin dynamics of a magnetoelectric fi
when the linear magnetoelectric effect is taken into acco
in this analysis we neglect both the inhomogeneous
change interaction~zero-exchange approximation! and the
finite propagation velocity of electromagnetic and acous
oscillations~the electrostatic and elastostatic approximatio
respectively!. In Sec. 2 we discuss the structure of the sp
trum of electric-dipole-active bulk magnons in a slab of
high-temperature antiferromagnet with a center of antisy
metry, and in Sec. 3 we do this for a low-temperature o
We finish with a summary of the main conclusions that f
low from the results obtained in this study.

1. BASIC RELATIONS

If we assume thatumu!u lu>1 ~the relativistic interac-
tions are small compared to the intersublattice exchan!,
then, according to Refs. 2 and 3, the energy density of
two-sublattice model of a magnetoelectric antiferromag
with allowance for the magnetoelastic interaction is e
pressed in terms of the ferromagnetism vectorm and antifer-
romagnetism vectorl as

F5Fm1Fpe1Fme1Fe1Fp ;

Fm5M0
2H d

2
m21

a

2
~“ l!22

b

2
l z
22mHJ ;

Fp5
1

2k
Pz

21
1

2k'

~Px
21Py

2!2PE; ~3!

Fme5B11~ l x
2uxx1 l y

2uyy!1B12~ l x
2uyy1 l y

2uxx!

1B13~uxx1uyy!l z
21B31uzz~ l x

21 l y
2!1B33uzzl z

2

12B44l z~ l xuzx1 l yuzy!12B66l xl yuxy ;

Fe5
1

2
c11~uxx

2 1uyy
2 !1c12uyyuxx1c33~uxx1uyy!uzz

1
1

2
c33uzz

2 12c44~uzx
2 1uzy

2 !12c66uxy
2 ;
i-
of
e
f

ic-

e
o-
of
c
s
i-
x-
le
d
a
-
.
ies

t;
x-

c
,
-

-
.

-

e
t

-

whered, a, andb are the homogeneous and inhomogene
intersublattice exchange constants and the anisotropy
stant, respectively,E and H are the electric and magneti
fields,P is the electric polarization vector,k' andk are the
inverse dielectric susceptibilities,uik is the magnetoelastic
strain tensor, andB̂ and ĉ are the magnetoelastic and elas
interaction coefficients, respectively.@Note: Throughout this
paper the vector product of two vectors is denoted by en
sure in square brackets, and the scalar product is written
or without enclosing parentheses.#

In the particular case of a tetragonal antiferromag
with the 4z

62x
212 or 4z

62x
112 structure, the expression fo

the magnetoelastic interaction energy can be written as2–6

Fpe52g1mz~ l xPy6 l yPx!2g2Pz~mxl y6myl x!

2g3l z~mxPy6myPx!~4z
62x

112!,
~4!

Fme52g1mz~ l xPx6 l yPy!2g2Pz~mxl x6myl y!

2g3l z~mxPx6myPy!2g4l zmzPz~4z
62x

212!,

(ĝ124 are the magnetoelectric interaction coefficients!.
The dynamical properties of the system under study

described in the framework of the phenomenological the
by the following system of coupled vector equations:

~2/gM0!mt5@mHm#1@ lH l#;

~2/gM0!lt5@ lHm#1@mH l#;
~5!

Ptt5 f Hp ; curlH5
1

c

]D

]t
; curlE52

1

c

]B

]t
;

div D50; divB50; r
]2ui

]t2
5

]2W

]xi]uik
,

whereH j[dH/d j ( j 5m,l ,P), g is the gyromagnetic ratio
andr is the density.

In the case when the oscillation frequency of the syst
satisfies the condition

v!min$gdM0 ,~ f /k'!1/2,~ f /k!1/2%, ~6!

one can exclude the vectorsm andP from consideration. As
a result, the equations describing the dynamics of a mag
toelectric in the approximation~6! can be written~on the
condition thatHp50) in the form

aF lS D l2
1

s2
ltt2

]Wa

] l
2

]Wme

] l D G2
8

dvs
~ lH !lt2

4

8
~ lH !@ lH #

1
2

dvs
$«̂ lĝP«̂ ll t12~GP!lt1 lĝPllt2ĝPlt%

1
2

d
«̂ l$~ lH !~ ĝPl!1H~GP!2ĝPH%50;

curlH5
1

c

]D

]t
; curlE52

1

c

]B

]t
; div D50; ~7!

div B50; r
]2ui

]t2
5

]2W

]xi]uik
.
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Here Ga[gabgl bl g , vs5gM0, and «̂ is the antisymmetric
unit tensor. In the approximation~6!, the vectorsm and P
that appear in Maxwell’s equations are related to the com
nents of the antiferromagnetism vectorl as

m5H 2

dvs
@ ltl#1

2

d
~H2 l~ lH !!J 1

2

dvs
$ l~GP!2ĝP%;

~8!
P5k̂~E2ĝ lm!.

The tensork̂ has the following nonzero components:kxx

5kyy5k' , kzz5k.
Thus in the low-frequency limit~6! the system of dy-

namical equations~7!, ~8!, which intercouple only the com
ponents of the vectorsl, H, E, andu, govern the magneto
elastic dynamics of a magnetoelectric. This reduced sys
is valid for arbitrary values of the deviation of the antiferr
magnetism vectorl from its equilibrium orientation.

A calculation shows that one of two equilibrium ma
netic configurations can be realized in the model antifer
magnet under study: easy-axis (li0z) and easy-plane
( l'0z).2–5 We consider the same geometry of propagat
of the electromagnetic wave and the same equilibrium m
netic configuration that were studied previously in Ref. 6
neglect of the homogeneous exchange interaction —
easy-axis phase (li0z, uM u5uPu50) of a tetragonal antifer-
romagnet 4z

12x
1121, and we adopt thexz plane as the plane

of propagation of the electromagnetic wave.
Using Eqs.~7! and ~8!, we can that in this case the co

responding dispersion relation describing the spectrum
normal oscillations of the given antiferromagnet, with t
magnetic dipole, electric dipole, magnetoelastic, and in
mogeneous exchange interactions simultaneously taken
account, factorizes. This is a consequence of the fact tha
the given model the intercoupled oscillations of the magn
polaritons of the TE type and the elastic shear SH w
(Hx,z ,Ey ,l y ,mx,z ,uyÞ0) propagate independently, as d
the magnetic TM polaritons and the elastic oscillations w
lattice displacement vectoru lying in the plane of propaga
tion (Hy ,Ex,z ,l x,z ,my ,ux,zÞ0). Thus both of these types o
normal oscillations of the magnetic crystal can be be clas
as phonon–magnon polaritons, which form as a result
hybridization of the acoustical phonons and electric-dipo
active acoustical magnons (Hy ,Ex,z ,l x,z ,my ,ux,zÞ0)
or magnetic-dipole-active acoustical magno
(Hx,z ,Ey ,l y ,mx,z ,uyÞ0). In the approximation~6! the cor-
responding dispersion relation for the spectrum of norm
oscillations of an infinite antiferromagnetic magnetoelec
with the involvement of magnetic-dipole-active (l y ,mxÞ0)
or electric-dipole-active magnon modes (l x ,myÞ0) can be
written for Hy ,Ex,z ,l x,z ,my ,ux,zÞ0 in the form

v2

c2
«xx«zzmyy2«zzS kz1

v

c
l D 2

5«xxkx
2, ~9!

and foruy ,Ey ,Hx,z,l y ,mxÞ0 in the form

xxx5x0

R~v,k!

DR~v,k!
; axx5ayy5k'

R~v,k!2v2

DR~v,k!
;

v2

c2
mxxmzz«yy2mzzS kz2

v

c
l D 2

5mxxkx
2; ~10!
o-

m

-

n
g-

e

of

-
to
in

ic
e

d
f
-

l
c

l5~k'x0j!1/2
R~v,k!

DR~v,k!
; x051/d; j25

g3
2k'

d
;

DR~v,k![R~v,k!~12j2!2v2;

R~v,k![v0
21s2~kx

21kz
2!

1vme
2 S 12

c44@kx
2~L112v2!1kz

2~L332v2!22L13kxkz#

r@~L112v2!~L332v2!2L13
2 #

D ;

s2[
advs

2

4
; v0

2[s2b/a; vs[gM0 ;

xyy5x0

F~v,k!

DF~v,k!
; xzz5azz50;

DF~v,k![F~v,k!~12j2!2v2;

F~v,k![v0
21s2~kx

21kz
2!2vme

2 F12
c44kz

2

r@L222v2#
G ;

m ik~v,k![d ik14px ik~v,k!;

« ik~v,k![d ik14pa ik~v,k!; kPxz;

whereL ik are the components of the Christoffel tensor,i ,k
51 –3.

Thus it follows already from Eqs.~9! and~10! that in the
general case the linear magnetoelectric effect leads to n
reciprocity not only of the polariton but also of the magn
toelastic spectrumv(kz)Þv(2kz), but this effect is rather
small, since even when electromagnetic retardation effe
are neglected (v/c→0, i.e., in the electro- and magnetosta
limit !, it follows from Eqs. ~9! and ~10! that v(kz)5v
3(2kz).

Since in this study we are interested in the dynamics o
bounded magnetoelectric, the system of dynamical equat
~7! presented above must be supplemented with approp
boundary conditions.

In the case when the magnetic moments on the sur
of the film are completely pinned~Kittel boundary condi-
tions! the exchange boundary conditions can be written
the form12

m5 l 50; z56d, ~11!

wherez is the coordinate along the direction ofn, and 2d is
the thickness of the film.

As to the elastic part of the boundary-value problem u
der consideration, up till now only two boundary conditio
have been considered13,14 in the theory for the solution of
magnetoacoustic boundary-value problems: a mechanic
free surface of the crystal,

s iknk50, z56d, ~12!

(s ik is the elastic stress tensor!, or a completely clamped
sample,

ui50, z56d. ~13!
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Meanwhile, as we know, besides the two types of ela
boundary conditions indicated above, a third type of bou
ary condition is also used in physical acoustics, correspo
ing to a boundary that admits slip:15

~ ũn!50, @ns#50, s5s iknk , z56d. ~14!

Physically this relation corresponds to satisfaction of
conditions of completely incoherent mating16 at the interface
between two media, one of which is absolutely rigid. Ana
sis shows that the use of elastic boundary conditions of
type ~12! and ~13! leads to the situation that if the elast
lattice displacement vectoru lies in the sagittal plane, the
for any type of exchange boundary conditions the solution
the corresponding magnetoelastic boundary-value prob
for the relation between the frequencyv of the magnetoelas
tic excitations and their wave vectorsk' in the developed
plane of the crystal will be a transcendental equation14,17 that
must be studied by some approximate method. In Ref. 18
the example of a slab of a two-sublattice antiferromagne
was shown for the first time that even for the collinear ph
of the easy-axis antiferromagnet withlin the joint use of
boundary conditions~11! and ~14! permits one to represen
the dispersion relation for the spectrum of bulk magnetoe
tic waves of a thin magnetic film in the form of a polynomi
in v2 for any direction of the wave vector in the plane of t
magnetic film,k' . The coefficients of this polynomial ar
known functions of the components of the wave vectork' .

As to the electrodynamic boundary conditions, we sh
assume that, depending on the relative orientation of the
mal to the surface of the film,n, and the direction of the
equilibrium orientation of the antiferromagnetism vectol
~Ref. 19!, we will have

Et5Ht50; z56d for ni l,
~15!

Dn5Bn50; j56d for n' lik' ,

wheret is a unit vector in the plane of the film.
A calculation shows that if the exchange~11!, elastic

~14!, and electrodynamic~15! boundary conditions are si
multaneously satisfied on both surfaces of the magnetoe
tric film under study, then forkPxz, n' lik' the structure
of the spectrum of normal oscillations of the bounded a
ferromagnet under study, with the magnetic-dipole, elect
dipole, magnetoelastic, and inhomogeneous exchange i
actions taken into account, also has the form not o
transcendental equation, but of a polynomial inv2 («
[4pa0 ; kn5pn/2d, n51,2, . . . ):

v2

c2
«xx«zzmyy2«zzS k'1

v

c
l D 2

5«xxkn
2, ~16!

Hy ,Ex,z ,l x ,my ,ux,zÞ0,

v2

c2
mxxmzz«yy2mzzS k'2

v

c
l D 2

5mxxkn
2, ~17!

uy ,Ey ,Hx,z ,l y ,mxÞ0,

xxx5x0

R*
DR*

; axx5k'

R*
2
2v2

DR*

;

ic
-

d-

e

-
e

f
m

or
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e
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r-

c-

i-
-
er-
a

l5~k'x0j!1/2
R*

DR*
; xyy5x0

F*
DF*

;

DR*
[R* ~12j2!2v2; DF*

[F* ~12j2!2v2;

R* [R~v,kz[k' ;kx[kn!;

F* [F~v,kz[k' ;kx[kn!.

It follows from an analysis of~16! and ~17! that for n'0z
(kPxz) and v/cÞ0 the linear magnetoelectric interactio
both for magnetic-dipole-active and electric-dipole-acti
types of spin oscillations, leads to nonreciprocity of the sp
trum of bulk magnetoelastic oscillations,v(k')Þv(2k')
propagating along a thin film of a magnetoelectric antifer
magnet.

A calculation shows that the linear magnetoelectric
fect does not give rise to features in the spectrum of nor
oscillations involving magnetic-dipole-active modes of t
magnon spectrum of a tetragonal antiferromagnet with a c
ter of antisymmetry in the approximation of an infini
propagation velocity of electromagnetic oscillations (v/c
→0). Therefore, in what follows we shall consider norm
oscillations of a thin film of a tetragonal antiferromagnet
the collinear phase (li0z) with the participation of only the
electric-dipole-active mode of the spectrum of this magn
assuming that the condition of the electrostatic approxim
tion is satisfied (v/c→0).

To analyze in detail the role of the different mechanis
of spin–spin interaction in the formation of the structure
the spectrum of normal spin oscillations, let us consider
corresponding general expression~16! in individual particu-
lar cases:v/cphk'→0; v/cphk'→`, anda→0 (cph is the
minimum phase velocity of elastic waves in an infinite ma
net!. The first of these approximations is valid if one ca
neglect the finiteness of the propagation velocity of elas
waves in comparison with the characteristic times of sp
wave oscillations in the spin subsystem of the magnet, i.e
order for the elastostatic approximation to be valid, the c
dition cph.s must hold. The second case corresponds to
frozen lattice approximation, and it can be realized not o
for cph,s but also forcph.s in the region of sufficiently
small wave numbersk',v/cph. The last limiting case
(a→0) corresponds to the zero-exchange approxima
~neglect of effects due to the inhomogeneous exchange in
action!.

2. SPIN DYNAMICS OF A MAGNETOELECTRIC FILM IN THE
ZERO-EXCHANGE APPROXIMATION „HIGH-TEMPERATURE
ANTIFERROMAGNET …

It follows from ~16! that under conditions such thata
→0, v/cphk'→` for TN.TD and a→0, v/cphk'→0 for
TN,TD , the structure of the spectrum of electric-dipol
active bulk magnons of a thin magnetoelectric film as a fu
tion of the relationship between the Ne´el temperature (TN)
and Debye temperature (TD) can be written forTN.TD in
the form

Vn
2~k'!5RS 12j21

j2«'k'
2

kn
2«1k'

2 ~11«'!
D , ni0z, ~18!
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Vn
2~k'!5RS 12j21

j2«'kn
2

k'
2 «1kn

2~11«'!
D , ni0x ~19!

and forTN,TD in the form

Vn
2~k'!5Rn~k'!S 12j21

j2«'k'
2

kn
2«1k'

2 ~11«'!
D , ni0z,

~20!

Vn
2~k'!5Rn~k'!S 12j21

j2«'kn
2

k'
2 «.1kn

2~11«'!
D , ni0x

~21!

Rn~k'![v0
21vme

2 S 12
c44@~kx

2L11* 1kz
2L33* 22L13* kxkz!#

@L11* L33* 2L13*
2#r D

«'[4pk' ; «[4pk; R[v0
21vme

2 .

In ~18!–~21! L ik* [L ik under the conditionkz5kn , kz5k'

for ni l or kz5k' , kx5kn for n' lik' (kPxz).
Analysis of relations~18!–~21! shows that the corre

sponding spectra of nonexchange spin-wave excitations h
bunching point both fork'→0 and for k'→`, i.e., for
two fixed mode indicesn and r the condition uVn(k')
2Vr(k')u→0 holds. In the case of a high-temperature a
tiferromagnet with a center of antisymmetry@Eqs. ~18! and
~19!# in the zero-exchange limit, independently of the mo
index n the dispersion curves of the spectrum of electr
dipole-active magnons withni l is a wave of the forward type
(]Vn /]k'.0), while for n' l it is a backward wave
(]Vn /]k',0). For a fixed value of the wave numberk'

and a fixed mode indexn,r in the caseni l ~18! the inequal-
ity Vn(k').Vr(k') holds, whereas forn' l'k' ~19! the
conditionVn(k'),Vr(k') holds. For both types of waves
independently of the mode indexn the corresponding disper
sion curves ~18! and ~19! have an inflection point
(]2Vn /]k'

2 50) for k'Þ0. In this case the dispersion prop
erties of the magnons, the dispersion relation of which
TN.TD is given by relations~18! and ~19!, are formed as a
result of the magnetoelectric interactionVn(k')Þconst for
g3Þ0 ~electrostatic spin waves!, whereas the magnetoelast
interaction governs only the value of the magnetoelastic
vme and the renormalization of the magnetic anisotropy c
stants, which are independent of the value of the wave n
ber k' and the direction. If we introduce the characteris
frequencies vA

2[R2(12j2) and vB
2[R@12j2/(11«')#

(vA,vB), then independently of the mode indexn one has
Vn(k'→0)→vA and Vn(k'→`)→vB for ni l, while for
n' lik' one hasVn(k'→0)→vB andVn(k'→`)→vA .

3. SPIN DYNAMICS OF A MAGNETOELECTRIC FILM IN THE
ZERO-EXCHANGE APPROXIMATION „LOW-TEMPERATURE
ANTIFERROMAGNET …

It follows from relations~18!, ~19! and~20!, ~21! that the
additional @in comparison to~18!, ~19!# anomalies in the
spectrum of nonexchange spin oscillations of a thin film o
s a

-

e
-

r

p
-
-

a

low-temperature magnetoelectric antiferromagnet are du
the fact that forTN,TD , in addition to the electric-dipole
mechanism of formation of the magnon dispersion there
also an indirect spin–spin interaction through the long-ran
field of the quasistatic magnetoelastic deformations. T
makes it possible to form the dispersion properties of
spin-wave oscillations of a thin antiferromagnetic film in th
zero-exchange approximation even in the case wheng50.
The corresponding class of nonexchange magnons is ca
elastostatic spin waves.10,11It follows from ~20! and~21! that
in the geometry under study this mechanism of indir
spin–spin interaction leads to the situation that for a spe
fied mode indexn the investigated type of nonexchange sp
oscillations, both forni l and forn' lik' , are waves of the
forward type (]Vn /]k'.0) for k',k* n , for k'.k* n they
are backward waves (]Vn /]k',0), and for k'5k* nÞ0
(]Vn /]k'50) the dispersion curve of the given mode
magnetic oscillations has a maximum independently of
mode indexn. Here for k',k* n the condition Vn(k')
.Vr(k') holds, whereas fork'.k* n the relationVn(k')
,Vr(k') (n,r) is valid. Furthermore, unlike the case of
high-temperature antiferromagnet~18! and ~19!, the elasto-
static mechanism of formation of the dispersion of none
change magnons leads to the circumstance that even in
limit ĝ→0 in a thin film of a low-temperature antiferromag
net with a center of antisymmetry it becomes possible fo
crossing point of the dispersion curves of the modes~20! and
~21! to occur at k'5knr for specified indicesn and r
(Vn(knr)5Vr(knr)). If n,r, thenk* n,knr,k* r . In the
crossover regionk'>knr the mode with indexn is a wave of
the backward type, while the mode with indexr is opposite
to it. The bunching points of the spectrum of the investiga
type of nonexchange bulk elastostatic magnons areVn(k')
5v0 ~both for k'→0 and fork'→`).

Let us now take into account that in the low-temperatu
antiferromagnetic magnetoelectric film under study the in
rect spin–spin exchange is due not only to the long-ra
quasistatic magnetoelastic strain field but also to the elec
dipole field (ĝÞ0). As a result, as follows from~20! and
~21!, in a thin film of a low-temperature antiferromagn
with a center of antisymmetry it is possible even in the ze
exchange approximation (a→0) for the dispersion curve o
a mode of nonexchange bulk spin oscillations with a spe
fied indexn to have not only a maximum but also a min
mum for k'Þ0. The corresponding wave numberskn6

2

(kn2,kn1) are the positive real roots of the equatio
]Vn(k')/]k'50. Such a form of the dispersion curve fo
the bulk mode of the magnon mode of indexn is possible, in
particular, under the following conditions:

ni l,

c11c331c44
2 2~c131c44!

2

c11c44
, S c33

c11
D 1/2

!
«

11«'

;

n' lik' ,

c11c331c44
2 2~c131c44!

2

c33c44
, S c11

c33
D 1/2

@
11«'

«
. ~22!

Analysis of the relations forkn6
2 shows that forĝ→0 one

has kn1→`, kn2→kn* in the caseni l, whereaskn2→0,
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kn1→kn* for n'kik' . If we introduce the characteristi
frequencies vA*

2[v0
2(12j2) and vB*

2[v0
2@12j2/(1

1«')#, then, as for a high-temperature antiferromagnet,
dependently of the mode indexn, one hasVn(k'→0)
→vA* andVn(k'→`)→vB* for ni l, while if n' lik' then
Vn(k'→0)→vB* andVn(k'→`)→vA* .

In addition, it follows from~20! and~21! that when both
mechanisms of dispersion formation~electric-dipole and
elastostatic! for nonexchange magnons in a thin film of
low-temperature antiferromagnet with a center of antisy
metry are simultaneously taken into account, two crosso
points of the modes can exist atk'Þ0 for fixed mode indi-
cesn andr of the spectrum of nonexchange bulk spin osc
lations ~20! and ~21! ~in particular, when conditions~22!
hold!. The corresponding wave numbersk6 (k2,k1) are
determined from~20! and ~21!:

Vn~k6!5Vr~k6!. ~23!

Formally taking the limitĝ→0 ~neglecting the magne
toelectric interaction!, we havek2→knr , k1→` for ni l,
whereask1→knr , k2→0 for n' lik' .

If the opposite condition to~22! holds, then~both forni l
and forn' lik') the dispersion curve~20! and~21! will have
only one extremum~a maximum! for k'Þ0, and for modes
with specified indicesn andr there will be only one cross
over point.

CONCLUSION

In summary, in this paper, for the example of a film
an antiferromagnet with a center of antisymmetry, we ha
determined the necessary conditions under which the p
ence of a linear magnetoelectric effect will lead, even in
zero-exchange approximation, to the formation of previou
unknown anomalies in the spectrum of exchange magn
these anomalies are not only absent in the model of an
nite magnet but also in the case of a film of an antiferrom
net having a center of symmetry. For the existence of th
magnons it is of fundamental importance that both the fin
size of the real sample and the relationship between the N´el
and Debye temperatures be simultaneously taken into
count. We have found the following features of the exchan
magnon spectrum that are induced by the magnetoele
interaction:

1! A thin film of an antiferromagnet with a center o
antisymmetry can support propagating nonexchange elec
dipole-active bulk spin oscillations whose spectral struct
Vn(k') depends substantially on the relationship betwe
-

-
er

-

e
s-
e
y
s;
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e
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ic-
e
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the Néel and Debye temperatures and has a nonmonot
character as a function of the magnitude of the wave num
k' , having bunching points of the spectrum fork'→0 and
k'→`.

2! For this type of bulk magnons there can be parts
the dispersion curveVn(k') with ]Vn /]k'50 for k'Þ0.
The indicated points can correspond to a local maximum o
local minimum of the dispersion curve.

3! For k'Þ0 there can exist crossover points of the d
persion curves corresponding to modes with indicesn andr
in the spectrum of nonexchange bulk magnonsVn(k') of a
thin magnetoelectric film~on account of hybridization of the
elastostatic and electrostatic mechanisms of spin–spin in
action!.
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ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF METALS AND ALLOYS

Magnetodynamic nonlinearity of the electrical properties of uncompensated metals
V. R. Sobol* and O. N. Mazurenko
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ul. P. Brovki 17, 220072 Minsk, Belarus
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The magnetodynamic nonlinearity of the electrical properties of uncompensated metals, wherein
the drift of charge carriers at a high density in crossed electric and magnetic fields leads to
generation of a self-field of the current, is investigated experimentally and analytically. The
experiment is done on cylindrical conductors made from high-purity polycrystalline
aluminum, in an arrangement in which the radial current is acted on by an external magnetic
field coaxial to the sample. The electric potential and the nonlinear correction to it are
determined over a wide range of values of the energy dissipation, all the way up to levels
corresponding to the boiling crisis of liquid helium. In the approximation that the contributions to
the resistive effect of the external field and self-field are additive, the results of a calculation
based on the macroscopic field equations are found to be in good agreement with experiment.
Questions pertaining to the concentration of magnetic field energy of the current for a
cylindrical geometry of the conductor are discussed in the approximations of long and short
solenoids. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344142#
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INTRODUCTION

A magnetic field gives rise to nonlocal effects in char
transport when, in addition to the usual coupling between
current density and the electric and magnetic fields, there
also gradient terms resulting from the nonlinearity due to
self-field of the current. In metals there are known dynam
effects stimulated by a static external magnetic field a
which lead to a redistribution of the current density over
cross section of a film conductor on account of the subs
tial nonuniformity of the self-magnetic field under conditio
of the static skin effect at a high degree of compensation
the electronic and hole volumes.1–3 Similar effects are en-
countered in massive samples. In particular, in polycrys
line conductors with a complex type of constant-energy s
face, e.g., in randomly inhomogeneous media, because o
spatial fluctuations of the conductivity in differently oriente
crystallites in the presence of a uniform external magn
field the asymptotic effective conductivity, which relates t
volume-averaged values of the current density and elec
field, differs appreciably from the local values of th
conductivity.4 In addition to the nonlinear dynamics of th
charge carriers considered here, in a dc electromagnetic
there exists an extremely wide class of nonlinear electr
properties of metals under conditions such that the motio
the charges is efficiently influenced by the magnetic com
nent of the field of an rf wave. Much of the experimental a
theoretical work on this class of phenomena is reflected
the review article by Makarov and Yampol’ski�.5 An external
gradient magnetic field also has an additional effect on
charge transport in a polycrystalline conductor, and the c
rent density at each point depends on the degree of sp
variation of the components of the conductivity tensor6,7
461063-777X/2001/27(1)/6/$20.00
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Magnetic nonlinearity in massive conductors can also be
served in the transport of a high charge density, when
character and intensity of the carrier motion give rise to
additional field as a factor affecting the carrier dynamics a
the kinetic properties of the medium.8,9 The intrinsic motion
of the carriers and the magnetic field due to it are especi
efficient under conditions such that an additional azimut
drift occurs under the influence of the Lorentz force. Add
tional drift of the carriers causes the conductivity at ea
point to be determined not only by the external magne
field but also by the character of the collective motion of t
carriers in the bulk, stimulating a macroscopic nonlinear
of the properties.

The goal of this study was to investigate experimenta
the magnetodynamic nonlinearity of the low-temperatu
conducting properties of normal uncompensated metals~for
the particular case of aluminum! under conditions of steady
charge flow. Such research is topical in view of the neces
of exploring further the questions of the electromagnetic
teraction in anisotropic nonlinear conducting media. We c
sider the problem in which the properties are determined
the intrinsic internal parameters~dispersion relation, physica
purity, mean free path of the carriers, etc.! in conjunction
with the conditions of the external influences~the strength of
the external magnetic field, the charge flux density, and
character of the motion of the charge, which is set by
shape of the sample and the boundary conditions, the na
of its thermal coupling to the surrounding medium, etc.!. In
addition, it remains important to look for ways of expeditin
the application of existing materials. Knowing the behav
of the nonlinearity of the properties of conductors, one c
determine ways of improving the efficiency for materia
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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used in the cores and windings of electric motors and o
devices, where it is necessary to produce a magnetic fi
accumulate field energy, and concentrate this energy in l
regions of space.

EXPERIMENT

Methods of investigation, choice of materials,
and experimental procedures

The scale of the magnetodynamic nonlinearity can
estimated by recording the material characteristics that
sensitive to magnetic field. For normal uncompensated m
als under certain conditions the coefficient of proportiona
between the electric fieldE and current densityj will be a
strong function of the magnetic fieldB. Such a situation oc-
curs in a cylindrical conductor in which a radial current
flowing and a coaxial external magnetic field causes ad
tional drift of the particles through the Lorentz force. In su
a geometry the magnitude of the electric field in the rad
direction is proportional to the reciprocal of the diagon
component of the conductivity tensor and the radial curr
density. This is because the drift of the carriers is due no
the Hall field but to its radial component. The azimuthal dr
current density can be written as

j u52
~rur j r1ruzj z!

ruu
, ~1!

wherer i j are the components of the resistivity tensor andj k

the components of the current density vector in a cylindri
coordinate system. We neglect the motion of the carr
along the magnetic field. The intensity of the azimuthal d
of the carriers is determined by the parameterrur /ruu ,
which depends on the band structure and the structural
of the material. It follows from what we have said that t
most preferable from the standpoint of efficient generation
a self-magnetic field and the onset of nonlinearity of t
properties are materials whose dispersion relations pro
for the maximum possible conversion of the radial motion
the carriers into azimuthal motion, i.e., dispersion relatio
close to that for a free electron gas. In the approximation
a free electron gas one hasrur /ruu5vt (v is the cyclotron
frequency andt the relaxation time!, and large effective
magnetic fields are required for realization of the effect. R
conducting materials have complicated dispersion relatio
and, in addition, the requirement that the crystalline symm
try of the metal be compatible with the cylindrical symmet
of the conductor makes it necessary to use a conductor
terial in the polycrystalline state. The polycrystalline natu
of the conducting medium in a certain sense ‘‘generalize
the features of the dispersion relation. In view of what
have said, we chose pure polycrystalline aluminum as
conducting material for our investigations, as aluminum
the material most often used in cryogenic power syste
whether in the form of a pure metal, a solid solution, or a
component of various alloys and composites.

The sample conductors were made of fine-grained
minum in the form of cylinders of heighth50.4 cm. They
were connected to inner and outer concentric current e
trodes to provide for the passage of a radial current thro
the sample. The inner and outer radii of the samples w
er
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r 150.25 and r 251.5 cm, respectively. Potential contac
were mounted on the surface of samples along the radiusr at
distances of 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 cm from the axis so as to pe
determining the spatial dependence of the potentialw during
the measurements by recording the potential differenceDw
between two pairs of contacts. The external coaxial magn
field B0 led to an additional Hall drift of the carriers unde
the influence of the Lorentz force, and the self-magnetic d
field Bs was either collinear or anticollinear with the extern
field. The self-magnetic field was recorded by means of H
sensors mounted on the surface of the disks by subtrac
the component provided by the solenoid from the total m
sured value of the magnetic fieldBt . Measurements were
made at magnetic fields of up to 8 T, generated by the
perconducting solenoid of a UIS-1 helium cryostat. T
samples were immersed in liquid helium, and the therm
regime was determined by the relationship between the le
of Joule power dissipation and the intensity of the boiling
the cryogenic liquid. In the course of the experiment t
potential difference between pairs of contacts and the va
of the self-magnetic drift field were recorded for various v
ues of the external field as a function of the value of t
radial current and its direction. Measurements were mad
the current-generator regime, making it possible to cre
different thermal heads.

Experimental results and their interpretation

The intrinsic motion of the carriers under the influen
of the Lorentz force affects the resistive properties of
medium, since during the time that a particle moves from
inner diameter to the outer diameter the path traversed in
azimuthal direction will be a factor ofvt larger than in the
radial direction, i.e., each electron forms effective curre
loops that contribute to the total magnetic field. The char
ter of the spatial distribution of the self-magnetic field
illustrated in Fig. 1. We see that the self-magnetic field
creases as the external field increases, the rate of gro
being determined by the radial current density. On the wh
the curves characteristically have a slower-than-linear dep

FIG. 1. Self-magnetic field as a function of the external magnetic field
different values of the mean current densityj @A/cm2#: 25 ~1!, 50 ~2!, 100
~3!, 200 ~4!, 300 ~5!, 400 ~6!, 500 ~7!, 600 ~8!, 700 ~9!.
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dence. In addition, at high current densities, correspondin
the upper family of curves, the curves cross, indicating t
new factors that limit the intensity of the azimuthal drift
the particles have come into play. This leads to saturatio
the self-field at current densities of 400–750 A/cm2. These
factors, their nature, and also their influence on the dyna
nonlinearity will be discussed in the analysis Section belo

The typical character of the spatial distribution of t
potential is shown in Fig. 2. The scale of the potential d
ference in the case of the collinear and anticollinear geo
etries increases with increasing magnetic field and increa
radial current density. Starting from the measured poten
differences on pairs of contacts in the collinear (Dwc) and
anticollinear (Dwa) geometries of the flow of charge, w
determined the increment of potential difference that is o
in the current: this is defined below as the nonlinear corr
tion to the potential,Dwn . In calculatingDwn it was as-
sumed that the change in the potential difference in the
linear and anticollinear geometries is symmetric with resp
to a certain average value of the potential difference,Dw0,
corresponding to the zero level of the nonlinearity. On t
basis the nonlinear correction was found from the relat
Dwn51/2(Dwc2Dwa). Figure 3 shows the indicated incre
ment of the potential differenceDwn for the inner pair of
contacts as a function of the radial current density. It sho
be noted that the inner pair of contacts to the sample
more subject to the influence of the self-magnetic field of
Hall drift, since it is localized mainly in the inner region o
the disk-shaped sample, by analogy with the magnetic fi
of any solenoid.

To estimate the level of the magnetodynamic nonline
ity we use the relative nonlinear correction to the potent
Dwn /Dw05(Dwc2Dwa)/(Dwc1Dwa), which we call the
magnetodynamic parameter. This characteristic is show
Fig. 4 as a function of the current density. It is important
note that in the range of radial current densities below 3
A/cm2 the magnetodynamic parameter exhibits appro
mately the same scale of values for different external m
netic fields. At high levels of the radial current density t

FIG. 2. Distribution of the electric potential along the radius of the sam
under conditions of electrical nonlinearity, with the self-magnetic field c
linear to the external field~2,4, ———! or anticollinear~1,3, – – –! for
different current densitiesj @A/cm2#: 150 ~1,2!, 250 ~3,4!. The symbols are
experimental, the curves are theoretical.
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behavior of the magnetodynamic parameter becomes n
monotonic, except for the data obtained in a field of 1 T. W
see that the efficiency of the magnetic self-effect of the s
tem in the range of current densities used is highest for
ternal fields below 4 T. This has definite practical value fro
the standpoint of realizing this effect in cryogenic machin
and other devices, which ordinarily have working fields
the order of 4 T or lower. The ‘‘dips’’ observed on the char
acteristic are naturally attributed to the vanishing of the
ditional Hall drift magnetic field under the influence of fa
tors that cause a decrease of the efficiency parametervt of
the magnetic field.

Let us analyze the character of the electric field distrib
tion and electric potential under conditions of magnetod
namic nonlinearity on the basis of the relation

Er5r rr j r1r ru j u , ~2!

e
-

FIG. 3. Nonlinear correction to the electric potential as a function of
radial current density for various values of the external magnetic fieldB @T#:
8 ~1, d); 4 ~2, s), 2 ~3, j), 1 ~4, h). The symbols are experimental, th
curves are theoretical.

FIG. 4. Behavior of the magnetodynamic parameter as a function of
radial current density for various values of the external magnetic fieldB @T#:
1 (h), 2 (j), 4 (s), 8 (d). The symbols are experimental, the curves a
theoretical.
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whereEr is the radial component of the electric field vecto
Then for an electric potentialw(r ) we obtain the following
integral relation:

w~r !5E S r rr 2r ru

rur

ruu
D j rdr; j r5

I

2prh
, ~3!

whereI is the generator current.
The character of the spatial dependence of the pote

is determined by local values of the kinetic coefficients a
radial current density vector. The spatial topology of the
netic coefficients of a cylindrical conductor whose height
independent of the radius is largely determined by the t
of distribution of the Lorentzian drift magnetic fieldBs(r ),
which, as is readily seen after integration over the length
the cylinder, has the form

Bs~r !5
m0m

4p
h

3E E j s~r 8!r 8~r 82r cosu!dudr8

~r 21r 8222rr 8 cosu!~r 21r 821h222rr 8 cosu!1/2
.

~4!

Here m0 and m are the magnetic permeability of fre
space and the relative permeability of the material. We n
linearize this relationship, apply the residue theorem in
summation over the azimuthal variable in the approximat
that the thickness of the sample is small compared to
mean radius, and integrate from the point in question ove
of its volume domain to get

Bs~r !5m0m
I

4p

RB0

r

1

r
ln

~11A2!r 2

r 1~r 21r 2
2!1/2

, ~5!

wherer is the diagonal component of the resistivity tenso
For a quasi-closed type of constant-energy surface

choose the diagonal componentsruu andr rr of the resistivity
tensor as quantities of the order of the resistivity in ze
magnetic field,r0, while the componentrur is written as
RB0, whereR is the Hall constant. In a high magnetic fie
we may neglect the contribution of the diagonal compon
of the resistivity and write the potential as a function of t
external fieldB0, which implicitly includes the self-fieldBs :

w~r !5
I

2ph

~RB0!2

r0
lnS r

r 1
D H 11

m0mR

2pr ln~r /r 1!

3F1

r
lnS r 1~r 21r 2

2!1/2

r 2
D 2

1

r 1
lnS r 11~r 1

21r 2
2!1/2

r 2
D

1
1

r 2
lnS r 1

r

r 21~r 21r 2
2!1/2

r 21~r 1
21r 2

2!1/2D
1S 1

r 1
2

1

r D ln~11A2!G J 1w0. ~6!

The first term describes the potential distribution in the pr
ence of a uniform magnetic field, while the remaining ter
constitute the magnetodynamic correction to the poten
Using this expression for the potential, we did an estimat
.
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calculation of the dependence of the potential on the ra
current density and the scale of the nonlinearity. The res
are presented for comparison with the experimental dat
Figs. 2, 3, and 4. It follows from a comparison that the abo
expression on the whole gives a correct description of
nonlinearity under discussion in the region of low levels
Joule power dissipation.

For describing the nonmonotonicity of the behavior
the magnetodynamic parameter we turn to an analysis of
thermal state of the sample. We consider the steady-s
problem of the thermal regime of the sample, taking in
account the balance condition between the Joule power
sipated in the volume and the heat removed through the
face of the sample on boiling of the cryogenic liquid. Th
smallest thermal heads are observed for nucleate boil
when the temperature of the surface exceeds the temper
of the cryogenic liquid by a few tenths of a degree. It shou
be noted that the transition from nucleate to film boilin
occurs in a rather narrow temperature interval, amounting
a fraction of a degree. At first glance the transition regi
and the adjacent film-boiling region should have a weak
fluence on the resistive properties. However, there is actu
a sharp decrease in the magnetodynamic parameters in
region. This is due to the behavior of the magnetoresista
of the sample in the given geometry. The temperature dep
dence of the effective relaxation time, which is the ma
factor shaping the behavior of the resistivity and which co
sists of an impurity component and a phonon compone
retains the same form as for the conventional geometry. S
cifically, the phonon component of the relaxation tim
which is considerably longer than the impurity compone
begins to grow shorter as the temperature is raised. S
here the resistivity is equal to the reciprocal of the diago
component of the conductivity tensor, the resistance of
sample is proportional to the square of the cyclotron f
quency and of the relaxation time. The temperature der
tive of the resistance increases sharply in absolute ma
tude, and the resistance falls off much more strongly w
changing temperature than in the conventional situation
which the resistance is inversely proportional to the rel
ation time. As a result, the conditions of high magnetic fie
cease to hold because of the heating of the surface and o
entire volume of the conductor. The balance conditions
be used to write the heat flux densityq through the surface a
a function of the current, wherein the magnetoresistive pr
erties of the conductor are given by the algebraic sum of
external and self-magnetic field:

q~ I !5I 2
R2~B01Bs!

2

r0@11l~B01Bs!#

1

2p2h
lnS r 2

r 1
D 1

@~r 2
22r 1

2!1r 2h#
.

~7!

This expression takes into account the weak linear dep
dence of the diagonal component of the resistivity tensor
the magnetic field, and the parameterl, on the basis of the
experimental data, is 0.1 T21.

On the basis of the relation obtained we calculate
heat flux density through the surface of the sample as a fu
tion of the averaged radial current density. Figure 5 show
family of such curves for the collinear geometry of th
charge flow. Taking into account that in the case of nucle
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boiling of helium in large volumes on the surface of nonfe
rous metals the boiling crisis begins under conditions co
sponding to a heat flux dissipation of the order of 0.20–0
W/cm2, one can state that the transition to film boiling as t
efficiency parameter of the magnetic field decreases oc
in an interval of values of the current density that decrea
sharply with increasing external magnetic field.10 The scales
of current density at which the heat flux density reaches c
cal values~see Fig. 5! are in agreement with the plots i
Figs. 3 and 4, where the start of the boiling crisis cor
sponds to the appearance of some sort of maximum on
experimental curves.

It follows from the experiment and a calculation that t
magnetodynamic nonlinearity effect in high-purity aluminu
under favorable conditions can reach fifty percent in terms
the resistance. These effects are especially efficient in
external fields, when the thermal heating processes due t
Joule power dissipation cannot be manifested. Control of
resistive properties of cylindrical conductors via such para
eters as the value and direction of the current can be im
mented for processes based on the unipolar conductivity.
example, in the voltage-generator regime the value of
current through the active element is varied on account of
difference of the resistivities for the collinear and antic
linear geometries. Such a process can be realized for circ
with a quasisteady flow of charge.

The enhancement of the resistivity in the collinear g
ometry is accompanied by an increase in the magnetic
ergy of the circulating current. A cylindrical conductor, lik
a solenoid, has circular current lines, the magnetic field
which is proportional to the azimuthal current and, in t
bulk of the sample, judging from the results of this study, c
reach fifty percent of the value of the external field. As
consequence, there is a likelihood for the magnetic field
ergy of the whole system, the solenoid plus the cylindri
conductor, to be doubled, and for systems having large
umes, this nonlinearity should serve as an additional sou
of accumulation and concentration of field energy. It sho
be noted that for a cylindrical core with a height greater th
the mean radius, the concentrating of magnetic field ene
will be more pronounced, as in the case of a long wire so

FIG. 5. Thermal flux density as a function of the mean current density in
collinear direction of the external magnetic field for various values ofB @T#:
1 ~1!, 2 ~2!, 4 ~3!, 8 ~4!.
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noid, in which the field is concentrated mainly in the interi
volume. The concentration of energy and the enhanceme
the self-field are important for increasing the magnetic s
effect, which in a long cylindrical conductor should lead to
power-law variation of the field strength inside the volum
rather than the logarithmic dependence obtained in
study. This follows from the basic Maxwell equations if th
magnetic field pattern is considered self-consistently. Ho
ever, this assertion does not mean that the same cu
passed through a short and a long cylinder of the same
ameter will produce a stronger field at the center of the lo
conductor. A calculation shows that the field strength in
conductor having a height of 4 cm and the previously in
cated radial dimensions will be smaller than in the expe
mental case. This is because the linear current density for
long conductor is smaller, and the self-effect is insufficient
wind up the electrons to such a degree that the concentra
of magnetic field lines in the large volume would exceed
corresponding concentration in the small volume of the sh
cylinder. The integrated energy of the azimuthal drift ma
netic field for the long cylindrical conductor is larger, sinc
the degree of the magnetic self-effect is higher for it. It
clear that the problem of heat removal for a long cylindric
conductor is more complicated than for a short one, since
surface increases in proportion to the square of the lin
dimension as the volume increases.

CONCLUSION

An experimental study has shown that nonlinearity
the electrical properties of a magnetodynamic nature
arise in normal metals having uncompensated electronic
hole volumes.

The scale of the nonlinearity is determined by the inte
sity of the circulation of the Hall current in conductors
circular cylindrical geometry in an external magnetic field

The basic parameters of the magnetic self-effect of m
als have been established experimentally for the partic
case of aluminum over a wide range charge flux densities
the way up to levels of dissipation corresponding to the b
ing crisis of helium.

The considerable scale of the azimuthal drift magne
field and its gradient nature make it important to address
question of its influence on the charge transport and the c
acter of the electrical nonlinearity under conditions of a no
local heat-transfer function.

*E-mail: sobol@ifttp.bas-net.by
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Mechanisms for the generation of thermopower carbon–graphite materials
with different crystal structures
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The results of experimental and theoretical studies of the temperature dependence of the
thermopower of carbon–graphite materials with different crystal structures are presented. It is
shown that the mechanisms giving rise to the thermopower in these materials are different.
In coarse-grained graphites the main contribution to the total thermopower at low temperatures
derives from the phonon-drag effect on the charge carriers, while the contribution of the
diffusion component of the thermopower at these temperatures is insignificant. In a fine-grained
graphite the main contribution to the total thermopower in the entire temperature interval
is from the diffusion component of the thermopower, while the contribution of the phonon
component is small even at low temperatures. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344143#
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The thermopower is particularly sensitive to changes
the parameters of the electronic structure of a material.
we know, carbon–graphite~CG! materials synthesized b
different methods~pyrolysis, coking! and at different tem-
peratures have different parameters of the crystal struc
and, hence, of the electronic structure. However, all CG m
terials to some degree have the structural characteristic
herent to the graphite crystal: a layered structure, the
rangement of the atoms in the layer, etc. Therefore,
materials make an ideal model material for studying how
mechanisms that give rise to the thermopower depend on
electronic structure of a material.

For our studies of the thermopower we chose sample
CG materials having different parameters of the crystal str
ture: a sample obtained by the coking of coarse-grained m
roscopically isotropic graphite~type V–1!, a sample of ther-
mally expanded graphite~TEG! obtained by the preliminary
intercalation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG!
by sulfuric acid, followed by its thermal expansion at 400 °
and a sample obtained by pyrolysis of fine-grained an
tropic graphite~type UPV!. The parameters of the crysta
structure of the of the CG samples studied are given in Ta
I, where the following notation is used:d002 is the distance
between adjacent graphite layers,L is the size of the crystal
lites, g is the graphitation parameter, defined as

TABLE I. Parameters of the crystal structure of carbon–graphite mater

Type of CG material d002,10210 m L,m g m

TEG 3.352 431026 0.97 ;104

V–1 3.390 131027 0.60 ;1
UPV 3.400 331028 0.30 ;103
521063-777X/2001/27(1)/4/$20.00
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d002max2d002

d002max2d002min
, ~1!

whered002max53.446310210 m corresponds to the interlaye
distance in a completely disordered CG material, a
d002min53.35310210 m corresponds to the interlayer dis
tance in natural single-crystal graphite;m is the predominant
orientation parameter, which is defined as the ratio of
intensities of the 002 lines of graphite on the diffraction p
terns obtained in the directions perpendicular to and para
to the graphite layers. As we see from the table, TEG i
coarse-grained material with a pronounced anisotropy,
its electrophysical, mechanical, and thermal properties di
along different crystallographic directions. In the type V–
graphite each crystallite also has anisotropy, but the lar
crystallites of that material are randomly arranged with
spect to one another, and the V–1 material on the whol
therefore isotropic. The type UPV graphite consists of sm
crystallites, but because of their identical mutual orientat
this fine-grained material on the whole is anisotropic.

In the samples described we measured the tempera
dependence of the thermopower~Seebeck coefficient! S in
the temperature interval 4.2–300 K by the method descri
in Ref. 1. TheS(T) curves obtained are shown in Fig. 1.

As we see from the figure, for coarse-grained graph
of the types V–1 and TEG theS(T) curve is similar to that
in HOPG:2 at 30–35 K the thermopower has a deep mi
mum approximately equal to252 mV/K for V–1 graphite
and around218 mV/K for TEG. For T.120 K the ther-
mopower depends weakly on temperature, and that of V
graphite remains negative throughout the entire tempera
interval, while the thermopower of TEG changes sign aT
5100 K and then remains positive as the temperature
increased further. A completely different form is obtained f
S(T) in the fine-grained UPV graphite: the thermopower

s.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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positive throughout the entire temperature interval, ha
broad maximum at 60–120 K, and forT.160 K is weakly
dependent on temperature.

As we know, the thermopowerS of graphite is the sum
of two components: the diffusion thermopowerSd , and the
thermopower due to the phonon-drag effectSph:

S5Sd1Sph. ~2!

The contribution of the phonon component of the th
mopower is important at low temperatures, when
phonon–phonon scattering is small. With increasing te
perature the role of the phonon–phonon interaction
creases, andSph goes to zero. Thus at room temperature
total thermopower is mainly due to the contribution of t
diffusion component of the thermopower.

For graphites having two types of carriers, includi
TEG and V–1 graphite, the thermopower in the framewo
of the cylindrical model of the band structure is given by t
expression3

Sd5
kB

e

a2b

a1b F2F1~E0 /kBT!

F0~E0 /kBT!
2

E0

kBTG , ~3!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,e is the electron charge,a
is the ratio of the hole concentrationp to the electron con-
centrationn, b is the ratio of the electron mobilitymn to the
hole mobilitymp , F1 andF0 are the Fermi integrals, andE0

is the overlap of the valence and conduction bands. To
culate the diffusion component of the thermopower it is n
essary to know the value of the overlapE0 and the tempera
ture dependence of the concentrations and mobilities of
charge carriers. For materials with two types of carriers
conductivitys, Hall coefficientRH , and magnetoresistanc
Dr/r are related to the concentrations and mobilities of
electrons and holes as4

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the thermopower in structurally di
ent carbon–graphite materials: type V–1 graphite~1,4!, TEG ~2,5!, type
UPV graphite~3,6!. Experiment~1,2,3!, calculated total thermopowerScalc

~4,5,6!.
a

-
e
-
-
e

k

l-
-

e
e

e

s5~enmn1epmp!;

RH5
1

enF p/n2~mn /mp!2

~p/n1mn /mp!2G ; ~4!

Dr

r
5

p

n
mnmpH2,

whereH is the magnetic field strength.
Using the experimental curves ofs(T), RH(T), and

Dr/r(T) for V–1 graphite obtained previously5,6 in the in-
terval interval 77–300 K and taking into account the fa
that at room temperature the thermopower is essentially
solely to the contributionSd and that the electron and hol
concentrations in V–1 graphite can be assumed equaa
51), as was shown in Refs. 5 and 6, we calculated the va
of the overlapE0 (E050.02 eV!, the temperature depen
dence of the electron and hole concentrations and mob
and, as a result, the temperature dependence of the diffu
componentSd in the temperature interval 77–300 K. Fo
calculatingSd below 77 K we made use of the fact that th
parameterb is very weakly temperature dependent f
coarse-grained graphites with a structure that differs sign
cantly from the crystal structure of perfect natural sing
crystal graphite.7 The calculatedSd(T) curve in the tempera-
ture interval 10–300 K is shown by curve1 in Fig. 2.
Analogous calculations were done for TEG graphite, wh
has crystal structure parameters~interlayer distance, size o
the crystallites! close to those of the HOPG structure. How
ever, the incomplete removal of the acceptor-type interca
in the thermal expansion causes TEG to have an excess
concentration, which can amount to as much as 20%.
calculatingE0 andSd in TEG we used the values ofs(T),
RH(T), andDr/r(T) given in Ref. 8 for TEG synthesized
by a method analogous to our method of obtaining TEG;

r-FIG. 2. Calculated temperature dependence of the diffusion compone
the thermopower,Sd : type V–1 graphite~1!, TEG ~2!, type UPV graphite
~3!.
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value of a was chosen equal to 1.1. Since in Ref. 8 t
dependence ofs(T) was determined below 77 K, whileRH

and Dr/r were given only at room temperature, it was a
sumed that at lower temperatures the parameterb varies with
temperature in the same way as for HOPG.7 For TEG the
calculated value ofE0 is 0.038 eV. The temperature depe
dence of the calculatedSd for TEG is presented in Fig. 2
~curve2!. As we see in the figure, in TEG the componentSd

is positive over the entire temperature interval, while in V
graphiteSd is negative. In both materials the absolute valu
of Sd decrease monotonically with decreasing temperatu

UPV graphite is a disordered fine-grained graphite
which, as was shown in Ref. 8, the hole concentration
ceeds the electron concentration on account of the preci
tion of electrons on ‘‘traps’’ — grain boundaries, point d
fects, etc. In other words,aÞ1 for UPV graphite, andE0

becomes small compared tokBT or vanishes altogether. Fo
such materials formula~3! takes the form7

Sd5
kB

e F a

a1b S d12
D

kBTD2
b

a1b S d21
D

kBTD G ,
~5!

d65
2F1~6D/kBT!

F0~6D/kBT!
,

whereD is the shift of the Fermi level into the valence ban
The parametera is related to the shifted Fermi level as

a5
ln@11exp~D/kBT!#

ln@11exp~2D/kBT!#
. ~6!

For calculatingSd(T) in UPV graphite we used the va
ues given in Ref. 9 for the electron and hole concentrati
and mobilities in UPV graphite. As was shown in Ref. 9, t
hole concentration is 3.5–5 times larger than the elect
concentration, and when the temperature is raised from
K to 300 K the concentration ratioa decreases by a factor o
1.5, while the mobility ratiob remains constant and equal
2.5. The shift of the Fermi level into the interior of the v
lence band is calculated according to formula~6! to be D
'0.002 eV. The calculatedSd(T) curve for UPV graphite is
presented in Fig. 2~curve3!. As we see in the figure,Sd(T)
for UPV graphite differs substantially fromSd(T) for coarse-
grained graphites: in UPVSd(T) has an indistinct broad
maximum at a temperature;100–120 K.

It follows from our calculations of the diffusion compo
nent of the thermopower that in the coarse-grained graph
at low temperatures the calculated curveSd(T) differs from
the experimentally measured curveS(T), while at the same
time for UPV graphite the form of theSd(T) curve is in
practically complete agreement with that of the experim
tally measured curveS(T). These differences in the temper
ture dependence of the thermopower indicate that at
temperatures the main mechanism giving rise to the th
mopower in the coarse-grained graphites~V–1, TEG, and
HOPG! is not the diffusion but the phonon mechanism.
the fine-grained graphite UPV, for which the calculat
curve Sd(T) agrees with the measured thermopower,
contribution of the phonon thermopower at low temperatu
can only be insignificant.

For a more detailed analysis of the mechanisms giv
rise to the thermopower at low temperatures we calcula
-

s
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-
ta-

.
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n
80
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w
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e
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g
d

the phonon component of the thermopower in the inve
gated CG materials. To calculateSph we used the equation
proposed in Ref. 10 for analysis of the phonon componen
the thermopower in HOPG:

Sph
~ i !56

kB

e

@k~ i !#2

p2N
S kBT

\vS
DF ~ i !T,

Fi~T!5E
0

\vsqs
~ i !/kBT

dZZ2
exp~Z!

@exp~Z!21#2
Ri , Z5

\vsqs

kBT
,

~7!

Ri5
aiqs

vs /L1aiqs1BqsT
3

~,1!,

where the plus sign and the indexi[h correspond to the
holes, and the minus sign andi[e correspond to electrons
k( i ) is the wave vector of the electrons or holes,qs is the
phonon wave vector,vs is the sound velocity,L is the di-
mension of a crystallite,N is the total concentration of elec
trons and holes, andai andB are adjustable parameters. W
calculated the phonon componentSph according to formula
~7! for the coarse-grained V–1 and TEG graphites and
fine-grained UPV graphite. In the calculations we also us
the following values of the parameters:

— total carrier concentrationN5n1p. For V–1 and
TEG graphite the experimental curves5,6,8 of s(T), RH(T),
and Dr/r(T) yielded the valuesNV–1'1.231024 m21 and
NTEG'5310224 m21, while for UPV graphite the value wa
taken from Ref. 9;

— the values of the wave vectorsk( i ) for V–1 and TEG
graphite are the same as in Ref. 10, for UPV the value ofk(e)

are the same as in Ref. 10, and the relative sizes ofk(e) and
k(h) were chosen equal to the ratio of the electron and h
concentrations in this material;

— the maximum valueqmax was determined from the
condition that the effective interaction of the charge carri
and phonons be maximum,qmax

( i ) 52k( i );
— for V–1 and TEG graphite,vs is determined in Ref.

10, while for UPV graphite it is determined in Ref. 1;
— the parameterai was chosen the same as in Ref. 1

while the parameterB, which is an adjustable parameter
Ref. 10, was chosen by fitting here, too~the value ofB used
in our calculations differs slightly from the value ofB in Ref.
10!.

The calculated curves ofSph(T) are shown in Fig. 3. One
can see from this figure that graphites with different para
eters of the crystal structure exhibit different forms of t
phonon component of the thermopower. For the coar
grained graphitesSph(T) is negative and has a deep min
mum atT;35 K. The absolute values ofSph at low tempera-
tures in these graphites is substantially larger thanSd at these
same temperatures. The largest absolute values at the m
mum are those forSph for V–1 graphite. The absolute valu
of Sph at the minimum for the TEG is somewhat lower. Th
is because of the excess hole concentration in TEG.
excess hole concentration in TEG does not alter the sig
Sph but only decreases the value ofSph at the minimum, since
the phonons interact more efficiently with electrons th
with holes. The values ofSph in UPV graphite even at low
temperatures are small, and at the maximum atT530 K
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amount to;0.25 mV/K. It should be noted that in spite o
the fact that the calculations ofSd andSph in the investigated
materials employed a number of parameters that had b
determined for HOPG, the total calculated thermopow
Scalc5Sd1Sph for type V–1 graphite and TEG gives a fa
description of the experimentally measuredS(T) curve for
these materials~curves4 and5 in Fig. 1!. For UPV graphite
the experimentally measuredS(T) curve is almost com-
pletely described by the calculatedSd(T) curve over the en-
tire temperature interval~curve6 in Fig. 1!.

Thus our experimental and theoretical studies of
thermopower in CG materials with different crystal stru
tures has shown that the mechanisms giving rise to the t

FIG. 3. Calculated temperature dependence of the phonon component
thermopower,Sph : type V–1 graphite~1!, TEG ~2!, type UPV graphite~3!.
en
r

e

r-

mopower in these materials are different. In the coar
grained graphites the main contribution to the to
thermopower at low temperatures is from that due to
phonon-drag effect of the charge carriers, and the contr
tion of the diffusion component of the thermopower at the
temperatures is insignificant. As the temperature is raised
phonon component of the thermopower goes to zero. T
the macroscopic isotropicity of the material does not aff
the form of the functionsSd(T) andSph(T). Degradation of
the graphite crystal structure, a decrease in the size of
crystallites, and an increase in the interplane distance lea
a change in the form of the functionsSd(T) andSph(T). In
the fine-grained graphite the main contribution to the to
thermopower is given by the diffusion component over t
entire temperature interval, and the contribution of the p
non component of the thermopower is small even at l
temperatures.
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Spectroscopy of the electron–phonon interaction in the layered two-dimensional
dichalcogenide 1 T –VSe2
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The vibrational spectra of the layered two-dimensional transition-metal dichalcogenide 1T–VSe2

are investigated by the methods of point-contact and Raman spectroscopy. The measured
point-contact spectra and the Raman scattering spectra contain features that coincide in position
and relative intensity. Various regimes of current passage~ballistic, diffusive, and thermal!
in 1T–VSe2/Cu point contacts are investigated. Both direct and inverse point-contact spectra are
recorded, the former demonstrating the effect of the electron–phonon interaction in
1T–VSe2 and the latter reflecting the destruction of localization of the electronic states in the
region near the contact, which leads to growth of the contact conductance. A study of
the point contacts in the regime of small energy and momentum mean free paths of the electrons
reveals nonlinearities caused by a phase transition of the material to a state with a charge
density wave. The point-contact electron–phonon interaction function, previously unknown for
this compound, is recovered from the data, and the values of the mean and rms phonon
frequencies in 1T–VSe2 are calculated. An estimate of the Debye temperature is made. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344144#
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INTRODUCTION

The creation of new materials having a set of optim
properties for technological application is one of the m
active topics in solid-state physics. It is therefore necess
to make a detailed study of the characteristics of both ne
created compounds and the materials used for their synth
It was recently reported1 that a new class of superconducto
and ferromagnets has been created on the basis of me
dichalcogenides and superconductors of the A15 family. O
compound of this class is GaV5Se9, which is obtained by the
dissolution of V3Ga in 1T–VSe2 and exhibits ferromagnetic
and metallic properties. Before embarking on a study of
magnetic and spectral properties of this compound, we h
made a detailed spectral study of the vanadium dicha
genide 1T–VSe2 by the method of point-contact and Ram
spectroscopy; here we present the results of that study.

The compound 1T–VSe2 belongs to the class of quas
two-dimensional layered structures. Its crystals consist o
set of planar sandwich structures stacked on top of one
other. Each of these elements is made up of three lay
upper and lower layers of selenium atoms separated b
interlayer of vanadium atoms, forming a Se–V–Sesand-
wich. The metal and chalcogen layers in 1T–VSe2 are dis-
placed relative to each other in such a way that the vanad
atoms inside the sandwich are found in an octahedral e
ronment of selenium atoms.2 The distance between the cha
cogen and metal layers is almost a factor of two smaller t
the distance between sandwiches. This, together with
strong covalent bonding within the sandwich, the weak v
561063-777X/2001/27(1)/5/$20.00
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der Waals forces acting between sandwiches, and the s
overlap of the electronic wave functions of the metallic la
ers make for quasi-two-dimensionality and anisotropy of
physical properties of 1T–VSe2.

As the temperature is lowered, VSe2, like other transi-
tion-metal dichalcogenides, undergoes a phase transition
state with a charge density wave, accompanied by the for
tion of a crystalline superstructure with a period incomme
surate with the period of the initial lattice. The transitio
temperature is 112 K.3 Further decrease in temperature lea
to a change in the period of the superstructure, which at 6
becomes commensurate with the basic lattice parame
VSe2 crystals have a metallic type of temperature dep
dence of the resistivity and possess paramagnetic prope
~see, e.g., Refs. 4–6!.

Although VSe2 is a compound that has been studied
tensively and for quite some time, the information about
quasiparticle spectra in it is rather narrow in scope. In p
ticular, quite a few studies have been done on the electro
structure of this material. As a result, the electronic ba
structure and Fermi surface are well determined~see, e.g.,
Refs. 7–11!. At the same time, the phonon subsystem and
properties have not be adequately studied. We have b
unable to find any published data on the phonon dispers
curve, the density of phonon states, the electron–phonon
teraction~EPI! function, the Debye temperature, etc., whi
are among the important parameters influencing the elec
physical properties. This is not really surprising, since VS2

is an extremely complex material for investigation by t
methods traditionally employed for obtaining the charact
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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istics mentioned. For example, optical measurements in
compound are complicated by the low value of the use
signal in view of the high reflectivity; in particular, the Ra
man scattering intensity in it is small, at least an order
magnitude smaller than in 2H-TaSe2 ~Ref. 12!. In view of
what we have said, we set out in this study to investigate
phonon subsystem and the interactions of the quasipar
excitations with the current carriers in 1T–VSe2.

To accomplish this task we used point-contact spect
copy, since it is advantageous in cases when analogous
ies by other methods are difficult. As a result, we were a
to determine the EPI function and a number of other cha
teristics of the vibrational spectrum of VSe2. In addition to
the point-contact studies, we made precision Raman sca
ing measurements. The relations obtained are well correl
with each other and demonstrate the reproducibility of
observed features.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Raman spectra were excited at the frequency\v
52.41 eV of the argon laser line and were collected in
microscope with a 503 magnification with the aid of a triple
monochromator equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled d
tector. The point-contact studies we done on 1T–VSe2/Cu
heterocontacts on a specially built point-contact spectrosc
designed by the authors at the B. Verkin Institute for Lo
Temperature Physics and Engineering, Kharkov, Ukra
The contacts were created by means of the apparatus
techniques that have proven themselves in research on
ganic conductors, which, like VSe2, have a lamellar layered
structure.13 The displacement technique14 of obtaining con-
tact between a copper electrode in the form of a prism
the lateral surface of a 1T–VSe2 slab ensured the predom
nant creation of contacts with the axis oriented parallel to
layers of the dichalcogenide crystal. These contacts mad
possible to study the properties of the crystals in the reg
of current flow in the plane of the sandwich. This is impo
tant, since the electrical characteristics of transition-me
dichalcogenides are highly anisotropic in the directions alo
and perpendicular to the layers.

It is known that vanadium is extremely complicated m
terial for point-contact studies, since it has a high chem
activity and forms a number of conducting oxides on t
surface; this circumstance can lead to shunting of the c
tacts along the conducting oxide films.15 These formations
are hard to clean off the vanadium surface by chem
means. Point-contact studies of selenium have not b
done, and we do not have any specific information ab
obtaining point contacts in this material. In working wi
VSe2 it was necessary to allow for the possibility that sele
tive etching of the atoms of this compound would take pla
during chemical treatment, which would alter the compo
tion of the surface layer of the treated crystal. We theref
had to avoid the use of chemical treatment of the 1T–VSe2

samples, and the contacts were made by touching a co
electrode either against the untreated surface or again
fresh cleavage surface obtained under liquid helium. In
latter case it was most often possible to create point cont
that permitted achieving spectral regimes of current flow a
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the recording of spectra having the highest intensity a
quality. The copper electrode was treated by chemical p
ishing in HNO3.

In investigating the point contacts the main source
spectral information is the current–voltage~I–V! character-
istic, which contains nonlinearities numbers arising as a
sult of the scattering of electrons on phonons and other q
siparticle excitations during the passage of current thro
the contact.16,17 Upon differentiation these nonlinearitie
transform into maxima on the second derivative of the I–
characteristic, which correspond to maxima of the phon
density of states and the electron–phonon interaction fu
tion in the material under study. The recording of the I–
characteristics and their second derivatives was done at
ages of 0–120 mV. At higher biases the contact resista
became unstable or the contact was damaged, apparentl
cause of heating of the material near the contact. The inv
tigation of the point-contact characteristics was done a
temperature of 4.2 K. More than 50 contacts were stud
Among them, 32 corresponded to spectral regimes of cur
flow and had spectra of good quality.

Depending on the purity and structural perfection of t
material forming the contact and, accordingly, the regime
current flow in the contact region of the electrodes whe
potential difference is applied to them, different types of I–
second-derivative curves~point-contact spectra! were ob-
served. When the ballistic or diffusive regimes of curre
flow were realized, we observed point-contact spectra w
pronounced structure, which was well reproduced on
second-derivative curves for different contacts. Some typ
curves of the second derivative of the I–V characteristic
shown in Fig. 1~curves1 and 2! for a group of the most
intense EPI spectra.

As we know,18 the point-contact spectrum of a heter
contact is a sum of partial contributions from the spectra
the electrode materials in contact. In the case of 1T–
VSe2/Cu heterocontacts the contribution of the copper to
point-contact spectrum does not appear at all. This resu
in qualitative agreement with the data for contacts of cop
with niobium dichalcogenide, 2H –NbSe2/Cu,19 and with
the results of Refs. 20 and 21 obtained for heterocontact
Nb and Ta, which are electronic analogs of vanadium
the subgroup VA.

As we see from the curves of the second derivatives
the I–V characteristic in Fig. 1, the compound 1T–VSe2 has
a rather broad EPI spectrum, the boundary of which lies
88–90 meV. This result can be compared qualitatively w
the data obtained from measurements of the point-con
spectra in pure vanadium.15,16 According to Ref. 16, the
highest-frequency phonons in the point-contact spectra of
nadium correspond to energies of the order of 60 meV. T
the maximum phonon frequencyvmax increases quite consid
erably in going from V to VSe2. Taking into account that the
boundary of the EPI spectrum in the analogous niobi
compound is shifted to higher energies by approximat
30 meV in going from pure niobium to the dichalcogeni
NbSe2 ~see, e.g., Refs. 16 and 19!, the value ofvmax ob-
tained for VSe2 seems entirely reasonable.

The most intense peak in the point-contact spectra of
EPI lies in the low-frequency region, at energies of 5
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meV. Its position is in good agreement with the Raman sc
tering data obtained for 1T–VSe2 ~curves3 and4 in Fig. 1!
in the temperature interval 10–180 K. One also observe
correlation in the positions of the features at energies of
and 40 meV, as can be seen by comparing the curves in
1. It follows from the data of Refs. 12 and 19, which agr
with our results, that as the temperature is lowered
1T–VSe2 undergoes a transition to a state with a cha
density wave and a superstructure commensurate with
initial crystal lattice parameters, there is a softening of
phonon spectrum of this compound and an increase in
intensity of the low-frequency vibrational modes. In additi
to this there is a shift of the ‘‘center of gravity’’ in the poin
contact spectra and an enhancement of the low-energy p
due to a decrease in the relative intensity of the hi
frequency features on account of the influence of the po
contact form factor. This form factor emphasizes large-an
scattering and the role of umklapp processes in the ba
scattering of electrons, as is manifested with particular c
ity in metals with a complex Fermi surface.22,23 For this rea-
son the high-energy features of the EPI in the point-con
spectra of 1T–VSe2 have a much lower intensity relative t
the low-frequency features than is the case in optical exp
ments~for example, compare the peaks at 48 and 203 cm21

on curves3 and 4 of Fig. 1 and in Ref. 12 with the corre
sponding features on the point-contact curves!.

FIG. 1. Vibrational spectra of the compound 1T–VSe2: 1,2 — second de-
rivatives of the I–V characteristics of 1T–VSe2/Cu contacts,R0584 V ~1!,
R0578 V ~2!, T54.2 K; 3,4 — Raman spectra atT5180 K ~3! and T
510 K ~4!.
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An examination of the published data on the conduct
ity of 1T–VSe2 in conjunction with the point-contact studie
suggests that in contacts of this compound a current reg
can arise in which the localization of the electronic states
destroyed, as is typical of semimetal contacts. This is s
gested by the fact that the parameters of the conductivity
these objects are close in value. In particular, the conduc
ity of the compound 1T–VSe2 at low temperatures is eve
lower than in antimony. AtT520 K the resistivity of
1T–VSe2 has a valuer;1024 V•cm,6 which is two orders
of magnitude larger than that of antimony.24 Thus there are
clear grounds for suggesting that such a current regi
which has been investigated previously in antimony25 and in
organic conductors,26 is observed in 1T–VSe2 contacts as
well. The essence of the delocalization effect is as follows
point contacts of semimetals in the case of a low momen
mean free path of the electrons, localization of the electro
states will arise in the neck region.27 Here the electron–
phonon interaction, by destroying the localization of t
electrons, will lead to an increase in the contact conducta
Thus the contact resistance decreases, contrary to the
crease that is observed in contacts of pure metals in the
listic regime of electron passage, which occurs in the cas
large momentum mean free pathsl i satisfying the condition
l i@d (d is the contact diameter!. As a result, the curves o
the second derivative of the I–V characteristic will ha
minima near the characteristic energies of the EPI, in c
trast to the maxima observed in the case of increasing con
resistance. A clear example is the inverse point-contact s
trum of a 1T–VSe2/Cu heterocontact, shown by curve1 in
Fig. 2. We see that this curve is a mirror reflection of curv
1 and2 in Fig. 1. The accumulation of phonons in the ne
region as the voltage is increased can also lead to a decr
in the mean free path in the contact region. Then the reg
of electron passage through the contact changes from ba
tic to diffusive, in which an important role is played by wea
localization effects. This is reflected in the behavior of t
features on the point-contact spectrum: an intermediate
of point-contact spectrum appears~with the inverted features
at high voltages!. An example of such a characteristic
shown by curve2 in Fig. 1, the maxima and minima o
which are mirror reflections of the corresponding nonlinea
ties on curve1 of Fig. 1 at voltages above 60 mV.

In a number of point contacts the spectra at high energ
exhibited nonlinearities of the type representing the deri
tive of a maximum, which are hard to interpret as being
result of the EPI. Similar features have been observed pr
ously in the spectra of superconducting contacts28 and con-
tacts of magnetic materials.29,30 In Refs. 28–30 the appear
ance of these sharp nonlinearities was attributed to
destruction of the superconductive or magnetic orderi
specifically, to a phase transition of the contact material fr
the superconducting to the normal or from the ferromagn
~antiferromagnetic! to the paramagnetic state as the regi
near the contact is heated by the transport current to
corresponding temperatures, or to an orientational ph
transition of a spin density wave.30 In the compound
1T– VSe2 at T562 K a change in the period of the supe
structure occurs, which is manifested as a change in the s
of the temperature dependence of the resistivityr.5,6 There-
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fore a heating of the 1T–VSe2 contact region to 62 K will
also lead to a structural transition in the contact regi
which should be manifested directly in the form a maximu
on the temperature dependence of the differential resista
of the contact or as a nonlinearity of the type correspond
the derivative of a maximum on the second derivative of
I–V characteristic. According to the data of Ref. 3, t
change of the period of the superstructure from being co
mensurate with the period of the initial lattice to incomme
surate occurs as the temperature is changed in the inte
62–112 K. At the resolution of the method of measuring
temperature dependence of the resistivity of mass
samples, this nonlinearity is detected only as a smo
change inr(T) in this temperature interval.5,6 At the same
time, the point-contact method can reveal much more cle
even the tiniest variations of the resistivity of the mater
upon a change in the external conditions, thanks to the te
nique of differentiating the I–V characteristic in the regim
of thermal modulation spectroscopy.29 The heating of the
contact region by the transport current allows one to vary
temperature of the contact region by changing the volt
applied to the contact. Thus, if a temperature of 62 K
reached at the contact, then when the applied voltage
accordingly, the temperature in the contact region is
creased, one can observe the singularities due to the cha
in the structure and resistivity of the material in the tempe
ture interval 62–112 K. At higher voltages and, hence,
temperatures above 112 K one observes a smooth segme
the r(T) curve, and the second derivative of the I–V cha

FIG. 2. Point-contact spectra of 1T–VSe2/Cu contacts, corresponding t
different regimes of current passage: inverse spectrum,R05163 V ~1!;
second derivative of the I–V characteristic, containing nonlinearities du
a structural phase transition,R0582 V ~2!.
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acteristic of the contact should be monotonic. If it is assum
that the features of the type representing the derivative
maximum arise on the point-contact spectra of 1T–VSe2/Cu
contacts at voltages corresponding to the conditions of
thermal limit, then, in accordance with the relation governi
the change in temperature at the contact as a function of
applied voltage in the thermal limit, namelyeV53.63kT
~Ref. 29!, the temperature interval 62–112 K corresponds
a voltage interval>16 mV wide. It is in this interval that one
should observe sharp nonlinearities of the second deriva
of the I–V characteristic of the contact, as is demonstra
by curve2 in Fig. 2: the features in question start at>50
meV and end at>65 meV, and at higher energy the seco
derivative of the I–V characteristic does not exhibit nonli
earities. It should be noted that the onset of the nonlineari
in question on the point-contact spectra of different conta
can vary~this is natural in view of the different initial con
ditions atV50), but the width of the interval in which they
exist is approximately the same for all such curves.

The point-contact spectra of the 1T–VSe2 heterocon-
tacts were used to calculate the point-contact EPI func
gpc(v). Figure 3 shows a plot ofgpc(v) obtained from
curve1 in Fig. 1. The calculation was done by the softwa
package of Ref. 31 with the use of a linear point-cont
background function.16 The value of the EPI parameterlpc

for curve 1 is 0.27. Since it cannot be stated with certain
that the current regime in the heterocontacts under stud
definitely ballistic, this value oflpc should be regarded as a
estimated lower bound on the EPI parameter in VSe2. The
values of the mean̂v& and rmŝ v2&1/2 phonon frequencies
are 10.14 and 15.99 meV. From the data obtained one

to

FIG. 3. Point-contact EPI functiongpc(v) recovered from curve1 in Fig. 1.
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determine the Debye frequency of the phonons and
Debye temperatureuD in the compound 1T–VSe2 from the
relation proposed in Ref. 32:

uD5
\

k S 3^v2&
2 D 1/2

.

The values of the Debye temperature calculated with the
of the data for the point-contact spectra1 and2 in Fig. 1 and
1 in Fig. 2 came out to be 215 K, 228 K, and 220 K, resp
tively. The average for the 5 spectra is 22065 K. It should
be noted that the values ofuD obtained from the point-
contact spectra of different metals are generally somew
smaller than the values obtained from temperature meas
ments of the specific heat.33 This is because of the decrea
in the relative intensity of the high-frequency features of
point-contact EPI functiongpc(v) in comparison with the
phonon density of states function on account of the influe
of the point-contact form factor.

In summary, the results obtained in this study cont
new information about the electrophysical properties of
dichalcogenide 1T–VSe2, making it possible to determine
number of previously unknown parameters of the electro
phonon interaction and Debye temperature.

The authors are grateful to A. V. Eremenko and A.
Kazachkov for collaboration and helpful discussions, to Y
A. Kolesnichenko for a discussion of the results, and to V.
Khotkevich for assistance in the calculations of the EPI fu
tion.
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Raman studies of the temperature dependence of the internal vibrations
of the ammonium ions in the mixed crystals K 1ÀxAxDP and R1ÀxAxDP

A. V. Van’kevich,* Yu. A. Popkov, and I. A. Taranova

V. N. Karazin Kharkov National University, pl. Svobody 4, 61077 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted June 30, 2000!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.27, 80–89~January 2001!

The Raman spectra in the frequency region corresponding to the internal vibrations of the
ammonium ions are investigated in the temperature range 4.2–300 K for the mixed crystals
K12x~NH4)xH2PO4 with different ammonium concentrations (x50.22, 0.32, 0.53, 0.74,
and 0.82!. Analysis of the temperature dependence of the frequencies and half-widths of the
internal vibration lines of the ammonium ions confirms that in the paraelectric phase the position of
the ammonium ions in the crystal lattice is not fixed: they execute hops with a change in
the position of the center of mass. The activation energies of these reorientation processes
are determined. It is found that at temperatures of the order of 110–120 K for the
K12x~NH4)xH2PO4 crystals of all concentrations a correlated fixing of the ammonium ion in the
lattice occurs, leading to the formation of an antiferroelectric cluster structure. For the
crystals with concentrationsx50.22, 0.32, and 0.53 this structure is preserved in the structural
glass phase down to liquid helium temperatures, while for the crystals withx50.74 and
0.82 it is preserved to the temperatures of the antiferroelectric phase transitionTN ~68.5 and
80.5 K, respectively!. Analogous processes are also observed in the isostructural crystal
Rb0.20~NH4)0.80H2PO4. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344145#
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The low-temperature phase transition in crystals of
KDP family is usually treated as a transition of the orde
disorder type, involving an ordering of the proton subsyst
in the O–H . . . Obonds of the PO4 ~AsO4) tetrahedra.1–3

This phase transition mechanism is generally assumed to
erate in all the crystals of this family, regardless of the ch
acter of the low-temperature phase. Thus, while the posi
of the protons along the bond in the paraelectric~PE! phase
is not fixed, i.e., the protons tunnel between two equilibriu
positions, in the low-temperature phase the position of
protons becomes ordered: now only two protons are fo
near each PO4 ~AsO4) tetrahedron. However, wherea
in KH2PO4 ~KDP!, RbH2PO4 ~RDP!, KH2AsO4 ~KDA !,
etc., both protons are found near the ‘‘upper’’ or ne
the ‘‘lower’’ corners of a PO4 ~AsO4) tetrahedron, in the
NH4H2PO4 ~ADP! and NH4H2AsO4 ~ADA ! crystals, one
proton is found near an ‘‘upper’’ and the other near
‘‘lower’’ corner of the tetrahedron. In the first case a ferr
electric ~FE! phase is formed, and in the second case
antiferroelectric~AFE! phase.

In mixed FE–AFE crystals, however, frustration of th
proton subsystem arises as the temperature is lowered
account of the competition between the different types
low-temperature ordering of the protons in the different co
stituents of the mixture, and this leads to the formation o
new disordered state, which has been given the name s
tural ~proton, dipole! glass~SG!.4–6

Recently in a number of experimental papers report
Raman scattering studies it has been conjectured that
ferroelectric phase transition in KDP crystals involves t
611063-777X/2001/27(1)/8/$20.00
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ordering of local distortions of the PO4 tetrahedra.7–9 On the
other hand, studies of the different phase states existin
the mixed crystals Rb12x~NH4)xH2PO4 ~R12xAxDP! and
K12x~NH4)xH2PO4 ~K12xAxDP! at low temperatures hav
established that the ammonium ions play an important rol
the mechanism of the phase transition to the ordered A
phase and the disordered SG phase.10–16

On the basis of an analysis of the temperature dep
dence of the line shape, frequency position, and half-width
a Raman spectral line corresponding to a librational vibrat
of the ammonium ions, we have proposed14 a phase transi-
tion mechanism according to which the position of the a
monium ions in the crystal lattice of the PE phase is n
fixed: these ions execute disordered ‘‘hops’’ involving
change in the position of the center of mass among f
equally probable positions; this is consistent with the x-r
structural data reported in Refs. 17 and 18 for the ADP cr
tal in the PE phase. As a result of these hops the ammon
ions acquire the shape of nearly regular tetrahedra with
intantaneous symmetry close toTd . As the temperature is
lowered, the frequency of these hops decreases and the
come increasing correlated. At a temperatureTN the whole
network of ammonium ions becomes fixed in one of t
possible positions, and this leads to an AFE phase transi

In this paper we report a Raman-scattering investigat
of the behavior of the internal vibrations of the ammoniu
ions in the mixed crystals K12xAxDP (x50.22, 0.32, 0.53,
0.74, 0.82, 1.00! in the temperature interval 4.2–300 K fo
the purpose of obtaining additional information about t
role of the ammonium ions in the mechanism of the ph
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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transition to the various low-temperature phases.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The techniques used to grow the K12xAxDP single crys-
tals and to determine the percent content of the constitu
in the solid solutions are set forth in detail in Ref. 12.

The grown single crystals were cut into parallelepipe
with dimensions of 33334 mm. The laboratory coordinat
system was chosen in relation to the crystallographic axe
follows: Xia, Yib, Zic. We note that in the PE phase all o
the investigated crystals have tetragonal symmetry. In the
phase (x50.22, 0.32, and 0.53! the overall symmetry of the
crystals remains tetragonal, but in the AFE phase (x50.74,
0.82! it is lowered to orthorhombic.12–16 Since theX and Y
axes are equivalent in the PE phase, either of them can
come an antipolarization axis in the AFE phase. Therefo
in making the polarization measurements theX and Y axes
for each sample were arbitrarily fixed, and the coordin
system thus chosen was kept unchanged.

Measurements were made on an automated spectros
based on a DFS-24 double monochromator. A 90° scatte
geometry was used for all the polarization measureme
The excitation source was an argon laser (l5488.0 nm,
Pout5100 mW!. The signal was detected in a photo
counting scheme. The measurements were made in the
perature interval 4.2–300 K, with the temperature measu
and stabilized to a precision of 0.1 K.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the PE phase all of the mixed crystals K12xAxDP ~as
in the pure components KDP and ADP! have a space sym
metry D2d

12 with two formula units per unit cell. The loca
symmetry of the NH4 ions, according to published data,19 is
C2.

According to a group-theoretical analysis, the vibration
representation for the internal modes of the ammonium i
in the PE phase has the form10

G in52A112A213B113B214E.

Here the vibrational moden1 is manifested in theA1 andA2

symmetries, the moden2 in theA1 , A2 , B1, andB2 symme-
tries, and then3 andn4 modes in theB1 , B2, andE symme-
ts

s

as

G

e-
e,

e

pe
g

ts.

m-
d

l
s

tries. Here the classification of the internal vibrations of t
NH4 ion is given in the notation customarily used for the fr
molecule.20

According to the selection rules, for theD2d group the
modes ofA1 , B1 , B2, and E symmetry are active in the
first-order Raman spectra. As an example, Fig. 1 shows
Raman spectra for the K0.26A0.74DP crystal at room tempera
ture in the frequency range of the internal vibrations of t
ammonium ions. It is seen that the spectra are clearly po
ized. There is good agreement with the results of the gro
theoretical analysis and with published data.19,21,22Changing
the concentration of the constituents of the mixed crys
does not qualitatively alter the Raman spectra, i.e., the n
ber and polarization of the lines remain unchanged. On
other hand, the intensity of the lines corresponding to
internal vibrations of the ammonium ions falls off in propo
tion to the decreasing ammonium concentration in the mi
crystals. Table I gives the values of the frequencies and h
widths of the lines of the internal vibrations of the amm
nium ions in K12xAxDP crystals for the different concentra
tions. From the values given there we see that

FIG. 1. Raman spectra of different symmetries in the paraelectric ph
(T5296 K! of the K0.26A0.74DP crystal at frequencies corresponding to t
internal vibrations of the ammonium ions. The spectral resolution is 2 cm21.
TABLE I. Frequencies and half-widths of the internal vibrations of ammonium ions in mixed crystals K12xAxDP with different concentrations.
T5296 K.
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frequencies of all the lines of the internal vibrations in t
mixed crystals have a nearly linear dependence on the
monium ion concentration. As the concentration decrea
the lines of all the internal vibrations broaden, an effect t
can be explained by a change in the local environment of
ammonium ions in the lattice of the mixed crystals. For cr
tals with a low ammonium concentration it is hard to det
mine the positions of the lines on account of their low inte
sity.

Analysis of the temperature dependence of the internal
vibrations of the ammonium ions

In the the mixed crystals of K12xAxDP with concentra-
tions x51.00, 0.82, and 0.74 an AFE phase transiti
occurs at the temperaturesTN5148, 80.5, and 68.5 K
respectively.12–16,19At the phase transition the symmetry
the crystal is lowered from tetragonal~space groupD2d

12) to
orthorhombic~space groupD2

4), the unit cell is doubled, and
the local symmetry of the ammonium ions is lowered toC1

FIG. 2. Raman spectra of different symmetries in the antiferroelectric ph
(T54.2 K! of the K0.26A0.74DP crystal at frequencies corresponding to t
internal vibrations of the ammonium ions. The spectral resolution is 2 cm21.
m-
s,
t
e
-
-
-

~Ref. 19!. The lowering of the local symmetry of the ammo
nium ions should lead to a total lifting of the degeneracy
the internal vibrations.

Figure 2 shows the Raman spectra of the K0.26A0.74DP
crystal in the AFE phase (TN568.5 K! at liquid helium tem-
perature in the frequency region corresponding to the in
nal vibrations of the ammonium ions.

In comparing the spectra in the PE and AFE pha
~Figs. 1 and 2!, we clearly see that the spectra undergo
substantial transformation at the phase transition. The
pearance of additional lines and the appearance of line
spectra of different symmetry is due to the doubling of t
unit cell at the AFE phase transition and the lowering of t
local symmetry of the ammonium ions in the crystal lattic
to C1. The frequency positions of the lines are in good agr
ment with published data.10,11,19

Although the transition to the SG state in the mixed cry
tals of K12xAxDP with concentrationsx50.22, 0.32, and
0.53 is not accompanied by a change in the overall symm
of the crystals,12,14–16 the Raman spectra in the frequen
region corresponding to the internal vibrations of ammoni
are also transformed somewhat, as will be seen below.

Let us analyze the temperature dependence of the Ra
lines of the internal vibrationsn2 andn4 of the ammonium
ion in the mixed crystals K12xAxDP. The corresponding
analysis for lines of the typesn1 and n3 is complicated by
the presence of a large number of broad overlapping line
the frequency region;3000 cm21 ~see Fig. 2!.

The lines of the internal vibrationsn2 and n4 of the
ammonium ions appear in the Raman spectra of K12xAxDP
crystals of all concentrations and throughout the entire te
perature interval as narrow symmetric single lines. A fitti
of the experimental spectra in this frequency region w
done using a single line of the Lorentzian type. Figures 3
show the temperature dependence of the frequencies
half-widths of then2 andn4 lines of the internal vibrations
of the ammonium ions in the mixed crystals K0.26A0.74DP
and K0.68A0.32DP for the different components of the scatte
ing tensor in the temperature interval 4.2–300 K.

As we see from these figures, the character of the te

se
FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the frequency (j) and the half-width (s) of then2 line of the internal vibrations of the ammonium ions (XY component
of the scattering tensor! in the crystals K0.26A0.74DP ~a! and K0.68A0.32DP ~b!.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the frequency (j) and the half-width (s) of then2 line of the internal vibrations of the ammonium ions (ZZ component
of the scattering tensor! in the crystals K0.26A0.74DP ~a! and K0.68A0.32DP ~b!.
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perature dependence of the frequencies and half-widths o
the Raman lines corresponding to internal vibrations of
ammonium ions is identical for the two crystals. A substa
tial difference is observed only near the phase transition t
perature.

In both crystals the frequencies of the lines of the int
nal vibrationsn2(B) increase linearly as the temperature
lowered~Fig. 3!; this linear growth stops at temperatures
the order of 110–120 K. In the temperature interval 300–1
K the frequency of the line increases substantially ('8
cm21). On further lowering of the temperature the frequen
of the line remains practically unchanged all the way do
to helium temperatures for the K0.68A0.32DP crystal, while for
the K0.26A0.74DP crystal it remains constant only down to th
temperatureTN , below which the frequency of the line ex
hibits a jumplike decrease that is characteristic of a fi
order phase transition.

The frequency of then2(A) line of the internal
vibrations of the ammonium ions in K0.26A0.74DP and
K0.68A0.32DP crystals~Fig. 4! are practically unchanged a
the temperature is lowered to 110–120 K. On further low
ing of the temperature the frequency of this vibrational li
all
e
-
-

-

f
0

y
n

t-

-

decreases monotonically in the K0.68A0.32DP crystal in the
temperature interval 110–4.2 K, while in the K0.26A0.74DP
crystal this decrease stops at the temperatureTN , below
which the frequency of the line exhibits a jumplike increas

The frequency of then4 line of the internal vibrations
of the ammonium ion in the crystals K0.26A0.74DP and
K0.68A0.32DP ~Fig. 5! decreases linearly as the saample
cooled from room temperature. At temperatures of the or
of 110–120 K the frequency position of then4 line, like
that of then2(B) line, stabilizes. On further lowering of th
temperature the frequency of the line remains pra
cally constant, down to liquid helium temperatures for t
K0.68A0.32DP crystal and to the temperatureTN for the
K0.26A0.74DP crystal, and below that temperature, as in
previous cases, the frequency exhibits a jumplike change
to the AFE phase transition.

There is a noteworthy difference in the temperature
pendence of the frequency position of the Raman lines c
responding to different types of internal vibrations of t
ammonium ions. For both crystals referred to in Figs. 3,
and 5, in the interval interval 300–120 K the frequency
the n2(B) line increases by 8 cm21, the frequency of then4
FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the frequency (j) and the half-width (s) of then4 line of the internal vibrations of the ammonium ions (XY component
of the scattering tensor! in the crystals K0.26A0.74DP ~a! and K0.68A0.32DP ~b!.
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line decreases by about 8 cm21, and the frequency of the
n2(A) line remains practically unchanged. This differen
can be explained in the framework of a model according
which in the PE phase the center of gravity of the ammoni
ions in the crystal lattice is not fixed. As the temperature
lowered, the frequency of the hopping processes decrea
This increases the influence of the environment of the a
monium ion in the lattice and, hence, increases the distor
of the NH4 tetrahedra.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 also show the temperature dep
dence of the half-widths of then2 and n4 line of internal
vibrations of the ammonium ions in the crystals K0.26A0.74DP
and K0.68A0.32DP. It should be noted that as the temperat
decreases from room temperature to a value of the orde
110–120 K, the half-widths of the lines of all the intern
vibrations decrease monotonically. On further decrease
temperature the half-widths of the lines, like their freque
cies, remain practically constant to helium temperatures
K0.68A0.32DP and to the temperatureTN for K0.26A0.74DP.

A fitting of the temperature dependence of the ha
widths of the lines corresponding to the internal vibrations
the ammonium ions for all the K12xAxDP crystals was car
ried out in the framework of a model in which the half-wid
of a line is given by the sum of anharmonic and reorien
tional terms:

d5danh1d reor5AT1B expS 2
U

kTD ,

whereA and B are some constants andU is the activation
energy of the reorientation processes.27 As we showed in
Ref. 14, the main contribution to the temperature broaden
of the lines of the internal vibrations of the ammonium io
comes from ‘‘hopping’’ processes involving a change in t
position of the center of mass of the ions in the crystal
tice. The rotational motion of the ammonium ions gives
much smaller contribution to the line broadening and w
not taken into account in the fitting. We note that for t
K12xAxDP crystals withx50.82 and 0.74 the half-widths o
the lines in the temperature interval from 296 K toTN were
used for an approximation.

Table II gives the values of the activation energyU ob-
tained as a result of the fitting. Also given for comparison
the values of the activation energy obtained from an anal
of the temperature dependence of the half-widths of the
of the librational vibration of the ammonium ions in mixe
K12xAxDP crystals of the same concentrations, according
the data of Ref. 14. One notices the close agreement of

TABLE II. Values of the activation energy obtained by fitting the tempe
ture dependence of the half-width of the Raman lines of various type
vibrations of the ammonium ions in K12xAxDP crystals.

Concentration,x

Activation energyU, meV

lib n2(A) n2(B) n4

0.82 5462 4862 3262
0.74 2962 3362 3662 2962
0.53 4162 3262 3362
0.32 3662 3662 3562 3062
0.22 3962 3262

Note: U(lib) data are from Ref. 14.
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values of the activation energy obtained from analysis of
different types of vibrations of the ammonium ions.

According to the phase transition mechanism propo
in Ref. 14, the low-frequency ‘‘hopping’’ processes invol
ing a change in the position of the center of mass of
ammonium ions modulate all of the internal vibrations of t
ion, and that should equalize the values of the activat
energy.

Phase composition of the mixed crystals K 1ÀxAxDP
as a function of temperature

Analysis of thex–T phase diagram constructed for th
mixed crystals K12xAxDP from the data of different experi
ments~see, e.g., Ref. 14! indicates that the structural chang
in the crystals of all concentrations begin at temperature
the order of 110–120 K. This is confirmed by the abo
analysis of the temperature dependence of the frequen
and half-widths of the Raman lines corresponding to the
ternal vibrations of the ammonium ions.

Let us analyze the states that are realized in the mi
system K12xAxDP as the temperature is lowered. As we s
from a comparative analysis of the Raman spectra of the
~Fig. 1! and AFE~Fig. 2! phases, the most important chang
in the spectra are observed at frequencies near the to
symmetric internal vibrationn1. Figure 6a shows the Rama
spectra of the K0.26A0.74DP crystal in the frequency interva
2800–3500 cm21 at several temperatures for theZZ compo-
nent of the scattering tensor. At room temperature~the PE
phase! a broad, intense, single line is observed in this f
quency range, corresponding to the totally symmetric int
nal vibrationn1 of the ammonium ions.

In the AFE phase atT,TN568.5 K one observes thre
lines in the Raman spectra for theZZ component of the
scattering tensor in this frequency interval: these are
lines of the vibrationn1 ~3030 and 3165 cm21) and one line
of the vibrationn3 ~3239 cm21). However, as we see from
Fig. 6, the change in the spectrum has already begun to
pear at temperatures much higher thanTN . In this frequency
interval the Raman spectra at room temperature were
proximated by a single line of the Lorentzian type. At tem
peratures of the order of 120 K we observed anomal
growth of the half-width of this line. Therefore the Rama
spectra atT,120 K were approximated by three Lorentzia
lines. Figure 7a shows the temperature dependence of
frequencies of the Raman lines for the K0.26A0.74DP crystal
as obtained using such an approximation. An analogous t
perature evolution of the Raman spectra is also observed
the K0.18A0.82DP crystal. The results are evidence that AF
clusters begin to form in K12xAxDP crystals withx50.82
and 0.74 at temperatures of the order of 110–120 K, i.e
short-range AFE order is established in them. At the te
peraturesTN an AFE phase transition occurs, and long-ran
order is established throughout the entire volume of the c
tal.

Analogous changes in the Raman spectra with decr
ing temperature are also observed in K12xAxDP crystals
with x50.22, 0.32, and 0.53. Figure 6b shows the Ram
spectra of a K0.47A0.53DP crystal at several temperatures f
the ZZ component of the scattering tensor. Figure 7b sho
the temperature dependence of the frequencies of the Ra

-
of
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FIG. 6. Raman spectra of K0.26A0.74DP ~a! and K0.47A0.53DP ~b! crystals for theZZ component of the scattering tensor at several temperatures. The sp
resolution is 2 cm21. The classification of the spectral lines is according to the data of Ref. 10.
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lines for the K0.68A0.32DP crystal, obtained by approximatin
the experimental spectra by a method similar to that
scribed above.

A comparative analysis of the data presented in F
4–7 suggests that the K0.47A0.53DP crystal suffers structura
changes analogous to those observed in K0.26A0.74DP as the
temperature is lowered: in the temperature interval 110–
K a correlated fixing of the ammonium ions in the crys
lattices begins, leading to the formation of AFE clusters. T
corresponding temperature can regarded as the temper
at which freezing begins,Tm . However, unlike the
K12xAxDP crystals withx50.82 and 0.74, in which long
range order is established atTN and an AFE phase transitio
occurs, in the crystals withx50.22, 0.32, and 0.53 the AFE
-

s.

0
l
e
ure

cluster structure persists down to liquid helium temperatu
The establishment of long-range AFE order and the tra
tion of the crystal to the AFE phase are prevented by
large concentration of potassium ions, which can be regar
as ‘‘rigid’’ defects that do not break the symmetry of th
crystals.23

The formation of AFE clusters is also observed
other isomorphic mixed crystals of the KDP family.24–26

We note that similar processes involving structu
changes have also been observed by the authors in
mixed crystal Rb0.20~NH4)0.80H2PO4, which undergoes a
transition to the glass phase. Figure 8 shows the tempera
dependence of the frequency and half-width of the libratio
and internal vibrationsn2 of the ammonium ions in
FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the frequencies of the lines for theZZ component of the scattering tensor in the crystals K0.26A0.74DP ~a! and K0.68A0.32DP
~b!.
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FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the frequency (j) and the half-width (s) of a librational vibration~a! and of the internal vibrationn2 (XY component
of the scattering tensor! ~b! of the ammonium ions in the Rb0.20A0.80DP crystal.
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Rb0.20~NH4)0.80H2PO4. We see that the character of the tem
perature dependence of these quantities is practically ide
cal to that of the analogous curves given above for the

12xAxDP crystals.
All of the temperature curves of the frequencies a

half-widths of the investigated lines at temperatures of
order of 120 K exhibit the characteristic anomalies due to
fixing of the ammonium ions in the crystal lattices. At th
temperature, as in the K12xAxDP crystals, AFE clusters be
gin to form; this is confirmed by the temperature evolution
the Raman spectra shown in Fig. 9. Furthermore, the act
tion energies obtained as a result of approximating the t
perature dependence of the half-widths of the lines of
librational and internal vibrations in the framework of th

FIG. 9. Raman spectra of the crystal Rb0.20A0.80DP for theZZ component of
the scattering tensor at several temperatures. The spectral resoluti
2 cm21.
-
ti-
K

d
e
e

f
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e

model set forth above are practically equal, having values
34 and 32 meV, respectively.

CONCLUSION

We have carried out polarization Raman measureme
and spectrum analysis in the temperature interval 4.2–30
for the mixed crystals K12xAxDP with concentrationsx
50.82, 0.74, 0.53, 0.32, and 0.22 and R12xAxDP with x
50.80 in the frequency region corresponding to the inter
vibrations of the ammonium ions.

The results of the polarization measurements confirm
lowering of the local symmetry of the ammonium ions fro
C2 to C1 at the phase transition from the PE to the AF
phase.

The results obtained in this study confirm the AFE tra
sition mechanism proposed in Ref. 14, according to wh
the position of the ammonium ions in the crystal lattice
the PE phase is not fixed, i.e., the ions execute ‘‘hops’’
volving a change in the position of the center of mass. As
temperature is lowered the hopping processes slow do
and a correlated fixing of the ammonium ions in the crys
lattices occurs, leading to an AFE phase transition.

Based on an analysis of the temperature dependenc
the frequencies and half-widths of the lines corresponding
the internal vibrations of the ammonium ions, we have
tablished that the fixing of the ammonium ions in the lattic
of the mixed crystals K12xAxDP begins at temperatures o
the order of 110–120 K, independently of the character
the low-temperature phase.

We have determined the activation energies of the re
entation processes involving the ammonium ions. We fou
that the fixing of the ammonium ions leads to the establi
ment of a short-range order and to the formation of A
clusters. The formation of the AFE cluster structure in t
mixed crystals involves correlated ‘‘freezing’’ of the amm
nium ions in the crystal lattice, as is indicated by the set
data obtained in this study: the close values of the activa
energy obtained from analysis of different type of vibration
the stabilizing of the frequency position of the lines of t
internal vibrations of the ammonium ions at roughly t
is
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same temperature~of the order of 110–120 K!, and the ap-
pearance of lines characteristic for the AFE phase in
Raman spectra at these temperatures. The correspon
temperature can be regarded as the temperatureTm at which
‘‘freezing’’ begins. In K12xAxDP crystals with concentra
tions x50.82 and 0.74, at the temperaturesTN580.5 and
68.5 K, respectively, long-range order is established throu
out the volume of the crystal, and an AFE phase transit
occurs. In K12xAxDP crystals with concentrationsx50.53,
0.32, and 0.22 the AFE cluster structure persists down
liquid helium temperatures.

Based on an analysis of the temperature dependenc
the Raman spectra of the crystal Rb0.20~NH4)0.80H2PO4,
which is isomorphic to the KADP system, and of the te
perature dependence of the frequencies and half-width
the lines of the internal vibrations of the ammonium ions,
have established that with decreasing temperature this m
system undergoes structural changes analogous to thos
served in the K12xAxDP crystals.

*E-mail: Alexander.V.Vankevich@univer.kharkov.ua
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Relaxation dynamics in the high-frequency crystal-field spectroscopy of PrNi 5 point
contacts
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High-frequency point-contact~PC! spectroscopy is used to investigate the kinetics of relaxation
processes in the intermetallic rare-earth compound PrNi5. A difference is observed in the
spectral response between the conventional low-frequency PC data and the response signal to
microwave and far-infrared radiation of PrNi5–Cu point contacts. This difference is
connected with thef-shell electronic levels~CEF levels! and phonon temporal dynamics. The
phonon reabsorption contribution to the spectra above the Debye energydecreasesfor
microwave and far-infrared frequencies. However, the crystal-field contribution to the spectra at
4.2 meV isenhancedfor high frequencies, reflecting the relaxation processes specific for
these Fermi-statistics electronic excitations. The characteristic frequency for CEF-level relaxation
is evaluated as;200 GHz. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344146#
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INTRODUCTION

The crystal-electric-field~CEF! level excitations deter-
mine the magnetic, thermodynamic, and transport prope
of the intermetallic rare-earth compound PrNi5 ~Refs. 1 and
2!. The temperature dependences of these character
show a Schottky-like anomaly atT;15 K. It arises from the
ground state splitting of the 4f electrons of the Pr31 ions in
the CEF of hexagonal symmetry. A crystal-field eigenst
scheme of PrNi5 has been estimated both from neutron d
fraction experiments3 and point-contact-spectroscopy me
surements.4,5

Point-contact spectroscopy deals with the nonlinear c
rection to the current–voltage (I –V) characteristics of a PC
This method has been successfully employed for estima
the energy relaxation spectra of quasiparticle excitation
many metals and compounds under steady-state co
tions.6–8 Recently, high-frequency PC spectroscopy has b
developed and applied to investigating the relaxation kine
of the electron–phonon system and the temperature in
tallic contacts.9–11The PC spectra measurements over a w
frequency range make it possible to separate different t
sient phenomena in PCs and evaluate the appropriate r
ation times.

In accordance with the theory,12 the second-order deriva
tive of theI –V curve~PC spectrum! for a contact formed by
rare-earth metals with two-level splittingD of the f-shell
691063-777X/2001/27(1)/5/$20.00
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states consists of three nonlinear contributions to
conductivity:1!

2
d2I

dV2
~eV!;gf~eV!1F1

2
gf~eV!24D2E

0

eV gf~«!

~«1eV!3
d«G ,

~1!

where the first termgf(eV), the PC spectral function of the
CEF-level excitations, is due to inelasticf-shell excitations
by conduction electrons. The other term, in brackets,
scribes the background signal and is determined by two
ferent mechanisms. The first one is the reverse CEF-exc
tion transitions from the excited to the ground state, wh
enhance the probability of direct transitions. The second
the increasing of the excited-state population and the
creasing of the ground-state population with voltage g
that decreases the probability of the inelastic scattering p
cesses.

It should be noted that the CEF-level spectral functi
gf(eV) depends on the CEF-level population because of
Fermi statistics of the excitations,12

gf~eV!5N~0!nf~Nk2Ni !^^uWpp8
ik u2K~p,p8!&&d~eV2D!,

~2!

whereN(0) is the density of states at the Fermi level;nf is
the rare-earth ion concentration;Nk and Ni are the popula-
tion numbers for the ground and excited CEF states;WPP8

ik is
the matrix element for the electron–CEF-level interaction
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the rare-earth ion transition between an initial and a fi
state, andK(p,p8) is the point-contact weight factor. There
fore, gf(eV) depends on temperature and voltage. At z
temperature one hasNi5(eV2D)U(eV2D)/2(eV1D)
andNk512Ni . The background in Eq.~1! has a contribu-
tion with negativesign. It reflects the diminution of probabil
ity of the inelastic electron scattering by the CEF levels
eV.D, because the level population changes with voltag

In addition to the CEF-level scattering processes,
electron–phonon interaction must be taken into account,13

2
d2I

dV2
~eV!;gph~eV!

1Fg

2

eV

eV1\v0
gph~eV!1gE

0

eV gph~«!

«1\v0
d«G ,

~3!

where gph(eV) is electron–phonon spectral function,g
50.58, and v0 is the phonon escape frequency,v0

5vD( l phl r)/d
2, determined by the relation between the i

elasticl ph and elasticl r phonon path lengths and the conta
diameterd, andvD is the Debye phonon frequency. In co
trast togf(eV), the spectral functiongph(eV) is temperature
and voltage independent. The two last terms in Eq.~3! cor-
respond to the background signal caused by the stimul
phonon emission and reabsorption of nonequilibriu
phonons by conduction electrons.

The PC response to high-frequency irradiation depe
on the relation between the external field frequencyn and the
inverse relaxation timest i of the intrinsic electron scatterin
processes, which are responsible for the nonlinearity of
I –V curve. Frequency dispersion of the response occ
when 2pnt i;1. For instance, the electron–phonon
electron–CEF-level relaxation are very fast processes, w
characteristic frequenciesne2ph,ne2 f;1013Hz. The reab-
sorption of nonequilibrium phonons having the Debye e
ergy by conduction electrons takes place more slowly, w
nph2e;10921010Hz.10 The CEF-level relaxation on elec
trons, as was estimated in Ref. 12, has a frequencyn f 2e

;ne2 fnD/nf«F;1011Hz ~nf is the concentration of rare
earth atoms, and«F is the Fermi energy!. For irradiation
frequenciesn@n f 2e ,nph2e the background signal in the P
spectrum@Eqs. ~1!, ~2!# drops like@11(n/n i)

2#21 with in-
creasing frequency12,13 ~n i denotes the CEF level-electron o
phonon-electron collision frequency!.

In this paper we report experiments combining the lo
frequency PC spectroscopy of PrNi5– Cu contacts with mea
surements of the response to microwave and FIR irradia
up to 525 GHz for the same contacts. These frequencies
comparable withn f 2e but are not large enough to cause co
siderable smearing the features of the CEF levels on theI –V
curve upon transition to the quantum regime of radiat
detection.14,15 Small broadening of the spectral lines tak
place only for the highest frequency we have used and
taken into account as follows below.

EXPERIMENT

The PCs were formed between a copper tip and the
ished surface of the PrNi5 single crystal, with the contact axi
parallel to theC axis. The choice of the ‘‘needle–plane
l
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configuration was aimed at obtaining the best electrodyna
coupling of the contact with the high-frequency field. Th
contacts were produced in liquid helium by bringing tw
electrodes together with a precise differential screw mec
nism. The contact resistances ranged from a few ohm
about twenty ohms. All measurements were done at temp
ture 1.5–1.7 K in superfluid helium to avoid the bubble bo
ing causing unstabilities of the rf power in the contact ar
The electromagnetic radiation was generated by reflex
stron oscillators in the microwave range. A methyl alcoh
submillimeter-wavelengths laser, optically pumped by a
carbon dioxide laser, was used as a source of FIR radia
The radiation was delivered to the PC by a standardx-band
waveguide with a smooth transition to a 2323 mm cross
section9,16 or through a lightpipe with a focusing cone.17 For
monitoring the power level a small part of the radiation w
reflected to a semiconductor detector by a beam splitter.

In a measuring cycle both the second-harmonic am
tude of the low-frequency~1.873 kHz! modulating current
and the response signal—the difference of theI –V curve
under and without rf irradiation~chopped by 2.433 kHz!,
were registered versus the bias voltage using a conventi
lock-in technique for the same contact. In the small-sig
limit ( V(t)5V01v1 cos(2pnt),v1!V0) both these quantities
are proportional to the second derivative of theI –V curve
d2V/dI252(d2I /dV2)(dV/dI)3 ~Refs. 14 and 16!. To
avoid the modulation broadening of the PC spectra the in
sity of rf irradiation and low frequency ac current were a
justed to the minimal levels providing an output signal a
plitude about 1mV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental data obtained for the PrNi5– Cu con-
tacts are plotted in Fig. 1. Both the low-frequency and hig
frequency PC spectra show the spectral features2! that have
been well established in previous studies4,5 for these materi-
als. The pronounced sharp peak ateV;4.2 meV is con-
nected with the Pr31 ion transitions (G4→G5,A) from the
ground stateG4 . Additional singularities at 13 and 30 meV
corresponding to the CEF excitations (G4→G3) and (G4

→G5B), are rather weak. The peak at 9 meV and the w
maximum at 17 meV are usually ascribed to the characte
tic phonon frequencies in PrNi5 and Cu.4,5

Unfortunately, in contrast to low-frequency measur
ments, the high-frequency current amplitude in point co
tacts is unknown. Therefore, in order to make a compari
between the spectral line heights in different frequen
ranges the high-frequency data were multiplied by scal
factors. All the measurements were done in the small-sig
limit, where the spectral line amplitudes were proportional
the power level of the high-frequency field and therefore
scaling procedure did not modify the shape of singulariti
The normalization was carried out in an energy range wh
the external field frequency is much smaller than the intrin
characteristic frequency of the scattering events determin
the PC spectral singularities. For instance, the external
quencyn150.61 GHz for the PC spectrum in Fig. 1a is mu
smaller than the characteristic frequencies of electron–C
level and CEF-level–electron relaxation processesn1

!ne2 f ,n f 2e) which are responsible for the main peak
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eV54.2 meV. The data atn150.61 GHz were therefore fit
ted to the low-frequency peak at that energy. The freque
n1 is approximately equal to the thermal relaxation fr
quency, estimated as 0.5 GHz~see also Refs. 11 and 18!. The
difference between these curves in Fig. 1a increases slig
with energy but is quite small, showing the weak influence
heating effects in the contact. AteV54.2 meV the heating is
negligible, so the normalization we have used is correct.
other rf spectra forn2563.5, n35246, andn45525 GHz
were normalized to the audio-frequency data in the ene
range 7–17 meV, where the contact resistance is mainly
termined by an electron–phonon scattering proces
(n2 ,n3 ,n4!ne2ph). The phonon reabsorption backgroun
still has a rather low level in this energy interval. The lar
noise on then35246 GHz curve is due to the smaller sign
amplitude, because the laser power is about ten times sm
for this frequency compared ton4 . Therefore a larger value
of the scaling factor has to be used for the fitting of then3

data to audio-frequency spectrum.
It should be remarked that there is an additional probl

in comparing the low-frequency PC spectra with the F
data. The photon energy ofn35246 GHz radiation (hn3

51 meV) is equal to the amplitude of the low-frequen
modulation (ev151 meV), and these two spectra can be
rectly compared~Fig. 1b!. But for n45525 GHz the photon
energy (hn452.2 meV) is larger thanev1 and is comparable
with the CEF linewidth at 4.2 meV. Therefore, the spect

FIG. 1. Point-contact spectra~solid lines! and response signals at differen
frequencies~dashed and dotted lines!. The dashed line in~c!—response
signal fitted to audio-frequency data atV54.2 meV. The contact resistance
are:R052.8V for ~a! andR057.4V for ~b, c!.
y
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line is smeared in energy rangeeV5hn4 because the quan
tum regime of radiation detection14,15 occurs for this fre-
quency even in the low-power limit used in our experimen
That is why the low-frequency spectra in Fig. 1c were c
culated by the standard smearing procedure6 with ev1

52.2 meV for the curve in Fig. 1b~experiments atn3 andn4

were performed with the same contact! to permit a correct
comparison of the low-frequency and FIR data. Thus, e
set of curves in Fig. 1 are characterized by an equal ins
mental broadening.

For additional confirmation of the scaling procedure w
have used the CEF peak forn45525 GHz, normalized to the
audio-frequency data ateV54.2 meV and shown by the
dashed curve in Fig. 1c. In that case the CEF linewidth tu
out to be abnormally narrow, confirming the validity of th
fitting procedure previously described.

The difference between the audio- and high-frequen
spectra in Fig. 1 appears in the CEF peak position~4.2 meV!
and in the high-energy range. It is well known7,8,13 that the
background signal in the PC spectra at high energyeV
>\vD is determined by the phonon–electron reabsorpt
processes. At high frequenciesn.nph2e the number of non-
equilibrium phonons does not follow the high-frequen
voltage induced in the contact. The higher the frequency,
smaller the fraction of these phonons that relaxes to the e
librium state synchronously with the voltage, thusdecreas-
ing the contribution to the second-derivative signal. T
background frequency dispersion has been studied
detail9,19 and the characteristic relaxation frequenciesnph2e

have been determined for several simple metals. Our da
Fig. 1 are in good agreement with those of previous meas
ments.

The characteristic frequency of phonon–electron scat
ing nph2e for the compound PrNi5 is estimated as about 3–
GHz, and therefore the conditionn@nph2e is fulfilled for the
three frequenciesn2 ,n3 ,n4 in our experiments, and the pho
non background damping has to be independent of freque
for these spectra. Indeed, as is shown in Fig. 1b, 1c, th
background is decreased to an identical value for the s
contact. A slightly different background is observed in F
1a for another contact because of the different conditions
phonon escape~the larger diameter, different concentratio
of crystal lattice defects, etc.!. But different phonon transpor
conditions do not create an obstacle for the correct comp
son of the CEF-peak amplitude because thef-shell excitation
rate are dependent on the transport of conduction elect
and these excitations are localized on the PrNi5 ions.

In the low-energy region the high-frequency signalin-
creases, showing growth of the CEF-peak amplitude, opp
site to the behavior in the high-energy region~Fig. 1!. In
accordance with Eq.~1! the background part of the PC spe
trum for CEF-level excitations has anegativecontribution, in
contrast to the phonon part of spectrum@Eq. ~3!#. At high
frequenciesn.n f 2e the population numbersN do not follow
the high-frequency voltage, the background part of the
spectrum decreases, similarly to the phonon reabsorp
processes discussed above, and the high-frequency sec
harmonic amplitude becomes exactly equal togf(eV), as
was shown in the theory.12 In our experiments the differenc
between theI –V curves under and without irradiation wa
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determined. In such a method the steady-state populatio
excitedf levels is increased under high-frequency irradiat
~similarly to the bolometric effect in the phonon reabsorpti
study!,9 increasing the probability of reverse transition to t
ground state. This brings about an additional contribution
the measured signal~renormalizing term 1/2gf(eV) in Eq.
~1!, and the output signal amplitude becomes equal to
gf(eV) ~see Eq.~34! in Ref. 12!.

For qualitative analysis we calculated the negative ba
ground components of the CEF spectrum from Eq.~1!. The
spectral linegf(eV) was represented by a Lorentzian cur
with a small exponential part in the low-energy range an
linewidth equal to the experimental peak width forn4

5525 GHz. The result is shown in Fig. 2 by the dashed li
The frequency dispersion of the absolute value of

negative background signal for the CEF-level–electron s
tering processes is shown in Fig. 3, whereBn5(S`

;Sn)/(S̀ 2S0);S0 is the CEF-peak height at audio frequenc
and Sn is the height at high frequencyn. The experimental

FIG. 2. Components of PC spectrum for CEF-level excitations: spectral
gf(eV) ~solid line!, negative background signal~dashed line!.

FIG. 3. Frequency dispersion of background signal. The sets of points
obtained from the experimental data normalized by differentS` equal to:
S`5S(n45525 GHz) ~solid circles!, S`51.1S(n4) ~squares!, and S`

51.3S(n4) ~diamonds!. The lines represent the background amplitude c
culated for differentn f 2e values: 110 GHz~solid!, 250 GHz~dashed!, and
500 GHz~dotted line!.
of

o

.5

-
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.
e
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data are represented as three sets of points for three diffe
values of S` :S`5S(n45525 GHz) ~solid circles!, S`

51.1S(n4) ~squares!, and S`51.3S(n4) ~diamonds!. The
last two series are shown for the case when signal satura
was not reached in our experiments, i.e., 2pn4t f 2e,1. The
three curves in Fig. 3 show plots of@11(n/n i)

2#21 for three
values of the characteristic frequenciesn f 2e :110 GHz
~solid!, 250 GHz~dashed!, and 500 GHz~dotted line!. The
best coincidence between the experimental points and
calculated curves occurs in the range 110–250 GHz. T
we can evaluate the CEF-level–electron relaxation freque
n f 2e as;200 GHz.

It should be emphasized that the results in Fig. 3
essentially dependent on the fitting procedure in Fig. 1. B
as was mentioned above, the phonon background dampin
independent of frequency atn@nph2e , and any deviations in
the scaling procedure have to be the same for allSn values.
These deviations do not significantly influence the estimat
of n f 2e because the ratio of the measured signals is use
the calculations. Thus, for instance, if the differences
tween the rf and audio-frequency spectra were decrease
two or three times, theBn values would coincide with the
points shown in Fig. 3.

It should be noted that in our experiments the absol
value of the background signalB is about 0.4gf ~Fig. 1c! at
the CEF-peak position, but the calculatedB;0.3 in Fig. 2.
This distinction is possibly caused by the large renormaliz
coefficient 1/2 connected with reverse CEF-level transitio
which was considered in the theory,12 where a strong local-
ization of f-shell excitations on Pr31 ions was assumed
Moreover, the ion–ion andf-level–phonon interaction were
neglected. This results in a very narrow spectral line in
PC spectrum~d-function shape atT50, which is smeared to
0.74 meV at 1.6 K!. In special experiments the half-width o
the CEF peak ateV54.2 meV has been measured for diffe
ent audio-frequency current modulation amplitudes. Extra
lating this data tov1→0, we estimated the linewidth a
;1.93 meV atT51.6 K. This means that additional dissip
tion mechanisms should be taken into account compare
Ref. 12. There are various possible causes of the CEF-
broadening: bilinear and quadrupolar exchange interac
between rare-earth ions, a quadrupolar contribution to
spin-disorder resistivity, andf-shell-excitation–phonon cou
pling, as have been well established for PrNi5 crystals by
magnetoelastic, resistivity, and neutron diffraction expe
ments.1,2,20These interactions destroy the strong localizat
of f-shell excitations and therefore result in a decreasing
the second term amplitude in Eq.~1!. Moreover, the inelastic
neutron scattering study21 shows the drop and disappearan
of the f-spectral line in the energy range;4.2 meV during
the crystal-to-amorphous-state transition. Hence, some c
tal lattice irregularities at contact forming assist the furth
broadening of thef-shell excitation line in the PC spectrum
We believe that in the general case all these phenomena
responsible for the discrepancies between our experime
data and the theory.12

CONCLUSION

The PC spectra measurements over a wide freque
range give an excellent opportunity to distinguish betwe
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the different electron scattering mechanisms causing the
linear contact conductivity when the electromagnetic fi
frequency satisfies the condition 2pvt i;1. Similar experi-
ments allow one to study the kinetics of relaxation pheno
ena in metals. In this paper we have demonstrated the a
cability of this method to the investigation of PrNi5–Cu
point contacts. It was found that the rf response signal a
plitude decreasesfor thermal and phonon reabsorption pr
cesses while itincreasesfor the CEF-level relaxation in the
limit 2pvt f 2e.1. The CEF-level relaxation was studied
detail, and a characteristic frequencyvf 2e;200 GHz was es-
timated. It should be noted that the experimental data sh
the presence off-level excitation damping, which smears th
corresponding peak in the PC spectrum.
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1!The small term connected with elastic scattering processes is neglect

Eq. ~1!.
2!We neglected the small negative thermoelectric contribution~;5%! to the

signal atV→0.
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Dependence of the shear modulus of a Bi ceramic on external influences
in the temperature interval 65–130 K
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The dynamic shear modulus of a two-phase bismuth ceramic~Bi-2212 and Bi-2223! is measured
as a function of temperature, magnetic field, and deformation. The results attest to the
multistage penetration of magnetic field into the sample. It is found that the level of the shear
modulus is sensitive to the magnetic and defect structure of the ceramic. The conjecture
that the observed defects of the shear modulus are due to phase separation in the CuO2 planes of
the 2212 phase is discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344147#
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INTRODUCTION

There is now a considerable amount of published data
the elastic characteristics of high-Tc superconducting
~HTSC! materials and their relation to features of the lattic
electronic, and magnetic structures.1–7 The elastic properties
of the crystal lattice of HTSC compounds are determined
the chemical and phase state and their homogeneity, the
ered character of their structure, their specific density,
spectrum and concentration of structural defects~including
microcracks, grain and phase boundaries, pores and
vidual vacancies, dislocations, and twins!, the presence o
local internal stresses and nonstoichiometric oxygen,
structure of the cuprate planes, the features of the electr
phonon interaction in them, the type of cations, etc.1,7

Perovskite and perovskitelike structures are charac
ized by the presence of phase transitions of the displa
type, which can be initiated by small changes in the exter
conditions as a result of local distortions of the crys
lattice.8 In addition, there are data indicating the possibil
of phase transitions of the antiferromagnetic, ferroelect
and insulator–metal types.9,10 A particularly crucial matter in
Bi-containing superconductors may be the magnetic stat
the CuO2 planes.6,11

It follows from what we have said that even small d
viations from the optimum technology of preparation of t
ceramic or a change in its chemical homogeneity or of
phase and defect structure during the study of an object
der the influence of temperature, especially during multi
cooling and heating cycles~77–300–77 K!, deformation
~even small!, or fields~magnetic and electric! can give rise to
internal peak stresses and local distortions of the crystal
tice. In previous studies of the temperature dependence o
absorption of low-frequency sound in Bi ceramic sample
was found that the influence of magnetic field leads to ir
versible changes in the state of the samples and to a s
magnetization of them, which indicates the presence
‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux.12 The present paper is devoted to
further study of the behavior of Bi ceramics under vario
741063-777X/2001/27(1)/5/$20.00
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external influences. The changes of the dynamic shear m
lus ~DSM! are measured as a function of temperature, m
netic field, and deformation, and the results of the meas
ments are analyzed.

SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

We investigated samples of the two-phase~65% in the
2223 phase and 30% in the 2212 phase! Bi–Pb–Sr–Ca–
Cu–O ceramic, withTc5104 K for the 2223 phase and 85
for the 2212 phase. The remaining 5% of the material wa
nonsuperconducting phases, e.g., CaPbO4. The powder for
pressing of the ceramic consisted of the compounds Bi2O3,
PbO, SrCo3, CaCo3, and CuO. The phase state of the powd
was determined on a DRON-2 diffractometer in CuKa radia-
tion. Samples of dimensions 232324 mm were pressed a
300 MPa and then mechanically processed into a cylindr
shape with a diameter of 2 mm. The resulting cylinders w
annealed in air at 1093 for 24 h and then cooled to ro
temperature at a rate of 150 deg/h. The samples chose
study were closely matched in terms ofTc , DTc , and grain
size and had the same texture~80% of the grains had theC
axis oriented in the direction of pressing, and so the Cu2

planes were oriented along the axis of the sample!.
The temperature dependence of the DSM was meas

on samples in five structural states: A — the initial sample
— after the imposition and removal of a longitudinal sta
magnetic field~235 Oe! at 77 K, leading to a residual mag
netization of the ceramic; C — after annealing of the sampl
at 380 K for 10 h for the purpose of demagnetizing it; D
after a macroelastic deformation tog57.131024 at 65 K;
E — after heating of the deformed sample to 300 K.

The DSM was studied on an apparatus of the inver
torsion pendulum type13 in the temperature interval 65–13
K at a frequency of 0.8 Hz with heating at a rate of 0.5–0
deg/min. The amplitude of the strain at the surface of
sample in the measurement of the shear modulus did
exceed 131025. The frequency of the free torsional oscilla
tions used in calculating the values of the DSM was de
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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mined on the basis of 100–120 vibrations of the sample w
the aid of a frequency meter. The error in the calculation
not exceed 0.1%. Selection of the samples and a manda
three or four temperature cycles~65–300–65 K! made it
possible to achieve good reproducibility in the measureme
of the DSM. A hold of the sample at 300 K~for up to 6
months! did not reveal any instability of the DSM. Conclu
sions were drawn on the basis of a comparison of the res
of the measurements of the DSM on five identical samp
For each of these samples a series of curves was obtaine
the whole sequence of states produced~A, B, C, D, E!. A
comparison of five series of curves showed that the chara
of the change in the temperature dependence of the dyn
shear modulusG(T) under the influence of the various e
ternal factors was the same in all of them. For this reason
series of curves for only one of the samples is given in t
paper.

The straining of the samples was carried out at 65
directly in the apparatus used to measure the internal frict
An alternating torsion was applied at a strain rate of 1023

s21 to a relative strain ofg57.131024, which exceeds the
working amplitude in the measurement of the internal fr
tion by two orders of magnitude. The temperature at wh
the straining was done, 65 K, which was achieved by pum
ing the nitrogen vapor, was chosen so as to ensure the
bility of the structural–phase state of the initial samples~be-
low the NS transitions of both phases!. An optical method
was used to monitor the return of the oscillatory system to
initial position after the pendulum had stopped; it show
that there was no residual deformation. For the samples
the dimensions indicated above, the length of the rocker
~540 mm! and the optical system~with a 503 magnification!
used to record the amplitude of the oscillations of the roc
arm made it possible to determination the strain of
sample to an error of 131024%. The DSM was measure
not later than 5 min after the straining was completed, w
out demounting or heating the sample.

The magnetic field dependence of the DSM of the
ceramic in the initial state was investigated at 77 K in a sta
longitudinal field, parallel to the CuO2 planes, over the in-
terval 1.5–235 Oe. The magnetic field was imposed after
sample was cooled to 77 K.

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

1. The field dependence of the DSM of the Bi ceramic
the initial state A is shown in Fig. 1. Measurements ofG(H)

FIG. 1. Field dependence of the dynamic shear modulus of a Bi ceram
the initial state at 77 K.
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in the interval 1.5 Oe<H<235 Oe showed that, against th
background of a practically constant DSM as a function
the external magnetic field there are two field regions
which the DSM deviates noticeably~up to 0.6%! from the
background. The first region in which the DSM deviat
from the background lies in the interval 1.5–15 Oe, and
second at 110–180 Oe. The data presented for the two-p
samples agrees with the previously discovered multist
character of the penetration of magnetic field into t
ceramic.12,14–16

In the region 1.5 Oe,H1,10 Oe theG(H) dependence
observed in this study can be attributed to the penetratio
the magnetic field into the ceramic along microstructural
homogeneities of the weak-links type; this agrees with
results of Ref. 17, according to which the critical fields of t
intergranular Josephson links areHc1J52 Oe andHc2J55
Oe.

At 77 K the range of values of the magnetic fields th
penetrate into the interior of the Bi ceramic, according
Refs. 18 and 19, is very wide (2.5 Oe,Hc1,80 Oe!. This
disagreement in the data on the value ofHc1 is due to a
number of causes, among which are the difference in
penetration fields for the 2212 and 2223 phases20 and the
strong anisotropy of the superconducting parameters.18,19

2. The temperature dependence of the shear modulu
the Bi ceramic in the states A, B, C, D, and E is presented
Fig. 2. As we see from Fig. 2a, the DSM of the Bi ceramic
the initial state decreases sharply~by 0.8%! in the region
80–87 K, which corresponds to the region of the superc
ducting transition of the 2212 phase. Upon further incre
in the temperature to 130 K no change in the DSM is o
served, i.e., in the region of the superconducting transition
the 2223 phase for the two-phase Bi ceramic sample did
exhibit any anomalies on theG(T) curve.

The ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux in the sample~state B!
~Fig. 2b! leads to an increase in the DSM in both the mix
and normal states~by 2.5% and 1.6%, respectively! and to a
pronounced modulus defect with a softening effect~by 1%!
as the temperature is increased from 93 to 102 K. The va
of the ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux~1.5 Oe! was determined by
comparing theG(T) curves in various fields with the DSM
in the B state. It was found that these curves are ident
both in terms of absolute value~the value of the DSM in a
field of 1.5 Oe at 77 K is 25.14 GPa! and in the character o
the temperature dependence.

After the sample was annealed at 380 K~state C! ~Fig.
2c! a partial recovery of the DSM had occurred: the level
the G(T) curve is lowered over the entire interval of tem
peratures studied; the value of the modulus defect is
creased while the temperature at which it starts remains
same. Here the demagnetization procedure did not c
pletely restore theG(T) curve to the level of its initial state
~see Fig. 2a,c!, i.e., there is a residual value of the magne
zationBres. Measurements ofBres at 300 K with shielding of
the Earth’s magnetic field gave a value;0.024 G~see Ref.
12!. In addition, the samples in the state C exhibit charac
istic temperature oscillations of the DSM in the interv
73–95 K, i.e., in the region of the superconducting transit
of the 2212 phase (Tc585 K!. The amplitude of the oscilla-
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tions of the DSM is 0.4–0.6%, which is greater than t
measurement error.

Deforming the sample~state D! ~Fig. 2d! substantially
~by 5%! decreased the value of the shear modulus over
entire temperature interval, eliminated the shear modulus
fect observed in the B and C states, and shifted the regio
G(T) oscillations to 65–72 K.

Heating the deformed sample to 300 K~state E! ~Fig. 2e!
almost completely restored the elastic properties of the
ramic to the pre-deformation level at temperatures belowTc

~compare with the curve in Fig. 2c!, while for T.Tc the
curve in Fig. 2e approaches the level of the curve in Fig.
i.e., to the level of the modulus in the initial state. At th
same time, the curve in Fig. 2e exhibits shear modulus
fects in the regions 75–77 K and 106–112 K, and osci
tions of G(T) are observed atT,75 K.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the dynamic shear modulus of
ceramic after various procedures have been performed on it: initial state~a!,
in the presence of a ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic field~b!, after annealing to 380 K
~c!, after deformation by an alternating torsion togmax57.131024 at 65 K
~d!, after heating of the deformed sample to 300 K~e!.
e
e-
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Let us consider the possible reasons for the appeara
of ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux and the residual magnetic fie
and for the influence of temperature and external influen
on the structural state of the Bi ceramic, which is respons
for the observed changes in the DSM.

Level of the DSM. Analysis of the experimental dat
obtained in this study shows that the ‘‘trapped’’ magne
flux ~1.5 Oe! increases the level of the DSM, that lowering
the residual magnetic field toBres50.024 Oe leads to a de
crease in the degree of rise of the DSM, and that macroe
tic deformation lowers the DSM substantially. According
published data,4 one reason for the increase of the DSM
weak magnetic fields is the change in shape of the unit
of the vortex lattice. Another possible cause of the obser
effect is a structural rearrangement due either to the es
lishment of short-range antiferromagnetic order in the Cu2

planes6 or to separation of the 2212 phase in the CuO2 planes
into insulating and metallic stripes with differen
structures.20,21 Such a restructuring, by analogy with th
change in oxygen concentration in the Cu1–O1 chains in
yttrium ceramic, leads to a change of all the force constan7

Then the interaction of any strain-carriers with the differe
types of boundaries~e.g., the boundaries between the 22
and 2212 phases, the presence of stripe structures in
copper–oxygen planes! should promote growth of the dy
namic characteristics.22

It is known that a localization of the magnetic field
ceramics occurs at the intergranular links.5,23,24We therefore
assume that, as in the yttrium ceramic,9 the localization of
the ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux will be limited to systems o
weak links and the regions adjacent to them. This wo
make the observed increase in the DSM a 2.5% effect.

The more significant~5% and of the opposite sign!
change in the DSM level after macroelastic deformation
the ceramic~state D! can be attributed to the circumstanc
that the deformation involves not only the intergranular co
tact regions but also microregions in the interior of t
grains. At the degree of deformation investigated in t
present study the DSM level of the Bi ceramic is probab
due both to accumulation of defects in the region of t
Josephson contacts9 and to changes in the defect structure
the grains. Any change in the dislocation structure result
from the deformation investigated here, which was limited
the region of macroelasticity, could only occur through
increase in the number of long-loop dislocations on acco
of the breaking away of dislocation segments from pinn
points under the influence of the alternating external fo
field, but multiplication of dislocations does not take plac
This is also confirmed by the absence of residual deform
tion and by the recovery of theG(T) curve to the pre-
deformation level~Fig. 2c! after heating of the deformed
sample to 300 K~Fig. 2e!.

The observed character of the recovery ofG(T) after
heating to 300 K suggests that during the deformation at
K to g57.131024, unstable low-energy structural forma
tions arise for which the thermal activation on heating of t
ceramic to 300 K turns out to be sufficient for the practica
total recovery of these structural defects. The probability
formation of such structural defects will increase on acco

Bi
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of the two-phase nature of the ceramic under study, the
stability of which on thermocyling 300–77–300 K has be
noted previously.12 Such unstable structural defects of defo
mational origin can be either point defects with a low ene
of migration, i.e., interstitial atoms and isolated vacancies
metastable phases. A high concentration of point defects
result both from the appearance of interstitial atoms and
cancies during the motion of dislocation loops with ste
under the influence of an external alternating load and fr
displacement of the oxygen atoms in the CuO2 planes from
their equilibrium positions to interstitial sites.25

Metastable phases arise in perovskite structures, acc
ing to Ref. 8, through the initiation of phase transitions of t
displacive type, which occurs during local distortions of t
crystal lattice even for very small deformations of the c
ramic. Apparently the macroelastic deformation, by displ
ing the oxygen atoms, can destroy the structure that ar
under the influence of the ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux, much
this structure is destroyed in magnetic fields because of
polarization,6 i.e., deformation ‘‘nullifies’’ the influence of
the residual magnetic moment on the DSM level, and
dynamic shear modulus of the Bi ceramic is lower after
formation. Upon heating the elastic deformation is partia
relieved, the defect and phase structures recover, and
influence of the residual magnetic field atT,Tc is restored.

DSM defects.The data on the character of the anomal
of the temperature dependence of the elastic moduli of o
and two-phase bismuth compounds in the superconduc
transition regions~70–120 K! and their interpretation are
extremely contradictory.1,26–31

In a number of papers the acoustic anomalies are dire
linked to the development of the superconducti
transition.1,30 In the majority of cases the anomalies of t
acoustical parameters nearTc are judged to be the result o
structural and phase instability and the development of ph
transitions of the shear type with a multicomponent or
parameter.1,27,29,31In an analysis of phase transitions of th
shear type, which coincide in temperature with the superc
ducting transitions of the phases 2212 and 2223, much a
tion is paid to the state of the CuO2 planes and the possibility
of local correlated anharmonic displacements of the oxy
atoms relative to the copper atoms by 0.2–0.3 Å along thC
axis.29

In this study we did not observe anomalies of the te
perature dependence ofG(T) nearTc in the initial sample
~Fig. 2a!, but upon the appearance of the ‘‘trapped’’ ma
netic flux ~Fig. 2b! a substantial defect of the DSM, of th
softening type~on heating!, is observed atT,Tc . If this
modulus defect were due to a superconducting transit
then its sign and magnitude would be different from wh
they are.27 We therefore assume that the appearance of
DSM defect when ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux appears in t
sample is a consequence of a transformation stimulated
the field. One of these transformations in Bi ceramics in
presence of a residual magnetization is probably the es
lishment of short-range antiferromagnetic order in the in
lating stripes in the CuO2 planes.6 In the present study the
start of the DSM defect in the presence of a ‘‘trapped’’ ma
netic flux ~Fig. 2b! or residual magnetic field~Fig. 2c! and in
the absence of other influences, just as in Ref. 6, is fixe
n-
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temperature, but the value of the defect depends on the l
of these fields.

It can be supposed that the macroelastic deforma
~state D!, by introducing an excess number of deformati
defects, destroys the magnetic ordering of the insulat
stripes in the CuO2 plane of the 2212 phase, and that leads
vanishing of the DSM defects~Fig. 2d!. For the heated
sample~Fig. 2e! two modulus defects appear, very like
attesting to the partial restoration of magnetic ordering of
insulating stripes in the superconducting state.

Oscillations on the G(T) curve.The oscillatory depen-
dence of the elastic characteristics forH,200 Oe has been
observed previously on yttrium ceramics5,32,33 and has been
linked to lattice deformations in the superconducting tran
tion region, to the appearance of structural regions with cl
values of the sound velocities, and to the onset of inter
ence due to the penetration of the magnetic flux into
intergranular contacts and into closed granule clusters.

We have observed oscillations on theG(T) curve at a
small residual magnetic field at temperatures below the
perconducting transition of the 2212 phase, which agree w
the results of measurements of the temperature depend
of the low-frequency internal friction in the same samples12

A possible cause of the oscillations is phase separation in
CuO2 planes of the 2212 phase into metallic and insulat
stripes with different elastic properties.34

CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the results of the measurements of the fi
dependence (0<H<250 Oe! and temperature dependen
(65 K<T<130 K! of the DSM both for the initial state and
after magnetization, annealing, and deformation of
samples of a two-phase bismuth ceramic leads to the foll
ing conclusions.

1. The field dependence of the DSM has two magne
field regions~1.5–15 Oe and 110–180 Oe! in which changes
in the DSM are observed; these changes may be due to
multistage character of the penetration of magnetic field i
HTSC ceramics having substantially inhomogeneous mic
and macrostructure.

2. The temperature dependence of the DSM level is v
sensitive to the magnetic and defect structures of the
ramic. The ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux~1.5 Oe! increases the
DSM level by 2.5% in the mixed state and by 1.6% in t
normal state!. Demagnetizing the sample~by annealing at
380 K! to the level of the residual magnetization rough
halves the degree of increase of the DSM. Macroelastic
formation (g57.131024) at 65 K lowers the DSM level
substantially~by 5%!. It is conjectured that the influence o
the ‘‘trapped’’ magnetic flux or the residual magnetic fie
on the DSM level is due to the correlated displacement
atoms and point defects and to the establishment of sh
range antiferromagnetic ordering of the copper atoms in
CuO2 planes of the 2212 phase within the insulating strip
Deformation, by creating a high concentration of unsta
low-energy structural defects~such as interstitial atoms, iso
lated vacancies, and metastable phases!, destroys the short-
range antiferromagnetic order in the insulating stripes a
thus lowers the DSM level.
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3. At T,Tc the structural states A, B, and C are cha
acterized by the presence of one DSM defect of the soften
type ~in measurements during heating!, while the states aris
ing after heating of the deformed sample~E! have two such
DSM defects, which are not rigidly tied to the temperatu
of the superconducting transitions of the 2212 and 22
phases. The temperature position of the modulus defects
pends on the presence of residual magnetization and
number and spectrum of the defects, particularly of po
defects. It is assumed that the observed DSM defects are
to phase separation in the CuO2 planes of the 2212 phase.

4. In the presence of a small residual magnetization
G(T) curves exhibit oscillations in the region of the supe
conducting state of the 2212 phase. These oscillations p
ably arise as a result of phase separation in the CuO2 planes
of the 2212 phase into metallic and insulating stripes w
different elastic characteristics.

Additional comprehensive studies will be needed in
der to reach a definite conclusion as to the influence of sm
residual magnetic fields, deformation, and temperature on
elastic characteristics and their anomalies in Bi ceramics

*E-mail: gsergeeva@kipt.kharkov.ua
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Noncontact method for measurement of the critical current densities and diagnostics
of superconductors
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The role of the geometric factor of a superconducting sample in magnetic measurements of the
critical current densitiesJc is investigated. It is shown that a small difference of the
shape of the sample from cylindrical does not have much effect on the value ofJc . It is found
that the error in evaluatingJc for single crystals with the use of the standard expression
for determiningJc of a ceramic is due to the low trapped magnetic flux densityBtr in single
crystals as compared to ceramics. A technique is proposed for determiningJc for single-
crystal and ceramic samples from measurements of the spatial distribution ofBtr produced by the
Bean shielding supercurrents upon the transition of the whole volume of the sample to the
critical state. A formula is obtained for determiningJc for single-crystal and ceramic
superconducting samples in the form of polygonal and cylindrical slabs. To increase the accuracy
of determiningJc the differenceB0* 2Bc1 was used instead ofBtr

max(0) (B0* is the field that
inducesBtr

max(0) at the geometric axis of the sample, andBc1 is the first critical magnetic field of
the sample!. The values ofJc and of the pinning force in YBCO and BSCCO single-crystal
samples are estimated. It is established that the magnetic flux trapping mechanisms in these layered
structures are different. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1344148#
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One of the central problems of the diagnostics of sup
conducting materials during their synthesis and applicatio
to determine the critical current densitiesJc as accurately
and expeditiously as possible.

In the conventional noncontact method,Jc is determined
from measurements of the hysteresis curve of the magn
zation with the use of SQUID magnetometers or induct
methods.1–6 However, these methods are complicated a
uneconomical. It is therefore very important to devise si
pler and more economical methods of accurately determin
Jc .

In this paper we propose a simpler alternative to
standard method of measuringJc for superconducting single
crystals and ceramics. This new method is based on inv
gation of the local spatial distribution of the trapped ma
netic field densityBtr produced by the Bean shielding supe
currents around the sample.

METHOD

The spatial distribution of the trapped magnetic fl
~TMF! near YBa2Cu3O72x ~YBCO! ceramic samples wa
investigated experimentally in Ref. 7 as a function of t
temperature, external magnetic field, and transport curr
As a result, the ‘‘evolution’’ of the critical state inside th
sample was described, and the domain of applicability of
Bean model8 for accurate evaluation of the critical curren
of the investigated YBCO high-Tc superconducting~HTSC!
ceramics was determined. The normalized axial distribut
of the maximum trapped fieldBtr

max(z)/Btr
max(0) outside the
791063-777X/2001/27(1)/4/$20.00
r-
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-
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sample and the critical current densityJc upon establishmen
of the critical state in the entire intergranular space are
scribed by the expressions

Btr
max~z!

Btr
max~0!

5
1

h sinh21~R/h!

3F ~h1z!sinh21S R

h1zD2z sinh21S R

z D G ,
~1!

Jc5
c

p

Btr
max~0!

h sinh21~R/h!
, ~2!

where z is the coordinate along the axis of the cylindric
sample,R is the radius andh the thickness of the sample
Btr

max(0) is the value of the maximum trapped field near t
surface of the sample, andc is the speed of light.

However, the use of formula~2! to evaluate Jc

for single-crystal samples of the HTSCs YBCO a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox ~BSCCO! underestimated the values. Wit
the goal of using the technique proposed in Ref. 7 for sin
crystals also, we have explored the possible causes of
error in the estimates ofJc for single-crystal HTSC samples
To study the influence of the shape and geometric dim
sions of the sample on the value ofJc , the normalized axial
distribution Btr

max(z)/Btr
max(0) outside the superconductin

sample was modeled on a computer with the use of form
~1!. It was found that theBtr

max(z)/Btr
max(0) is rather insensi-

tive to variations ofh over a wide range~0.01–0.5 mm! but
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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depends strongly onR, which was varied over the rang
0.25–10 mm. When the experimental data were appr
mated by a curve calculated according to formula~1!, it was
found that if the radiusR of the sample was varied withh
held fixed, satisfactory agreement could not be achieved
any reasonable values ofR andh. It was also impossible to
obtain good agreement of the curves with a simultane
variation of R and h as adjustable parameters. The valu
obtained for the optimal curves,R* , R** , andh** , turned
out to be too large in comparison with the radiusR and
height h of the samples (R was determined from the trans
verse dimensions of the real sample, a polygonal slab
proximated by a cylinder!. The impossibility of approximat-
ing the experimental data by the theoretical curves and
fact that the values obtained,R* , R** , h** , are very large
compared to the actual valuesR andh for the sample shows
that the distribution of trapped fields is rather insensitive
the particular form of the current streamlines. This sugge
that the small difference of the shape of the sample fr
cylindrical cannot be responsible for the large error in
calculated values ofJc .

According to Refs. 7 and 9, the values of the fieldsB0* at
which the dependence ofBtr(0) onB0 reaches the saturatio
region are comparable to the fieldsBtr

max(0), and this pro-
vides an opportunity for accurate evaluation ofJc . In single-
crystal HTSC samples the level of trapped fields on aver
is more than an order of magnitude lower than in ceram
HTSCs, and this leads to a substantial difference between
values ofB0* andBtr

max(0). This, in turn, can lead to an erro
of more than an order of magnitude in the determinat
of Jc .

It will be shown below that if the differenceB0* 2Bc1 is
used in formula~2! instead ofBtr

max(0) (Bc1 is the first criti-
cal magnetic field of the sample!, one obtains values ofJc

for YBCO and BSCCO that are in good agreement w
published data. Here the following semiempirical express
is proposed:

Jc5
c

p

B0* 2Bc1

h sinh21~R/h!
~3!

which is valid for ceramics as well. In short, the capabiliti
of the technique described in Ref. 7 are extended consi
ably.

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The samples for study were YBa2Cu3O72x single crys-
tals with a critical temperature of the superconducting tr
sition Tc'91 K and dimensions of;13130.05 mm, 2
3130.05 mm, and 0.830.730.05 mm and Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox

single crystals with dimensions of;1.231,130.15 mm, 4
3430.1 mm, 431030.6 mm, andTc'90 K. The measure-
ments of the trapped field were made at liquid nitrogen te
perature in static magnetic fields of up to 1 kG by means
a Hall sensor with a working are of 0.1530.45 mm and a
sensitivity of 10mV/G. The magnetometer was capable
detecting fields to an accuracy of 1022 G or better. The
measurements of the TMF were made in the zero-field c
ing ~ZFC! regime, i.e., the sample was cooled to a tempe
ture T577.4 K,Tc in zero magnetic field. Then a pulse o
i-
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external magnetic fieldB0 with a duration of 0.5 min was
applied in the direction perpendicular to the plane of t
sample. After a 30-minute wait from the time the field w
removed~this time was sufficient to eliminate the rapid
relaxing part of the TMF! the value ofBtr

max(z) was measured
at various distancesz ~along the axis of the sample! between
the sample and the Hall sensor. Then the sample was he
to a temperatureT.Tc and the procedure was repeated fo
different value ofB0. Since HTSC single crystals usuall
have the shape of thin polygonal slabs and are very br
materials, it is practically impossible to bring them to th
shape of a cylindrical disk. Therefore the geometric axis
the sample was chosen as follows: a cylindrical recess
drilled at the center of a copper disk to a depth precis
equal to the thickness of the single-crystal HTSC slab, w
allowance for the thickness of a thin layer of glue. The
ameter of the recess was chosen so as to provide a
setting for the sample. A Hall sensor was mounted in a si
lar way at the center of another copper disk. Threads w
cut on the other side of the disk holding the sample to per
mounting the disk on the end of a copper rod with a hea
wound on it. This mounting made it possible to move t
disk holding the sample in a precisely coaxial relationship
the rigidly fixed disk holding the Hall sensor. For a sample
the form of a parallelepiped with dimensions comparable
those of the working area of the Hall sensor, this mount
made it possible, without further effort, to fix the position
the sample relative to the Hall sensor in such a way that
corresponding faces were parallel.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the axial distributions of the normaliz
TMF density Btr

max(z)/Btr
max(0) for YBCO and BSCCO

single-crystal samples with dimensions of 13130.05 mm
and 43430.1 mm, respectively. Points1 correspond to the
experiment. Curves2 are the results of a calculation accor
ing to formula ~1! for the specified dimensions of th
samples. As we see from Fig. 1, in neither case does cur2
agree with the experimental data1. Curves3 were obtained
by approximating the experimental data1 with a theoretical
curve by varyingR. The effective radiusR* for these curves
was 6 mm for the YBCO and 5.5 mm for the BSCCO sing
crystals. Curves4 in Fig. 1 correspond to an approximatio
of the experimental data by simultaneous variation ofR and
h. For curves4 the valuesR** 52.861.8 mm, h** 50.8
61.4 mm were obtained for the YBCO single crystals a
R** 53.460.9 mm, h** 50.960.8 mm for the BSCCO
single crystals. The values ofR* , R** , andh** differ con-
siderably from the reduced radius andh of the real samples
The reduced radiiR for the YBCO and BSCCO single
crystal samples were 0.7 and 2.8 mm, respectively.

The value ofB0* can be determined from the curve o
Btr(0) versusB0 at values ofB0 corresponding to the satu
ration region of the curve. The value ofBc1 can also be
determined from the curve ofBtr(0) versusB0 when the Hall
sensor registers a nonzero signalBtr(0). Figure 2 shows the
field dependence ofBtr(0) for YBCO and BSCCO single-
crystal HTSC samples. As we see from the figure, the val
of the fieldsBc1 , B0* , andBtr

max(0) equalled 50, 95, and 0.2
G for YBCO and 4.5, 30, and 2.1 G for BSCCO. Because
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the current and potential contacts present on the surfac
the Hall sensor, the minimum gap between the working s
face of the Hall sensor and the surface of the sample was
mm. To establish the exact value ofBtr

max(0) we constructed
the unnormalized axial distributionsBtr

max(z) for the YBCO
and BSCCO single-crystal HTSC samples. Figure 3 show
plot of Btr

max(z). Extrapolation of the curves to an ordina
axis shifted alongz by 2200 mm yields a more accurat
value of Btr

max(0). For theYBCO and BSCCO samples th
refined values ofBtr

max(0) are 0.35 and 2.51 G. The values
the TMF determined from Figs. 2 and 3 could be used
determine Jc for the YBCO and BSCCO single-crysta
samples according to formula~2!. The volume density of the
pinning force was determined according to the formula1

FIG. 1. Axial distributions of the normalized trapped magnetic flux dens
Btr

max(z)/Btr
max(0): for a YBa2Cu3O72x single-crystal sample with dimen

sions of 13130.05 mm~a! and for a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox single-crystal sample
with dimensions of 43430.1 mm~b!. Experiment~1!, theory~2!, approxi-
mation of the experimental by the theoretical dependence, with variatio
the radiusR of the sample~3!, and the same but with simultaneous variati
of R and the heighth of the sample~4!. T577.4 K.
of
r-
00

a

o

Fp5
1

c
JcBtr

max~0!, ~4!

and the pinning force acting per unit length of vortex w
found from the formula

f 5~F0 /c!Jc ~5!

(F0 is the magnetic flux quantum!. As we see from Table I,
the values obtained forJc are more than two orders of mag
nitude lower than the published data in the case of YBC
single crystals and more than one order of magnitude lo
in the case of BSCCO single crystals. We now use form
~3! to recalculate the values ofJc for YBCO and BSCCO
single crystals and, substituting the new values into formu
~4! and~5!, again estimate the values ofFp andf. The results
are given in Table II. It is seen from Table II that the co
rected values ofJc are in good agreement with the publishe
data.

By substitutingBc150 andB0* 5Btr
max(0) into formula

~3! we obtain formula~2!. This substitution is justified be
cause a magnetic field of 1023 Oe will already penetrate into

of

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the trapped magnetic fieldBtr(0) atT577.4 K
for the ZFC regime. For a YBCO single-crystal sample with dimensions
13130.05 mm ~a! and for a BSCCO single-crystal sample with dime
sions of 43430.1 mm~b!.
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a HTSC ceramic,10 and the value of the trapped field
which the critical state is established throughout the en
intergranular space is approximately equal to the value o
inducing fieldB0* ~Refs. 7 and 9!.

FIG. 3. Axial distribution of the unnormalized trapped fieldBtr
max(z) at T

577.4 K for the ZFC regime. For a YBCO single-crystal sample with
mensions of 13130.05 mm ~a! and for a BSCCO single-crystal samp
with dimensions of 43430.1 mm~b!.

TABLE I. Critical current densities for YBCO and BSCCO single crysta
Calculation according to formula~2!.

Single crystal
Jc ,

A/cm22
Jc , 103 A/cm22

~Ref. 2!
Fp ,

dyn/cm23 f , 1026 dyn/cm21

YBCO 66.7 5–50 2.34 1.38
BSCCO 198.4 1–10 49.8 4.1
e
ts

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have refined the method proposed
Ref. 7 by which one can determineJc for single-crystal and
ceramic superconducting samples in the shape of polyg
and cylindrical slabs. We have found that in comparison w
YBCO, the difference betweenBtr

max(0) andB0* for BSCCO
single-crystal samples is substantially smaller. BSCCO
characterized by a lowerBc1, a higherBtr

max(0), a stronger
volume pinning, and a lowerJc , possibly because of the
different mechanisms for magnetic flux trapping in these l
ered structures.

If the measurements are made using Hall or other ty
of sensors with a smaller size~the known Hall sensors hav
a working surface area of 20320 mm!, one can substantially
increase the resolving power of the proposed method.
cording to Ref. 11, the threshold sensitivity of a Hall ma
netometer can be improved to 631025 G, which would
make it possible to make express measurements of theJciC
component of the critical current of single crystals and
perform a more detailed diagnostics of superconducting
terials.

The author is extremely grateful to E. A. Bryun for su
porting this study and to V. N. Gubankov for interest a
helpful discussions.
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TABLE II. Critical current densities for YBCO and BSCCO single crysta
Calculation according to formula~3!.

Single crystal Jc , 103 A/cm22 Fp , dyn/cm23 f , 1026 dyn/cm21

YBCO 8.60 267 178
BSCCO 2.02 432 41.8
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